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To my parents and my teachers

“A teacher affects eternity
He can never tell where his influence stops”
(Henry Adams)
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ABSTRACT
Treatment of hospitalised patients is generally governed by the pre-developed
algorithms and common guidelines. These approaches are helpful in most, but not all
cases. Treatment of hospitalised patients is limited to the time of hospital stay and is
therefore directed to immediate help. There are diseases for which immediate help is as
important as its long-term consequences. General infections and ischemic heart disease
are among the most prominent examples. Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) remain the
leading cause of death in developed countries. While immediate treatment of acute
myocardial infarction (AMI) is currently dependent on rapid surgery and management
of thrombosis, adequate long-term treatment with other agents including beta-blockers
may prolong time to further cardiovascular events and therefore prolong patients’ life.
It is important to achieve adequate effects as early as possible and avoid adverse drug
reactions (ADR) to fulfill primary goals of the treatment. Factors that affect individual
treatment response may be inherited (genetic polymorphisms) or exogenous (drug
interactions). General infectious diseases represent another problem where hospital
lethality is traditionally high and is dependent on a number of factors, mainly timeliness
of diagnosing and susceptibility of pathogenic microorganisms to available antibiotics.
This susceptibility is a changing parameter and may be dependent on the pattern of
traditional antibiotic use in a given hospital, which is related to selection of resistant
pathogens potentially worsening patients’ survival. This also has a more global
consequence of cultivation of multiple resistant pathogens, which may then be spread
over the hospital, region and even country borders.
General aim of the current thesis was to increase knowledge of specific factors that may
affect quality of hospital care in the treatment of general infections and acute
myocardial infarction and suggest methods to minimize their negative influence in
hospitalised patients.
We found that CYP2D6 is a major factor of metoprolol disposition and effects in AMI
patients and also a major determinant of individual variability of response to the
treatment. Common exogenous medications prescribed for treatment of depression
complicating AMI namely selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) paroxetin
significantly increase metoprolol concentrations in patients and put them at risk of
excessive bradycardia. Based on our findings we suggested that CYP2D6 genetically
defined activity may be related to ventricular rhythm disorders (VRD) complicating
early period after acute myocardial infarction, though not in patients undergoing
percutaneous coronary intervention.
In our studies on surveillance of antibiotic use and resistance we applied a method of
Drug Utilization 90% (DU90%), and modified it with cumulative microbial resistance
data. From this combination it was clear that most widely utilized antibiotics are not
suitable for treatment of registered infections due to high resistance of the microbes.
We showed that this method of combined presentation of antibiotic 90% use and
microbial resistance reflects existing situation in a comprehensive and easy way both –
for prescribers and authorities. When this method was tested in a Russian hospital we
observed antibiotic use and resistance during five consecutive years, we could not see
any change in resistance despite obvious changes in utilization profile. We considered
these changes attributable to our intervention because they were not observed in a
control Russian hospital. We also observed antibiotic utilization and key
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microorganisms resistance in a Swedish hospital. Overall antibiotic use was much
higher in that hospital, antibiotics active against multiple resistant microorganisms were
present within DU90% segment, despite that resistance of key microorganisms in this
segment was low during the whole observation period. We concluded that the
instrument of combined presentation of antibiotic use and cumulative resistance is an
effective tool to show in an easy and comprehensive way rationality of antibiotic use
and change utilization profile. It was also clear that in hospitals with high resistance of
microorganisms to the most agents used other methods of infection control are
required.
Our studies demonstrate two principally different approaches to improvement of drug
treatment of hospitalised patients. In cardiovascular diseases we showed clinical
importance of pharmacogenetics and drug interactions, which may further be continued
by studies defining place for pharmacogenetic tests in clinics. For patients suffering
from general infections we proposed a more general approach of antibiotic use and
resistance surveillance that will help to define existing problems. It is a crucial step to
improved treatment of patients in a particular hospital but also may have global
contribution to containment of world dissemination of resistant microbes.
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1 BACKGROUND
1.1

GENERAL INFECTIONS AND ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE ARE THE LEADING
CAUSES OF HOSPITAL DEATH

Infectious diseases
Infectious diseases are defined by the WHO as «caused by pathogenic microorganisms, such as
bacteria, viruses, parasites or fungi; the diseases can be spread, directly or indirectly, from one
person to another»[1]. Infections led to deaths of millions of people starting from the antiquity,
first mentions of plague are found in the ancient texts and first pandemics known - the Justinian
plague – refer to 541-544 A.D[2].
Figure 1. Miniature out of the Toggenburg Bible (Switzerland) of 1411.
Many
non-pandemic
diseases
were
accompanied by fever, as it follows from the
Hippocrates works, many of these patients died.
Already in the 18th century the Scottish
physician A. Gordon described the proofs of
contagious origin of in-hospital Erysepilas and
puerperal fever, which was later described in
more details by an American Dr Homes and a
Hungarian Dr Semmelweis [3]. Treatment
strategies changed from calomel and izal
antiseptics [4] to antibiotics, but the problem
remained. Currently infectious diseases represent an unsolved problem in the lower income
countries with malaria and tuberculosis being the most common; however, lower respiratory
infections, being primarily treated in hospitals[5], were the 5th leading cause of death in the highincome countries in 2008[6].
Cardiovascular diseases
With the improvement of hygiene and treatment strategies of communicable diseases the duration
of life increased and so increased the global prevalence of noncommunicable diseases. According
to the WHO report 2012 63% of all death in 2008 were due to noncommunicable diseases among
which the largest proportion belongs to cardiovascular diseases (48%). It was projected that
cardiovascular deaths will increase from 17 million in 2008 to 25 million in 2030. The same report
showed that in Eastern European countries a large proportion of such deaths constitute people of
the younger (30-70) age. Ischemic heart disease represents 42% of all cardiovascular deaths
globally and 48% in Europe[5]. All acute situations require immediate hospital care, which makes
cardiovascular diseases a leading cause of deaths in hospitals.
These two problems are closely related. Healthcare associated infections can occur in any
hospitalised patient. According to the annual report of European Center for Disease Control and
Prevention in 2010 7.4% of patients staying longer than 2 days in ICU acquire pneumonia, and
3.4% - bloodstream infections[7]. A recent review published in the Lancet discusses a contrary
relation saying that about a quarter of adults hospitalised with pneumonia develop major cardiac
complications with 60% increase in cardiac mortality[8].
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1.2

MICROBIAL RESISTANCE

1.2.1 General mechanisms
Microbial resistance is a kind of drug resistance that develops in microbes towards antibiotics.
Resistance may be intrinsic or acquired. Molecular basis for the latter is mutation and selection of
the mutated strain. These mutations may occur in genes encoding proteins or promoter genes
regulating gene expression of target proteins, so that the drug can not bind, proteins involved in
drug transport, changing microbial wall permeability, enzymes deactivating or altering drugs.

Microbial resistance
represents
random
mutations
being
factor of survival in
presence
of
antibiotics.
Resistance genes can
rapidly move within
bacterial populations.
First resistance of
Staphylococcus
aureus to penicillin
was described before
the antibiotic was
deployed[9]. Rapid
development
of
resistance stimulated
chemical
modifications
of
existing antibiotics in
attempts to increase
their effects against
new pathogens and
make them “resistant
to
resistance”.
Resistance, however,
appeared to newer
agents and consequent to that and also because of high costs of drug development many
pharmaceutical companies abandoned research on new antibiotics[10]. At the same time spread of
resistance does not stop so that currently one microbe may carry up to 12 genes of resistance to
different agents, which is called multidrug resistance. These multidrug resistant agents may
frequently be more virulent than others. Some of these microbes with resistance to several
antibiotic classes represent a serious clinical problem leading to increased mortality, namely
Extended-Spectrum Beta—Lactamases (ESBL), Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA), Vancomycin Resistant Enterococci (VRE), multidrug resistant Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, carbapenemase and AmpC producers.
12
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1.2.2 ESBL producers
Extended-spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBL) is a group of enzymes capable of inhibiting a wide
range of cephalosporin anti-bacterial agents[11]. They have been described in the 70s, the main
mechanism of transfer is plasmids. ESBL producers are generally defined as being resistant to all
cephalosporins and monobactams but cephamycins (cefoxitin, cefotetan) or carbapenems. These
enzymes are inhibited by classical beta-lactamase inhibitors (clavulanic acid, sulbactam,
tazobactam). ESBLs are commonly produced by Klebsiella and E.coli. Their virulence is not
enhanced by ESBL presence, but infections caused by ESBL producers are associated with
increase rates of treatment failure, mortality and hospital costs[12]. The rate of ESBL production
by enterobacteriaceae varies worldwide. According to data from European Antimicrobial
Resistance Surveillance Network (EARS-Net) ESBL producing Klebsiella is a more common
problem than ESBL producing E.coli. The frequency of detection varies between countries from
1.7% to 75.6% for Klebsiella and from 2.6% to 24.8% for E.coli [7]. ESBL genes are commonly
associated with other resistance genes, which makes multidrug resistance not uncommon. Previous
antibiotic use, especially beta-lactams, have been identified as a risk factor for ESBL blood stream
infection with odds ratios raging from 1.9 to 11.8[12]. Investigators conclude that use of 3rd
generation cephalosporins is a strong factor of selection of ESBL producers[13]. Also
fluoroquinolone use was an independent risk factor for ESLB-producing enterobacteriaceae blood
stream infections. Also a prolonged hospital stay is identified in studies as a risk factor for ESBLproducing enterobacteriaceae infection with odds ratio 1.3 to 14.9. Other factors associated with
likelihood of ESBL producing enterobacteriaceae infections are previous invasive procedures or
catheterizations, old age, liver cirrhosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and others.
Mortality rates in patients with blood stream infections caused by ESBL producing
enterobacteriaceae is reported to vary from 8 to 43%[12]. These infections are generally
considered to be sensitive to beta-lactam/beta-lactamase inhibitor combinations, although due to
unexpected clinical failure despite in vitro effectiveness observed carbapenems are becoming in
many places a recommended group for initial therapy of severe infections.
1.2.3 Carbapenemase and AmpC producers
AmpC producing enterobacteriaceae are considered to be resistant to all cephalosporins and
aztreonam, but not to carbapenems. The specific feature is that they are phenotypically expressed
under the pressure of antibiotics, mostly cephalosporins[11]. Selection of AmpC producers is
associated with a two times higher mortality, longer mean hospital stay and treatment costs[14].
Cefepim and carbapenems are considered more stable and less selective. High use of carbapenems
has consequently lead to appearance of carbapenem-resistant enterobacteriaceae. This is mostly
due to loss of porins – channels required for antibiotic penetration through the bacterial cell wall.
Enterobacteriaceae that produce enzymes destroying carbapenems have recently become a real
danger in hospitals. The most common carbapenemase producers are E.coli and Klebsiella spp.. In
contrast to ESBL producers these microbes cause severe infections and spread rapidly around the
world[11]. The highest national rates of enterobacteriaceae producing carbapenemases published is
40% reported in Greece, metallobetalactamases (class B) are detected with frequency of 2-8% in
India and up to 27% in Pakistan[14]. Many of carbapenemase producing strains are sensitive to
tigecycline, colistin and fosfomycin, but resistant strains to these agents exist as well.
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1.2.4 P.aeruginosa
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a microorganism that is generally affecting severely or chronically ill
patients. Resistance of this microorganism to aminoglycosides, fluoroquinolones, cephalosporins
and carbapenems vary in different countries. They are lowest in Scadinavia (<10%) and highest in
southeast of Europe (25-50%). The most common mechanisms of resistance are loss of porins,
derepression of AmpC and activation of efflux. It is characterized by an ability to develop
resistance to many antimicrobial agents. MDR (Multiple Drug Resistance) in Ps.aeruginosa is
usually defined as resistance to three or more of the following agents – antipseudomonal
penicillins,
antipseudomonal
cephalosporins,
fluoroquinolones,
carbapenems
and
aminoglycosides[15].
1.2.5 MRSA and VRE
The first strain of Staphylococcus aureus resistant to methicillin was discovered in a British
hospital in 1961, and existing evidence show that further distribution was due to clonal spread,
which means that these strains have a strong ability to overcome non-resistant counterparts[11].
According to the latest European reports frequency of MRSA is 1-5% in Scandinavian countries,
and is around 25% in Germany, Poland, France and other countries in central Europe. It is reported
to be even higher (up to 50%) in Southern Europe[16]. According to the surveillance data there is
no increase in the majority of European countries, but high resistance levels are remaining.
According to the data from an international study collecting data from ICUs in Latin America,
Asia, Europe and Africa reported frequencies were 74% for catheter associated urinary tract
infections and 84% for central-line associated blood stream infections[17]. Methicillin resistant
staphylococcal infections are associated with a worse prognosis[18]. Currently MRSA infections
are registered also in patients with community-acquired infections.
The mechanism of enterococcal insensitivity to vancomycin is in the amino acid change in the
cellular wall of the microbe, which makes the affinity of vancomycin over 1000 times lower[11].
Vancomycin resistance was not observed until the late 80s.
Resistance rate is different for different types of enterococci – in some studies is is reported to be
as high as 76% for Enterococcus faecium and 6.5% for Enterococcus Faecalis[17].
1.3

ANTIBIOTIC USE AND RELATION TO RESISTANCE

Resistance of microbes is a matter of their survival, which means that resistance they develop
represents inevitable consequence of antibiotic use. First strains resistant to penicillin were
identified prior to wide distribution of this agent. Some resistance is occurring naturally, but
antibiotic use is a well recognized driving force. When antibiotics are used there are two
mechanisms of resistance distribution – first is that being toxic to microbes antibiotics stimulate
evolutionary process and development of protection mechanisms, second is selection of resistant
strains by eliminating sensitive competitors. These processes are not only related to human
antibiotic use – agriculture and cattle raising are also utilizing antibiotics which may be another
source of resistance development. It is generally recognized that amount of antibiotic use in food
animals may have impact on public health. It is well recognized that in order to improve something
you have to be able to measure it. A number of metrics have been proposed to measure antibiotic
use in agriculture. These are antibiotic sales, drug mass in kilograms, number of animals treated,
treatment rate, animal defined daily dose (DDD), and animal DDD per 1000 animals[19]. Easy
access to antibiotics in humans is a problem in some countries of the world, which makes
measurements almost impossible and antibiotic exposure and resistance wider.
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There have been quite a number of studies showing close relation of antibiotic use and resistance.
In the most recent study previous antibiotic use was the only independent risk factor of acquisition
of carbapenem-resistant enterobacteriaceae[20]. Clear relation between decreased use of
carbapenems and carbapenem resistant pseudomonas aeruginosa was shown in 6-year observation
in Japan[21]; in a Danish study increased consumption of fluoroquinolones and cephalosporins
was related to increased resistance of E.coli from blood cultures in a 4-year observation[22].
Increased use of fluoroquinolones in Spain during 10 years was related to increased resistance of
enterobacteriaceae to fluoroquinolones and 3rd generation cephalosporins[23]. Similarly previous
use of aminopenicillins combined with enzyme inhibitors was a risk factor for carbapenem
resistant Klebsiella pneumonia in a controlled study in Greece[24]. In some cases, however,
resistance can not be directly related to utilization , like it was shown in a study involving a large
number of hospitals, where aminoglycoside use decrease was related to decrease of resistant
P.aeruginosa but increase of resistant E.coli[25] and in a Serbian study where relation of
carbapenems was not found to be related to Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Acinetobacter
resistance[26].
1.4

CONTAINMENT OF RESISTANCE BY IMPROVING QUALITY OF ANTIBIOTIC
USE

Microbial resistance was for the first time defined as a global healthcare problem by the WHO in
1983 in the memorandum on “Control of antibiotic-resistant bacteria”[27]. It was then followed by
the European Union Copenhagen recommendations “The microbial threat” released in 1998[28].
In 1999 WHO has issued a “wake-up call” against microbial threats [29] where it was stated that
“the world has dangerously underestimated the threat bacteria and viruses are posing to national
security and economic growth, and may soon miss its opportunity to protect people from this risk”.
Finally in 2001 the “Global strategy for containment of antimicrobial resistance” was
published[30]. The interventions supported by this strategy are: “reducing the disease burden and
the spread of infection, improving access to appropriate antimicrobials, improving use of
antimicrobials, strengthening health systems and their surveillance capabilities, enforcing
regulations and legislation, encouraging the development of appropriate new drugs and vaccines”.
As we can see rational antibiotic use is one of the most important goals together with microbiology
surveillance and control if distribution of resistant strains.
1.5

EVALUATION OF ANTIMICROBIAL CONSUMPTION

“If you cannot measure it you cannot improve it”
Lord Kelvin
Antibiotic utilization studies were mentioned as the best way to influence rational antibiotic use in
the WHO memorandum[27]. A number of indicators were proposed for drug utilization studies.
The first studies on comparison of drug utilization between different settings were performed in the
60s . In these studies significant differences in antibiotic use between six European countries were
demonstrated[31]. This publication lead to the organization of the first WHO meeting on “Drug
consumption” which was held in Oslo in 1969[32] and establishment of European Drug Utilization
Research Group (DURG)[33]. The concept was then developed in order to make drug utilization
data comparable. The unit developed was initially called Agreed Daily Dose, and then the name
was transferred to Defined Daily Dose (DDD). DDD is the average maintenance dose of the drug
when used on its major indication in adults[31]. A number of related definitions were given then
by the WHO. These are: drug utilization research – “the marketing, prescription and distribution of
15
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drugs in the society with special emphasis on the resulting medical, social and economic
consequencies”; pharmacoepidemiology – “the study of the use and effects/side effects of drugs in
large numbers of people with the purpose of supporting the rational and cost-effective use of drugs
in the population thereby improving health outcomes”[31]. Another important achievement was
adoption of the common drug classification – Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC)[34]
classification where the active substances are divided into different groups according to the organ
or system on which they act, and their therapeutic, pharmacological and chemical properties.
Currently the methodology of ATC/DDD is widely used in drug utilization research not only in
Europe, but also in Eastern countries[35]. It is used with varying denominators – DDD/1000
inhabitants for out-patient populations and DDD/100 bed-days for hospitals. Other measures
include Days Of Therapy (DOTs) – a measure indicating any dose of a drug received by a patient
during a 24-hour period[25]. Other measures including numbers of packages, tablets, numbers of
prescriptions, or physical units – kilograms, grams or liters – are sometimes used for presentation
of utilization volume but are not suitable for cross-national comparisons[31].
Based on the majority of studies indicating that antibiotic use is capable of influencing microbial
resistance there have been a number of global initiatives launched on the monitoring of antibiotic
use. The largest program in Europe is the European Surveillance of Antimicrobial Consumption
Network (ESAC-net)[36] representing a “Europe-wide network of international surveillance
systems, providing European reference data on antimicrobial consumption”. It collects and
analyzes information on antimicrobial consumption from European Union and European
Economic Area countries and is currently affiliated to the European Center for Disease Prevention
and Control, located in Stockholm. The data are collected and analyzed in order to define
indicators of antibiotic use and monitor process of prudent antibiotic use. The data indicate that
antibiotic use patterns vary widely in different European countries with total consumption being
more intensive in Southern Europe and least intensive in Scandinavian countries[36]. It was for the
first time shown in the work by Otto Cars published in Lancet in 2001 [37]. There are no national
antibiotic utilization surveillance programs in many other countries like Russia, Japan[38], and the
United States[39], which makes international comparison of antibiotic utilization complicated.
Hospital surveillance of antibiotic use in American hospitals is usually presented as some rate with
certain measure unit like cost, grams, DDD or DOT as a numerator, and time as a denominator.
This approach, however, is not suitable for nation-wide comparisons[39].
Antibiotic utilization studies have been recommended in the WHO strategy for hospital routine
use. These studies are the basement of different strategies to improve quality of antibiotic use. The
most widely used is adherence to local guidelines. In Sweden there is a renewable list of first-line
medications for different conditions including infections. It is available publicly and is used as a
source for adherence evaluation[40]. In order to improve this methodology it was proposed to
concentrate on the bulk of utilization volume represented within 90% of Drug Utilization
(DU90%)[41]. Based on Pareto’s principle the use of 90% segment is considered to be the most
important. It has been tested as quality measure in different kinds of drugs including
antibiotics[42,43], which was positively met by prescribers[44].
Benchmarking techniques have also been used for drug use monitoring and improvement since the
90s. In Sweden the benchmarking process was initiated on a national level within the national
strategic program on rational use of antibiotics and reduction of antibiotic resistance (STRAMA).
The data on antibiotic consumption collected from seven hospitals were presented on the web-site
as a way of providing feedback[45]. Point-prevalence studies have also been utilized[46,47] that
were, however, not related to any defined quality indicator since different countries participated
with varying guidelines and antibiotic distribution rules. More universal quality indicators than
guidelines were developed within the ESAC-net project[48,49] for outpatient use. On the hospital
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level there has been some criticism against data for antibiotic benchmarking, because a number of
factors do not let identify really irrational use of antibiotics based on aggregate data[50]. In order
to overcome these difficulties methodologies have been proposed in benchmarking of antibiotics
like Case Mix Index – an index considering type of patients, their age, medications and other
parameters making the patient category more homogenous; risk adjustment methodologies have
been used in some regression models in benchmarking of antibiotic use, however these
standardized methods are rarely used[50]. There have been scattered attempts to benchmark
antibiotic use and resistance together. It may be exemplified by a SARI (Surveillance of
Antimicrobial Resistance in Intensive Care Units) program in Germany. In the United States
antibiotic use for selected conditions is a standardized, nationally reported, publicly available
quality metrics. Surgical Care Improvement Program is directed towards improved selection,
timing and discontinuation of peri-operative prophylaxis. The mechanism used for quality
improvement is development of guidelines, and the instrument to measure quality is adherence to
these guidelines. A 27% reduction of preventable surgical site infections was noted as a result of
this initiative [39]. Another quality metrics used was time to first antibiotic dose for community
acquired pneumonia. The timeframe was set for giving the first antibiotic dose based on
prospective observations. Adherence to this time frame was monitored by the insurance
companies, which led, however, to unnecessary antibiotics received by patients with suspected but
not confirmed pneumonia. At the same time there were no direct benefits observed. Antibiotic
stewardship programs (ASP) have become popular in many parts of the world. Their major
indicators are antibiotic use, clinical parameters, antibiotic resistance and costs. Effects of
measuring antibiotic consumption and providing feedback evaluated in prospective studies were
capable of changing antibiotic utilization profile but not outcomes[51,52]. Differential
reimbursement program was also used within benchmarking of antibiotic use in Belgium[53].
Formulary restrictions and pre-order approval are the other two methods to influence quality of
antibiotic use. Other interventions include antibiotic cycling, educational initiatives and decision
supporting tools.
The most popular methods of local containment of antimicrobial resistance are infection control
and antibiotic stewardship teams and programs. Antibiotic Stewardship Program (ASP) is usually
defined as a program that supports selection, dosing, rout of administration and duration of
antimicrobial therapy[54]. ASPs are supported by the guidelines released by the Infectious Disease
Society of America and the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America[55]. These
guidelines emphasize the two strategies as having the best volume of evidence; these are
prospective audit and feedback and formulary restrictions with preauthorization for selected
antibiotics. These strategies have shown effects in reducing costs for treatment and patient safety.
To make these programs most efficient it is recommended that each hospital has an antibiotic
stewardship team consisting of a clinical pharmacist and a physician – both trained in infectious
diseases[54]. Antimicrobial resistance itself, however, is not recommended as an outcome because
other factors but antibiotic use may influence resistance. Selective restrictions of antibiotic use
have shown effects – in the study by Rahal et al. restriction of cephalosporin use led to 44%
decreased resistance to these agents, but compensatory increase of carbapenems use led to 69%
increase of resistance to these agents[56]. Clinical decision supporting software may also be useful
within stewardship programs. There is evidence that such computer-based programs can decrease
the number of patients requiring review by 84%[57]. In comparison of active and passive antibiotic
surveillance it was shown that active feedback was associated with shorter duration of
inappropriate antibiotic use and length of hospital stay[58]. In the Cochrane review of
interventions directed to improvement of antibiotic prescribing in hospitalised patients published in
2005 it was concluded that these interventions are generally effective and are capable of reducing
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microbial resistance[59]. However in any intervention it is useful to remember statements popular
in business: “Businesses recognize that people do not change their behaviors because they are
shown an analysis that shifts their thinking. Rather, people change their behaviors because they are
shown a truth that influences their feelings”[39].
1.6

ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION – DEFINITION AND TREATMENT
STRATEGIES

According to the current guidelines the term AMI should be used “when there is evidence of
myocardial necrosis in a clinical setting consistent with acute myocardial ischaemia”. It is a cause
of most cardiovascular deaths and a major cause of death and disability worldwide. [60]. AMI is
currently classified by its origin into 5 types, where type 1 refers to spontaneous event related to
atherosclerotic plaque rupture or damage with resulting thrombus in one or more of the coronary
arteries; type 2 is AMI secondary to an imbalance between myocardial oxygen supply and/or
demand, where myocardial damage occurs not due to underlying coronary artery disease (CAD)
but may happen in critically ill patients, in patients undergoing non-cardiac surgery, or may also be
due to vasospasm or endothelial dysfunction; type 3 implies cardiac death with symptoms
suggestive of myocardial ischemia when blood markers were not available; type 4 is AMI related
to Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) (4a) or stent thrombosis (4b); and type 5 refers to
AMI associated with Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting (CABG).

Figure 3. Types of AMI. (reproduced from Thygesen et al, 2012[60])
A recent study of cardiac deaths after AMI based on the population from the clinical trial
TRITON-TIMI 38[61] showed that with the use of the most modern treatment strategies 6.5% of
AMI patients die within 180 days, but when death rates are analyzed by AMI subtype, it becomes
clear that while naturally occurring AMI (type 1) is associated with 8.3% 180 days cardiac
mortality, in patients with AMI associated with stent thrombosis and CABG (types 4b and 5)
mortality is as high as 15.4 and 14.3% respectively. Besides practical importance this may
indirectly indicate that even after surgery medications directed to prevention of cardiac deaths are
essential.
There are well defined treatment strategies for AMI patients. In the acute stage treatment is largely
based on restoration of blood flow in the culprit vessel and use of fibrinolytics, antiplatelet agents
and anticoagulants as soon as possible after the beginning of symptoms[62]. Long-term therapies
are, however, important for long-term prognosis because these patients are at high risk of new
events and premature death. These treatments should be maintained by the general practitioner, but
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to a large extent its success is dependent on early initiation of therapy before discharge from the
hospital. According to current recommendations the highest level of evidence (IA) belongs to the
following strategies: antiplatelet therapy with low dose aspirin (75-100 mg); dual antiplatetel
therapy with aspirin and ticagrelor or aspirin and prasugrel in patients who were treated with PCI;
oral treatment with beta-blockers for patients with heart failure or left ventricular dysfunction; high
dose statins early after admission in all patients regardless of initial cholesterol; AngiotensinConverting Enzyme (ACE) inhibitors starting within first 24 hours after AMI in patients with heart
failure, left ventricular systolic dysfunction, diabetes or an anterior infarct[62]. Typical
complications of AMI in early period after AMI include chronic and acute heart failure,
arrhythmias and conduction disturbances (28% atrial fibrillation, 13% non-sustained ventricular
tachycardia, 10% high-degree atrioventricular block, 7% sinus bradycardia, 5% sinus arrest, 3%
sustained ventricular tachycardia and 3% ventricular fibrillation); mitral valve regurgitation,
cardiac rupture, left ventricular aneurysm, left ventricular thrombus or pericarditis.
Another complication in AMI is depression. Its estimated frequency after AMI varies from 1.5 to
50%[63,64]. It was demonstrated to be an independent risk factor of for all-cause cardiac mortality
and sudden cardiac death[65].
1.6.1 Beta blockers in AMI
Beta-adrenergic blockers remain the cornerstone of treatment in all different stages of ischemic
heart disease and they are also a standard treatment for a variety of other conditions including
hypertension, various arrhythmias, cardiomyopathy and chronic heart failure[66,67]. Beta-blockers
were originally designed by Sir James Black – the Nobel Prize winner. His idea of designing a
drug that would counteract adverse effects of adrenergic stimulation gave life to the prototype
beta-blocker propranolol. By blocking beta-1 adrenergic receptors this agent could produce
negative chronotropic, dromotropic and inotropic effects (respectively inhibition of the sinus node,
atrioventricular node and myocardial contraction). Bradycardia and negative inotropic effects are
especially important for CAD because these changes decrease the myocardial oxygen demand.
Benefits of beta-blockers in patients with ST-elevation AMI have been well demonstrated in terms
of long-term mortality in pre-reperfusion era [68–70] and also in high risk patients who have
undergone reperfusion[71]. In a smaller number of studies were beneficial effects of beta-blockers
demonstrated in unstable angina[72]. The only precaution should be taken when beta-blockers are
used in AMI with regard to blood pressure stability, because higher incidence of cardiogenic shock
was observed in patients receiving beta-blockers within first 24 hours of AMI[73]. Currently betablockers are indicated in case of ST-elevation AMI: for all patients without contraindications (level
of recommendations IIa B); for all patients with heart failure and left ventricular dysfunction (level
I A); intravenously at the time of presentation in patients without contraindications with high blood
pressure, tachycardia, and no signs of heart failure[62]. In patients with acute coronary syndrome
without persistent ST-elevation: patients on beta-blocker treatment should be continued on this
treatment if no heart failure Killip class ≥III (level I B); oral beta-blockers should be initiated in all
patients with left-ventricular dysfunction without contraindications (level I B); intravenous betablockers should be considered in patients at admission in a stable haemodynamic condition (Killip
class <III) with hypertension and/or tachycardia[74].
1.7

METOPROLOL DISPOSITION AND CLINICAL USE

1.7.1 Evidence of benefits
Metoprolol was the first beta-blocker selective to beta adrenergic receptors type 1 that
demonstrated its benefits in AMI[68,69]. The first randomized controlled study results were
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published in Lancet in 1981, where researchers showed 36% of reduced mortality in the
metoprolol group compared to placebo[68]. The same group later published the results of the
Gothenburg metoprolol trial that reproduced initial results[69]. Then 29% reduction of mortality on
metoprolol was reproduced in a bigger international study – the MIAMI (Metoprolol In Acute
Myocardial Infarction) trial[70]. Lopressor Intervention Trial group followed the patients with
recent AMI on oral metoprolol aiming to evaluate its effects on mortality, but this study did not
show any benefits, and showed high rates of withdrawal of metoprolol due to adverse effects[75].
TIMI-IIB study evaluated effects of metoprolol introduced early after thrombolysis. It showed
benefits in decreasing myocardial ischemia and reinfarction, but not of mortality and ventricular
function[76]. Another big COMMIT study was published in 2005, this study clarified that early
intravenous metoprolol is related to increased risk of cardiogenic shock, but decreases reinfarction
and risk of ventricular fibrillation[73]. Metorpolol is still unique with regard to the duration of
observation – it showed its beneficial effects in 10-year long observation of patients from the
Gothenburg study[77]. Despite wide variability of beta-blockers available there are no other betablockers with the same evidence as metoprolol for use in AMI patients[78]. The interest to this
beta-blocker is maintained, which is evidenced by the announced study METOCARD-CNIC
testing the hypothesis that early pre-reperfusion initiation of metoprolol might reduce infarct size
as compared to oral post-reperfusion administration[79].
1.7.2 Variability of clinical effects
In the Gothenburg study, however, where metoprolol was used in the highest recommended dose
of 200 mg per day not all the patients were maintained on this in a long-term perspective[77]. This
problem was summarized in the more recent study by Herman who demonstrated that target heart
rates are generally not achieved during hospital stay in patients with acute coronary syndrome
receiving beta-blockers[80]. While it has been clearly demonstrated that resting heart rate is an
independent prognostic factor of cardiovascular risk including sudden death[81]. On the other
extreme there are observations of early studies with metoprolol that identified high rates of adverse
effects. Taking into consideration wide therapeutic range of metoprolol one could explain these
differences in clinical effects by significant variability in metoprolol disposition.
1.7.3 Metoprolol pharmacokinetics
Metoprolol is a lipophilic molecule that was produced as two salts – succinate and tartrate, which
does not change its pharmacokinetics and two types of formulations – immediate and extended
release with the latter providing smoother concentration-time curve and potentially effects[82]. Its
pharmacokinetics was thoroughly studied in the 80s[83]. Metoprolol is rapidly and completely
absorbed from gastrointestinal tract after oral intake. Maximal concentrations are achieved in 1-3
hours after immediate release formulation intake and in 3-5 hours after extended release
formulation. Absorption is taking place over the large distance in intestines, providing complete
absorption even for extended release formulations. After absorption metoprolol is subjected to a
significant hepatic first-pass extraction. It is readily distributed in the body, the volume of
distribution equals 3.2 l/kg. Only 12% of metoprolol is bound to proteins in plasma. Being
lipophilic metoprolol readily penetrates blood-brain barrier, 78% can be found in cerebrospinal
fluid. It is also found in amniotic fluid and in breast milk. Metoprolol is almost completely
metabolized in the liver. Only 5% is excreted unchanged renally. There are three major routs of
metabolism – alfa-hydroxylation, O-demethylation and oxidative deamination. Odesmethylmetoprolol and alfa-hydroxymetoprolol possess very little beta-blocking effects.
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Figure 4. Scheme of metoprolol metabolism
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Studies show that there is no alternative way of metoprolol metabolism via alfa-hydroxylation
since in case of enzymatic inactivity 40% are excreted unchanged[83]. Metoprolol is a racemic
mixture where S-metabolite is considered to be clinically active[84]. At the same time R
enantiomer is primarily metabolized[85]. Studies indicate that metoprolol metabolism is performed
in the following way: 10% of primarily S-enantiomer is metabolized into alfa-hydroxy-metoprolol,
65% of primarily R-enantiomer is metabolized into O-desmethylmetoprolol, and less than 10% of
metabolism leads to formation of dealkylmetoprolol[86–88]. Major enzyme involved in the
metoprolol metabolism is cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2D6. It is responsible for formation of the
whole alfa-hydroxy-metabolite, and partly for O-desmethyl-metabolite[89]. There have been
discussions about the possible role of CYP3A4 as another enzyme that can participate in the
metabolism. However there is evidence of that alfa-hyroxy metabolism is performed completely
via CYP2D6, which is therefore the most important enzyme since alfa-hydroxylation is a rout of
metabolism of the active S-enantiomer. The shortest T-half-life observed in the studies was 2.1
hours and the longest was 9.5 with the average range of 3 to 7 hours[83,90]. Half-life is usually
independent of the dose. There is a strong correlation between metoprolol plasma concentrations
and effects expressed in heart rate (HR)[91]. Its effects are clearly dose-dependent[92]. The effect
is increased proportionally to the logarithm of concentration and afterwards it reaches the plato
phase. In long term use some increase of the effects may be observed due to accumulation of Senantiomer and possible accumulation of the drug in nervous endings[93]. There is no clear
evidence of sex dependence of the metabolism[94,95], only one study demonstrated slower
metabolism in women[96]. According to the early investigations metoprolol pharmacokinetics is
not changed with age[83], there are scarce data showing that metoprolol metabolism is slower in
elderly when taken long-term[97]. Generally there is evidence that elderly patients can tolerate
normal metoprolol concentration of 85-203 nM without adverse events[98]. Renal diseases are not
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expected to influence metoprolol pharmacokinetics[99]. According to the studies glomerular
filtration rate of 5-55 ml/minute did not change metoprolol half-life and bioavailability leading to
similar decrease of HR in patients compared to controls. Accumulation of inactive metabolites was
observed[100,101]. In patients with liver chirrosis bioavailability of metoprolol was shown to be
increased up to 83% as compared to 50% in the controls[102]. General clearance was decreased
and half life increased compared to controls. These data show that severe liver disease may have
some effect on pharmacokinetics.
1.7.4 Metoprolol adverse effects
Close relation of metoprolol plasma concentrations and effects may also mean relation of plasma
concentrations and adverse effects. When metoprolol was released possible adverse effects listed
were variable and not always clearly related to the drug. Central Nervous system adverse effects
included fatigue and dizziness in 10%, depression in 5%, other effects like nightmares, insomnia,
somnolence were only in single reports. Cardiovascular adverse effects included shortness of
breath and bradycaridia (3%), cold extremities and peripheral vascular insufficiency, peripheral
edema, hypotension (1%), gastrointestinal adverse effects reported were diarrhea (5%), nausea, dry
mouth, pain in stomach, constipation (1%). Hypersensitivity reactions were registered in 5% of
patients receiving metoprolol[90]. In the real clinical practice studies prevailing adverse effects
were fatigue, headache, dizziness [103], it was also demonstrated that these adverse effects are
concentration-dependent[104]. In healthy volunteers sleep disturbances and worsened libido were
reported[105]. Also impaired quality of life was reported[106]. Metorpolol intake was associated
with increased free fatty acids with concomitant decrease of total cholesterol and triglycerids[107].
In atherosclerotic patients even reverse effects on plaques formation in carotid arteries was
observed[108,109]. Since with increased concentrations beta1-selectie blockers may lose their
selectivity several studies investigated the effects of metoprolol on bronchial tone, which was also
considered to be dose-dependent[110,111].
Since most adverse effects seem to be concentration dependent, they may be considered also
potentially preventable. Therefore several studies were addressing the possibility to define
predisposing factors. Wuttke et al in a retrospective study demonstrated five times higher
frequency of genetically defined poor CYP2D6 activity among patients who experienced adverse
effects of metoprolol[112]. This logical proposal was not, however, confirmed in later prospective
studies[113,114]. In one study researchers found higher frequency of adverse effects in women,
but it was a naturalistic uncontrolled observation and was not replicated anywhere else[115].
1.8

CYP2D6

Cytochromes P450 is a term defining a group of enzymes localized mainly in hepatic endoplasmic
reticulum, but also found in many other tissues (intestines, lungs, kidneys, lymphocytes, placenta,
brain etc). These enzymes are responsible for metabolism of many drugs, other exogenous and
endogenous compounds. Cytochromes P450 are categorized into families based on 40% sequence
homology, and subfamilies based on 55% or more of homologous sequence. Currently 18 families
are recognized in humans with 44 subfamilies[116]. There are many genes encoding cytochromes
that are functionally inactive – pseudogenes. There are currently 57 sequenced human genes and
58 pseudogenes[117,118]. The system of cytochromes is a system of xenobiotic transformation,
and the vast majority of drugs, which are xenobiotics for the body, are structurally changed by the
CYP system. Five CYPs – CYP1A2, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6 and CYP3A – are involved in
95% of drug metabolism, while the remaining enzymes are involved in steroidogenesis, fatty acid
metabolism and other endogenous processes. In the process of drug pharmacokinetics these
enzymes are involved in several processes – they participate in the first-pass metabolism in the
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liver and determine drugs’ bioavailability, for some medications that are initially inactive prodrugs
cytochromes may be a factor of their activation and prerequisite of their effects, and for most of
them cytochromes represent the major system of phase I oxidative metabolism. The most common
reaction catalyzed by cytochromes P450 is a monooxygenase reaction – insertion of one atom of
oxygen into an organic substrate with the other atom of oxygen being reduced to water:
RH + O2 + NADPH + H

+

→ ROH + H2O + NADP

+

Cytochrome P4502D6 is one of the most widely investigated human cytochrome P450 subfamilies
- phase I metabolism enzyme[119]. Its polymorphic expression was the first one described on the
molecular level, which was a cornerstone in the history of pharmacogenetics. Currently there are
over 50 drug substrates of this enzyme known. Its primary function is metabolism of xenobiotics in
the human body including about 16% of all clinically used medications[116]. Polymorphic activity
of this enzyme was independently discovered in three laboratories: Sjöqvist’s group in Sweden
showed significant variability in concentrations of antidepressants in the 60s [120], Smith’s in
London later demonstrated polymorphic hydroxylation of debrisoquin[121] and Eichelbaum in
Bonn showed polymorphic metabolism of spartein[122]. Genetic bases was described 10-15 years
later by Gonzalez et al.[123]. The gene location was defined to be 22q 13.1. Currently there are
over 80 polymorphic alleles described in this gene. The most common mutation is a single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) resulting in amino acid substitutions, which leads to changed
protein catalytic function, instability, and/or substrate specificity[124]. There are 9 exons in the
gene[125]. Neighboring to the active CYP2D6 gene there are 2 pseudogenes – CYP2D7 and
CYP2D8P. Different polymorphisms, including SNPs, insertions, deletions or gene duplications
are related to increased or reduced enzyme activity (Table 1). Increased number of the active gene
copies leads to proportional increase of the enzyme activity[126].
Table 1. CYP2D6 alleles in relation to enzyme activity[124]
Enzyme
Alleles
activity
normal
or *1,*2,*27,*33,*35,*48,*53
increased
Reduced
*9,*10,*17,*29,*41,*49,*50,*54,*55,*59,*72
nonfunctional *3–*8;*11–*16;*18*21;*31,*36,*38*40,*42,*44,*47,*51,*56,*62
undetermined *22–
*26;*28,*30,*32,*34,*37,*39,*43,*45,*46,*52,*68,*70,*71,*73–
*75,*82

possible
copy
number
increase
*1,*2,*35
*9,*10,*17
*4,*36

This genetic polymorphism results in four major phenotypes – carriers of 2 functional alleles are
called phenotypically Extensive Metabolizers (EM), subjects carrying 2 nonfunctional alleles are
called Poor Metabolizers (PM), subjects with increased copy number of functional alleles are
called Ultrarapid Metabolizers (UM), and those with one active and one inactive allele, or two
reduced activity alleles represent the group of Intermediate Metablizers (IM). These are
phenotypes of drug metabolism, EMs represent the typical pharmacokinetics, while PMs are
characterized by higher bioavailability due to lack of presystemic metabolism, higher maximal
concentrations and longer half-lives; UMs are extensively metabolized with the lowest
bioavailability, lowest maximal concentrations and shortest half-lives. In clinical use of
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1.9

METOPROLOL PHARMACOGENETICS

Pharmacogenetics is defined as the science of interactions between genetic differences and variable
response to medications[146]. These genetic differences may refer to the drugs pharmacokinetics –
polymorphic activity of metabolizing enzymes and transporters, or pharmacodynamics –
polymorphic activity of drug targets. The most studied genetic polymorphisms in targets of
metoprolol action are polymorphisms in genes encoding beta-adrenergic receptors[147]. It was
shown in the in vitro studies that beta-1 adrenergic receptors are more active in presence of the
following genetic variants: Ser49Gly and/or Arg389Gly [148,149]. Several studies demonstrated
the role of this polymorphism in metorpolol effects on blood pressure [150–152]. There have also
been studies on these polymorphisms in relation to effectiveness of metoprolol in heart
failure[153]. However negative studies have also been published[154].
Relation of differential ability to metabolize debrisoquin and metoprolol pharmacokinetics was
first described by Lennard in 8 healthy volunteers, two of whom developed higher areas under the
concentration time curves (AUC) and were later described as poor metabolizers [155]. This was
further reproduced in other smaller and bigger studies[156,157], PMs were characterized by longer
half-lives and prolonged beta-blockade[158]. EMs however always produced more pronounced
beta-blockade compared to PMs even in case of similar plasma drug concentrations, which may be
explained by stereoselective metabolism. Rau et al. showed in a population study that metoprolol
plasma concentrations in patients taking metoprolol differ in people with 0, 1 and 2 active
alleles[159]. Similar results were shown in Malaysian patients by Ismail[160]. Influence of longterm intake of metoprolol was studied in 2005 by Nozava in 72 patients receiving metoprolol or
bisoprolol. Since the population was Asian only the *10 allele was addressed in that study[161].
Influence of CYP2D6*10 allele on metoprolol concentrations after single oral intake were also
demonstrated in the study by Jin et al[162].
In 1993 Bertilsson et al described a case of ultrarapid metabolism of nortriptiline and explained the
molecular basis for this – CYP2D6 gene duplication[163]. This mutation is usually not obvious
since it is mainly not related to adverse effects, but rather to lack of effects. The study by
Kirchheiner was the only one to show in 29 healthy volunteers that those who were carriers of
gene duplication developed lowest metoprolol concentrations and had lowest effects in terms of
HR reduction[164]. In the latest studies relation of CYP2D6 genotype and metoprolol
concentrations were reproduced, but not the relation of CYP2D6 genotype and beta-adrenergic
receptors polymorphism to clinical effects in patients with chronic heart failure[165,166]. In the
large population study in the Netherlands it was demonstrated on the population of over 6000 betablocker users that *4 allele is significantly related to the HR, but not blood pressure in patients on
metoprolol[167]. In another prospective study from Germany, however, investigators found
significantly more pronounced effects of metopolol among PMs both in terms of HRs and blood
pressure[168].
1.10 METOPROLOL DRUG INTERACTIONS
Other factors that may lead to unexpectedly increased metoprolol concentrations are drug-drug
interactions. They very typically lead to adverse effects of drugs and may be observed on different
levels. Some drugs that have higher affinity to the enzyme than others may inhibit the metabolism
of the latter, some other agents may not only be substrates for CYP2D6, but inhibitors. In contrast
to other enzymes CYP2D6 does not seem to be induced[124]. Therefore one could expect drugdrug interactions in EMs resulting in PM phenotype due to the enzyme inhibition and in UMs
potentially turning to EMs in presence of inhibitors. No interactions are expected then in
genetically PMs.
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Major substrates for CYP2D6 are lipophilic agents – mainly antidepressants, neuroleptics, betablockers and antiarrhythmics. Strong inhibitors among drugs are fluoxetin, levomepromazine,
lobelin, methadone, paroxetine, quinidine, trifluperidol[119].
First interactions described for metoprolol were related to H2-blockers used for gastrointestinal
diseases. It was shown that cimetidine and ranitidine may lead to 70% increased metoprolol
concentrations[169]. Increased metoprolol concentrations were also observed in administration
with verapamil[170] and propafenone[171]. In vitro data demonstrate possible increase of
metoprolol effects in co-treatment with an antihistamine agent diphenhydramine[172], and
celecoxib[173]. A publication in Lancet 1993 described interaction of metoprolol and Selective
Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor (SSRI) fluoxetin with severe clinical consequencies[174]. This
appeared to be an important issue, since combination of beta-blockers and SSRIs is possible in
AMI IHD patients due to high prevalence of depression among them and necessity to treat in order
to decrease potential risk of sudden cardiac death[63,64]. SSRIs are considered the safest group of
antidepressants for use in IHD patients with possible cardiovascular protection in terms of their
antiplatelet effects and endothelial function [175]. They were among the most widely metoprolol
co-prescribed group of drugs in a Norwegian epidemiologic study[176]. Experimental studies
demonstrated in vitro inhibition of stereoselective metabolism of metoprolol immediate and
extended release by paroxetine[177,178] and in healthy volunteers[179–181]. Clinical report of
complete atrioventricular block in a patient treated concomitantly with metoprolol and paroxetine
was published in 2008[182].
1.11 CARDIOVASCULAR PHARMACOGENETICS IN CLINICAL ROUTINE
Cardiovascular medications are metabolized by all major drug metabolizing enzymes[116] and
many drug transporters[183]. During the past 20 years great volume of experimental data was
accumulated in the area of pharmacogenetics, and researchers started to look for its clinical
application. Major aim of clinical pharmacogenetics is to improve quality of treatment by
providing maximal safety and efficacy for each patient, which generally corresponds to the WHO
definition of rational use of drugs: “rational use of drugs requires that patients receive medications
appropriate to their clinical needs, in doses that meet their own individual requirements for an
adequate period of time, and the lowest cost to them and their community”[184]. Oral
anticoagulants represent probably the best example of close approximation of pharmacogenetics to
clinical practice. Warfarin effects are largely determined by genetic activity of drug metabolizing
enzymes CYP2C9, CYP4F2 and the target VKORC gene[185]. The US Food and Drug
Administration label was changed in 2007 to include information about genetic factors of
individual response. Randomized trials showed that pharmacogenetic test guiding
pharmacotherapy provides better maintenance of target INR, but do not provide stable target
effects[186]. One of possible reasons could various environmental factors (drug-drug, drug-herb
interactions, and food constituents) that may influence warfarin effects. Further prospective clinical
studies are ongoing. Antiplatetel medications have also been thoroughly studied with regard to
pharmacogenetic variability. Genetic variability in genes encoding target – COX-1 – have been
related to clinical effects in some studies, but this was not replicated in others[187]. Another
antiplatelet agent clopidogrel is a prodrug undergoing activation via CYP2C19 and CYP3A
enzymes. Loss of function mutations in CYP2C19 gene were related to clinically unfavorable
outcomes – increased cardiac death, acute coronary syndrome and stent thrombosis[185]. FDA
reacted to these data by issuing a “black box” warning recommending switching to alternative
medications in CYP2C19 PMs[183]. Clopidogrel has also been involved in a clinically important
drug-drug interaction with omeprazol [188]. Clinical difficulty in monitoring these individual
effects is absence of clinically available methods to evaluate antiplatelet effects. Several genetic
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polymorphisms have been involved in individual variability of effects of statins – cholesterol ester
transfer protein, apolipoprotein E, target HMG-CoA gene have been related to differential response
to statins[183], and polymorphisms in the organic anion transporter protein gene (OATP1B1) was
related in a prospective trial to statin-induced myopathy[189]. Clinical dosing guidelines have
been suggested, but not evaluated in clinical trials. Based on current data one could conclude that
despite quite a number of clinically oriented studies there is not enough information to incorporate
pharmacogenetics into clinical routine. Genome-wide association studies produced thousands of
associations, tens of which get tested phenotypically, and only some – clinically[190]. More
prospective clinical studies are required and it is quite obvious that drug-drug interactions should
be considered together with pharmacogenetic background when guiding clinical personalized
treatment.
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2 AIMS
The overall aim of this dissertation is to increase knowledge of the factors that may affect quality
of hospital care in the treatment of general infections and acute myocardial infarction and suggest
methods to minimize their negative influence.
2.1

STUDY-WISE AIMS
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)
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To evaluate occurrence and clinical importance of drug-drug interaction of a betablocker metoprolol and an antidepressant paroxetine (study 1);
To evaluate clinical importance of genetic polymorphism of CYP2D6 in metoprolol
plasma concentrations and therapeutic effects in hospitalised patients with acute
myocardial infarction (study 2);
To test a method of combined presentation of antimicrobial utilization data and
cumulative resistance as a quality of care indicator in treatment of general infections
(study 3);
To describe patterns of antimicrobial use and key hospital microbes’ resistance in two
Russian and one Swedish hospitals, and prospectively evaluate benefits of a method of
combined presentation of antimicrobial use and cumulative resistance. (study 4);
To test a hypothesis of association between higher number of active CYP2D6 genes
and ventricular arrhythmias in early period after acute myocardial infarction
(supplementary unpublished material);
To evaluate in a pilot study attitudes of prescribing physicians to antimicrobials
efficacy and infection control. (supplementary unpublished material)

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1

SETTINGS
(I)

(II)

(III)

3.2

Studies (I) an (II) were performed in the departments of cardiology of two city hospitals
admitting patients with acute myocardial infarction mostly from north-eastern parts of
the city of St Petersburg. These hospitals are working in collaboration with several
teaching centers and have well controlled local treatment guidelines;
Study (III) was performed in a 1300 bed-city hospital with all major departments
excluding bone marrow transplant unit, haematology, psychiatry and infectious
diseases, although general infections are treated in different therapeutic and surgical
departments;
Study (IV) was performed in three different hospitals. The study university hospital 1 in
St Petersburg, Russia is a 1,300 bed tertiary care hospital with all the general
departments excluding pediatrics, neurosurgery, transplantation, haematology,
infectious diseases and psychiatry. A Russian comparison hospital (2) was a tertiary
care hospital in St Petersburg This hospital has 1,050 beds and the same structure and
patient categories as the study hospital. The Swedish hospital – Karolinska University
Hospital, Solna has 800 beds and is also a referral hospital. Pediatric departments were
excluded from the analysis. Other departments were the same with the exception of
neurosurgery, infectious disease1, hematology and transplantation that are absent in the
study hospital in Russia.

STUDY MATERIALS AND INFORMATION SOURCES

Studies I and II. Prior to the prospective study a pilot retrospective analysis of beta-blockers
utilization was performed using electronic case-histories from the cardiology clinic for the period
of September, 2004 – July, 2005. A total number of 167 case histories were analyzed
retrospectively. Number of patients receiving beta-blockers was analyzed instead of the intensity of
use expressed in DDDs as it was a more precise measure in terms of clinical relevance of the
following studies. The 187 prospective patients with confirmed acute myocardial infarction,
admitted to the cardiology clinics, in whom metoprolol treatment was initiated for clinical reasons,
were recruited for genotyping. Of those 115 patients were included into the study of metoprolol
pharmacokinetics. The same 115 patients were screened for mood disorders using a screening selfquestionnaire Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)[191] and interview questionnaire
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HamDRS)[192] on the 7th day of hospitalization. 26 (23%)
patients presented with symptoms of mild to moderate depression. 17 patients received paroxetine
as a routinely used antidepressant. These 17 patients comprised a natural group for the study I.
Another subgroup of patients from the metoprolol pharmacokinetics group was selected from nondepressed patients on metoprolol, who received a stable dose of the drug during a week. Changes
of heart rates were monitored in a natural course of the disease. Patients not receiving metoprolol
or receiving other drugs with antiarrhythmic activity were excluded as well as patients with
clinically relevant thyroid dysfunction, severe diabetes mellitus, liver or kidney insufficiency and
intake of other CYP2D6 substrates.
Substudy of association of CYP2D6 activity and ventricular rhythm disturbances (VRD).
Another subgroup of patients was selected for the analyses of a chance finding – increased
frequency of CYP2D6 active alleles in patients with VRDs. This substudy was planned after the
major data were analyzed. From all the patients recruited for the study those with VRDs
complicating AMI were identified (12 in total). At the same time we identified such patients from
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the retrospective data set (31 from 167 retrospective case histories September, 2004 – July 2005).
Only eleven patients of those could be reached on the phone and agreed to participate. These
patients were merged with the prospective subgroup making a total of 23 patients with VRDs after
AMI. The total scheme of patients selection is presented in the Figure 6.
Figure 6. Scheme of patients recruitment for studies I and II.

Study III. The material for this study was hospital routine data on consumption of antimicrobials
and microbiology data on bacterial resistance. The data for antimicrobials use were obtained from
the hospital pharmacy. Routine microbiology data represented the second source of information.
All microbiology results are stored in the format of electronic laboratory using the software
WHONET - a free Windows-based database software developed for the management and analysis
of microbiology laboratory data with a special focus on the analysis of antimicrobial susceptibility
test results and available for download from the WHO website [30]. Susceptibility interpretation
rules corresponded to the national guidelines.
Study IV. The same sources of information were used as in the previous study, though from other
hospitals. As a development from the previous study hospital specific microorganisms were
selected and resistance profiles were analyzed for each of them as a detailed confirmation of
cumulative resistance data. In the Swedish hospital the data were collected in a similar way,
although different resistance interpretation rules were used corresponding to the local guidelines.
Supplemantary non-published data.
(I)
In order to test the hypothesis of association of CYP2D6 gene product activity and
VRDs in patients after AMI we performed a prospective analysis. Similarly to studies I
and II all patients with confirmed AMI admitted to the cardiology clinics were
screened. Patients with VRDs in early period (within 10 days) after AMI were selected
for CYP2D6 genotyping. Patients with similar characteristics in terms of age, sex, time
of admission and type of AMI were recruited as controls and also genotyped.
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Figure 7. Scheme of nested polymerase chain reaction

3.3.3 Metoprolol pharmacokinetics
All patients were receiving two types of metoprolol – metoprolol tartrate salt (Egilok,
“Egis”Hungary) or succinate salt (Betalok, AstraZeneka). No other generics were used. All
patients with minor exclusion were receiving immediate release formulations giving the necessity
of 2 times’ daily intake. Metoprolol concentrations were measured on the 7th day of treatment in
order to achieve both – initial dose titration and stabilized concentration on this titrated dose. The
four points were defined to create area under the concentration time curve – 0h (before the tablet
intake), 3 h (corresponding to average time of maximal concentration (Cmax) achievement), 6h
and 12h – time covering range prior to the next tablet intake. For metoprolol pharmacokinetics
analysis we used a method of High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) with
fluorescence detection for metoprolol and ultraviolet detector for paroxetine. 5 ml of blood was
collected in heparinized tubes. Samples were centrifuged; plasma was separated and stored at -20
until analysis. Metoprolol and its metabolite were separated by isocratic reverse phase HPLC.
Analytic column eclipse XDB-phenyl 15x4 mm 5 µm particle diameter with guard column
(“Zorbax” Agilent technologies, USA) was used. Mobile phase consisted of 50 mM potassium
phosphate buffer (pH 3.0):acetonitrile:tetrahydrofurane (85:13:2 [vol:vol:vol]). Fluorescent
detector was set at 216 and 312 nm excitation and emission wavelengths respectively. Retention
times were 2.7, 8.4 and 10.1 min for α-hydroxy metoprolol, metoprolol and dextrorphan (internal
standard) respectively with the flow rate 1ml/min. Extraction procedure in brief was as follows:
500 µl of plasma with 20 µl of internal standard (5µM dextrorphan water-methanol solution) was
alkalinized with 200 µl of 0.1M sodium hydroxide. Substances were further extracted with 3 ml
dichloromethane : 1-butanol (85:15 [vol:vol]). After the extraction, and evaporation of the organic
phase under nitrogen flow, the samples were reconstituted in 50 µl of mobile phase. 20 µl was
injected into the chromatographic system. Calibration curves were constructed over the range from
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12.5 to 400 nM and were linear in that range. Lower quantification limits were 6 nM for
metoprolol and 3 nM for α-hydroxy metoprolol. Intraday and interday variations were less than
10% and 15%, respectively.
Paroxetine plasma analysis: 5 mL of plasma with 50 µl of internal standard (doxepin 200 µg/mL)
were alkalinized with 0.5 mL 0.5M sodium hydroxide and extracted into 1.5 mL 3% isoamyl
alcohol-heptane. After centrifugation and freezing the organic phase was separated and substances
back extracted into 75 µL of 25mM acetic acid. After centrifugation the organic phase was
discarded and 30 µL of the solution was injected into the chromatographic system. A Waters
XTerra RP 18 3,3 µm (100 x 3 mm) was used. Paroxetine was detected at 293 nm with UV
detector with gradient elution with 20-80% acetonitrile with addition of 20 mM ammonia and
6mM acetic acid. Time of analysis was 18 minutes with the flow rate 0.6 mL/min. Range of
quantification was 20-200 nM.
3.3.4 Antimicrobials utilization and microbial resistance analysis
At the time of analysis the data were available in numbers of packages of all antibiotics delivered
to each department for the years 2003, 2004 and 2005. We classified all the drugs manually
according to the Anatomic Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification and analyzed the group
belonging to the classification code J01 – antibacterials for systemic use[34]. The amount of the
consumed antibacterials in grams was calculated in numbers of DDDs – a unit recommended by
the WHO for drug consumption studies[198]. The units used for calculation corresponded to the
DDD index versions of the years when the data were collected. This was done in order to control
for changing strategies of dosing. Number of beds was received from the statistics unit of the
hospital in order to transfer the DDDs into the unit of intensity of use – DDD/100 bed-days. All the
antibiotics (ATC group J01) were then ranged according to the number of DDD/100 bed-days.
From the total volume the 90% of utilization segment was defined[41]. Cumulative resistance was
calculated for the microbes naturally susceptible to each antibiotic from the DU90% segment as
percentage of resistant, intermediate or susceptible strains from the total number of strains
analyzed. Then resistant and intermediate were combined and corresponding part of the bar
representing utilization of each antibiotic in the DU90% segment was colored red. The rest part of
the bar corresponding to percentage of sensitive strains was colored green. Costs for each DDD
were also calculated as one of the possible methods of complex drug utilization data
presentation[31]. This was the main methodological tool (Figure 8). All sources of the microbes
(pus, sputum, wounds, blood, urine etc.) were analyzed together since it was supposed to represent
the volume of resistant pathogens circulating in the hospital.
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Figure 8. Intervention tool for studies III and IV

3.4

STUDY DESIGNS

Studies I and II. The studies were based on the natural course of clinical routine treatment of
patients admitted to cardiology clinics with the diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction. We did
not intervene, rather re-evaluated all the diagnoses and followed the treatment details to ensure the
correct description of the target population, and include patients in whom the data retrieved could
be interpreted in an appropriate way. Procedure of the patients’ selection is described above in the
Study materials section and presented in the Figure 6. For the preliminary part evaluating
frequency of metoprolol use we retrospectively evaluated electronic case histories. For the
prospective part after the eligible patients were defined and informed consent obtained the
intravenous catheter was introduced into the cubital vein for 12 hours and blood samples were
taken: 5 ml into the EDTA containing vacuum tube and 5 ml into the heparinized vacuum tubes for
pharmacokinetics analyses during the time corresponding to the metoprolol dosing interval. A
subset of patients with VRDs was defined retrospectively and consisted of patients who have
suffered VRDs on different periods of time. For paroxetine interaction study we did not utilize any
intervention either, rather followed clinical routine during the study period. The same type of an
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antidepressant was used in all patients – namely paroxetin generic “Rexetin” (Gedeon Richter,
Hungary) because this agent was available at the hospital at the time of our study.
Studies III and IV. In the studies III and IV we as in the whole theses followed the generally
naturalistic design. In all studies we used the data routinely collected in each clinical setting – data
from the hospital pharmacies and data from the microbiology units. For the study III the data were
obtained for 2003 in the beginning of 2004. The figure containing combined information on
antibiotics use and resistance was created and presented to the hospital authorities on the annual
conference. The clinical pharmacologist of the hospital was during the year discussing the findings
with the prescribers and the epidemiologists responsible for the infection control in the hospital.
The data for 2004 and 2005 were collected and handled in the same manner. Costs per DDD were
calculated using local data on expenditures for each antibiotic. In the study IV we tested the same
method using more hospitals. Generally the procedures were similar for the study hospital. We
added retrospective data collection from the two other hospitals – one in Russia with major similar
characteristics and one in Sweden. This addition had multiple aims – first aim is to have a sort of
control hospitals where the data were not shown to the hospital authorities and/or prescribers;
second – to see the applicability of the method in a higher number of clinical settings with
probably different local situation in terms of antibiotic use, microbial resistance and infection
control; the third – to describe on the example of three hospitals (one in Study III and two in Study
IV) general patterns of antimicrobial utilization and microbial resistance in Russian hospitals and
compare it to a Swedish hospital for the same years.
3.5

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

For studies I an II ethical permits were received from both – ethics committee of St Petersburg
State Medical Academy n.a.I.I.Mechnikov (currently North-Western State University n.a.
I.I.Mechnikov), Russia (protocol №10, 23 September, 2004) and of Karolinska Institutet, Sweden
(№ 2004-580/3).
For studies III and IV ethical committees were approached, but the permission was not considered
necessary since the studies did not collect any individual patients’ data and the surveillance was a
part of hospital routine quality of care assurance.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1

STUDIES I AND II

In these studies we were aiming to find out the clinical importance of pharmacogenetics
and drug-drug interactions and answer the question whether these factors may be important to
improve quality of treatment of hospitalised patients as it is known that successful treatment
initiation in the hospital is a prerequisite of overall success[74]. Beta-adrenergic blockers are
among the leading antiischemic agents, with metoprolol having the best evidence in patients who
have suffered AMI[62]. This was very well reflected in our findings concerning epidemiology of
beta-blockers prescription. Retrospective analysis of β-blockers use in 167 patients treated for AMI
in cardiology clinic from September, 2004 till July, 2005 showed, that they were prescribed to 97%
of patients (n=162); of those 77% (n=127) received metoprolol tartrate immediate release, 8%
(n=14) received metoprolol tartrate or succinate extended release, 5% (n=9) – received carvedilol,
4% (n=7) – bisoprolol, 2% (n=3) – atenolol, and 1% (n=2) – nebivolol. If no β -blocker was
prescribed patients received other drugs with antianginal properties – amiodarone (2%, n=3) or
dilthiazem (1%, n=2). Metoprolol was the most prevalent beta-blocker in our study population, it is
also the first line agent recommended for patients after AMI in the Swedish “Wise list” [40]. It is
at the same time an agent with active metabolism via CYP2D6 – an enzyme with widely
distributed genetic polymorphism[88]. This indicates clinical relevance of our studies.
CYP2D6 genotype and its impact on metoprolol effects in 187 consecutive patients
The AMI patients on metoprolol recruited for our study were receiving the following
medications (Table 2).
Table 2 Drugs other than β-blockers taken by patients with AMI (n=187)
number
patients

Drug group
antiaggregants (aspirin/clopidogrel)

of

173 (139/44)

Percentage
93%

ACE inhibitors (perindopril, enalapril, fosinopril, lisinopril, 162
quinapril)
(78/64/2/8/10)

87%

statins (simvastatin, atorvastatin, rozuvastatin)

78 (62/11/5)

42%

62 (33/26/3/12)

34%

55

29%

31 (16/12/2/1)

17%

diuretics (indapamide,
spironolactone)

hydrochlorthiazide,

furosemide,

Mononitrates
dihydropiridine calcium channel
amlodipine, felodipine, nimodipine)

blockers

(nifedipine,

anticoagulants (warfarin)

14

8%

metabolic drugs (trimetazidin)

11

6%

iron preparations

5

3%

hypoglycemic drugs (glibenclamide, metformin, repaglinide,
6 (4/2/1/1)
gliclazide)

3%

proton pump inhibitors (omeprazole)

3%

6

angiotensin receptor antagonists (losartan)

3

2%

Molsidomine

2

1%
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bronchodilators, mucolytics
2
1%
These data indicate good correspondence of treatment strategies to international
guidelines[62,74] in antiaggregants and ACE inhibitors, but not in lipid lowering agents,
prescribed in only 42% of patients.
In 6 patients no DNA could be obtained due to technical problems, in the remaining 181
prospective patients genotypes were distributed as predicted from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
(Table 3).
Table 3 Observed frequency of CYP2D6 genotypes in patients with AMI (n=181)
CYP2D6
*1/*4 *1/*1
*4/*4 *10/*10 *3/*10 *4/*10 *1/*1 *1/*3 *1/*4 *1/*10
genotype
xn
xn
Expected
EM/
PM
IM
IM
IM
EM
EM
EM
EM
UM
phenotype
UM
N
3
1
1
4
110
2
49
3
1
7
Observed %
1,7
0,6
0,6
2
61
1
27
1,7
0,6
4
IM – intermediate metabolizer phenotype
The frequency of CYP2D6 alleles was similar to other Caucasian populations and another
Russian population[130] (Table 4).
Table 4. CYP2D6 allele distribution in 181 AMI patients (n of alleles=362) compared to a
publication from Russian Voronez population study[130] – only the alleles measured in our study
are given
CYP2D6 allele
*1
*3
*4
*10
N
289 3
60
10
Observed frequency
0,80 0,008 0,17 0,03
frequency in Voronez Russian population 0,71 0,01 0,18 0,04
The patients with different genotypes were comparable with regard to major demographic
and clinical parameters (Table 5) and also mean resting HRs were not different at admission with a
general mean of 78±14 beats/min.
Table 5. Patient characteristics in CYP2D6 genotype-based phenotype groups (n=115)
CYP2D6
PM
EM
UM
p
phenotype
CYP2D6 genotype

0 functional
genes (*4/*4)

1 functional gene
(*1/*3, *1/*4,
*1/*4xn, *10/*4)

2 functional
genes (*1/*1,
*1/*10)

>2
functional
agenes
(*1/*1xn)

number (n)
Men/Women

2
1/1

34
20/14

74
46/28

5
3/2

–
ns

Age (mean±SD)

54; 80

60±10 (39-78)

62±12 (43-80)

53±11 (43-70)

ns

Anterior AMI
Repeated AMI
Early
postinfarction
angina (n)
LVEF %
mean±SD (n1)

0
0

18
7

35
24

3
0

ns
ns

2

23

36

3

ns

51 (1)

58±7 (6)

56±9 (13)

53±15 (1)

ns

1

Number of patients whom no LVEF determined

37
37

metoprolol dose,
mg/kg (mean±SD)

0,5; 0,7

0,9±0,5

0,9±0,4

0,9±0,4

ns

We observed, however, that HRs reached at discharge (15-20th days after admission) varied
in patients with different CYP2D6 genotypes (Kruskal-Wallis p<0.05). The lowest HRs were
achieved by metoprolol PMs (50 and 55 beats/min), while the HR was higher in metoprolol UMs
(69±8 beats/min). HRs at discharge were 61±8 and 62±8 beats/min in carriers of 1 and 2 functional
CYP2D6 genes respectively (Fig.9).
Figure 9. HR changes at admission to the general ward (approximately 2nd-3rd day after
admission to the hospital) and after final metoprolol dose adjustment in different genotypes
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This finding corresponds to the later published populational study by Rau, where HRs were
lower in patients receiving metoprolol for different indications[168]. In our study we did not
observe adverse effects in PMs, most probably because beta-blockers are commonly up-titrated to
the maximal tolerated dose. In contrast to other studies addressing mostly null alleles we show lack
of therapeutic effects in carriers of active gene duplication, which may be more clinically
important for AMI patients in whom metoprolol is frequently underdosed and do not provide target
effects [80,199] while heart rate is a known prognostic factor with increased HR related to cardiac
death[81].
Metoprolol Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics in relation to CYP2D6 genotype
The first 115 of all prospectively recruited patients made up a subgroup for metoprolol
disposition analysis. Mean daily metoprolol dose was 75±38 (range 25-150) mg; 1.0±0.5 (range
0.3-2.3) mg/kg.
Wide variation of metoprolol concentrations was observed in plasma. Before metoprolol
dose intake in the morning, trough concentrations were low in most patients and unquantifiable in
41%, after 6 hours post dose metoprolol plasma concentrations were lower than those considered
therapeutically effective according to the experimental data for metoprolol in healthy volunteers
[30-540 nM][90] in 36% of patients, in 15% the concentrations were below the level of
quantification. After 12 hours post dose metoprolol concentrations were below the level of
quantification in 33% of patients. Inability to reach effective concentrations was observed not only
at the trough, but also at the peak levels. This finding may reflect underdosing of metoprolol in the
clinical setting studied. In the recent study by Herman et al., however, low hospital doses of
metoprolol among the patients after acute coronary syndrome were demonstrated and the lack of
clinical effect[80], which means that the problem of low doses of the drugs is common worldwide
and not restricted to our study setting.
The patients were divided into groups corresponding to the genotype-based assumed
phenotype: PM, EM, and UM. Plasma concentrations of metoprolol and α -hydroxy metoprolol
varied widely among groups with different CYP2D6 genotypes (Table 6). Metabolic ratios differed
significantly in groups with different genotypes (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Metoprolol/α-hydroxy metorpolol plasma metabolic ratio (MR) distribution in
genotype groups. Mosaic parts if the bars correspond to exactly quantified concentrations, while
the rest was limited by the method sensitivity in some of the measured points, so that exact data
were replaced by the lower quantification limit (6 nM). Upper figure represents the whole group of
patients.
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Table 6. Prameters of metoprolol pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in patients with
different CYP2D6 genotypes.
CYP2D6
CYP2D6
CYP2D6*1/*3 CYP2D6*1/*1,
parameter
*4/*4,
dupl,
P
(*4), n=32
n=71
n=2
n=5
metoprolol concentrations
5167;
AUC (nM*h; normalized for
5202
dose in mg/kg)
α-hydroxy metoprolol
concentrations AUC (nM*h;
normalized for dose in
mg/kg)
MR
metoprolol steady state
(before dose) concentrations
(nM/mg/kg) min-max
[median]

4; 6
1196;
867
169; 276

AUEC beats*h/min

344; 342

HR, beats/min

54; 61
1

905
[705-1809]
(PM

*1/*4

) 2814

811
[359-1413]
(PM

*1/*4

)5

1.3 [0.6-3.5]
(PM *1/*4) 531

33 [1-277]

(PM *1/*4) 123

394 [372-438]
(PM *1/*4) 360

68 [65-70]

(PM *1/*4) 61

559 [285-1063]

336

0.00021

1215
[814-1836]

762

0.0031

0.5 [0.3-0.7]

0.4

<0.0001

11 [2-295]

18
[3-46]

0.0021

403 [367-432]

439

0,11

70 [66-71]

73
[68-75]

0,011

mean±SD, p – ANOVA of log10 values; median [25%-75% percentile], p- Kruskal-Wallis

Metoprolol dose and patient weight adjusted concentrations were highest in CYP2D6 PM,
while α-hydroxy metoprolol concentrations were lowest. Metabolic ratio (MR) distribution was as
expected from the genotypes in all patients but one, who followed the group of PM (Fig. 9). This
patient was genotyped as CYP2D6*1*4, but exhibited all the features of the PM phenotype, we
designated him separately in the tables and figures as PM*1*4.
Relation of CYP2D6 genotype and metoprolol disposition has been shown previously in
vitro and in vivo [88,159,160]. The alleles that we chose for analysis reflected the most relevant
with regard to the enzyme activity and most expected in the studied population [117]. One should
not forget, however, that other less common allelic variants may be present in some patients. This
is reflected by the presence of the patient genotyped as CYP2D6*1*4, but being phenotypically a
PM. It is always a problem with any genotyping that is supposed to be used clinically. One should
carefully chose alleles to include into the genotyping panel, and this should primarily be based on
the supposed ethnicity of the population as allele distribution is different in different ethnic
populations[200]. In our population we included major European alleles with an addition of one
Asian allele *10 since presence of Asian ancestors is very possible in Russian population because
of its history. However we observed generally European distribution of alleles, which was in
accordance with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. There were less homozygote carriers of mutated
CYP2D6*4 alleles and more CYP2D6 gene duplications than reported for Swedish population and
slightly higher number of *10 allele carriers[200], but generally the distribution corresponded to
the previously reported for Southern Russia[130].
Since early morning hours are considered the most dangerous with regard to the risk of
coronary events occurrence, metoprolol concentrations before the dose intake in the morning were
assessed separately. Metoprolol could be detected only in plasma of patients carrying one or two
mutations in CYP2D6-encoding gene (Table 6, Fig.11 a,b).
Figure 11 Variable median values of metoprolol (a) and α -hydroxy metoprolol (b)
concentration AUCs, and mean resting heart rates (c) in AMI patients (n=115) with 0, 1, 2 and
40
40

mean heart
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rate

Figure 15. Mean heart rates (±SD) before and on the 8th day of paroxetine administration in study
group (left) and control group receiving no paroxetine (right). ** p< 0.01; * p<0.05.
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Mean systolic blood pressure was 125 (98-147) mm Hg at the baseline and 118 (105-135) mm Hg
after a week of paroxetine treatment (p=0.2). Two patients required reduction of initial metoprolol
dose after the study week with paroxetine, one due to severe postural hypotension, and another –
due to bad tolerance of bradycardia (<45 beats per min). Both patients were carriers of 1 nonfunctional CYP2D6 allele. Excessive hypotension (<100 mm Hg) was observed in four patients
with initially low systolic blood pressure, this could not be exclusively assigned to metoprolol
action, rather than combined medication (β-blockers, mononitrates, ACE-inhibitors). Since it was
well tolerated, reduction of medication dosages was not required. No other adverse effects of either
of the studied drugs could be clearly distinguished.
A study from Norway reported the combination of CYP2D6 substrates codeine and metoprolol
with a CYP2D6 inhibitor paroxetine as one of the most frequently prescribed according to the data
from pharmacies[11]. The authors did not report any clinical consequences of these combination
prescriptions. The magnitude of metoprolol metabolism inhibition by paroxetine co-administration
needs to be assessed with clinically used metoprolol doses to establish whether the currently
widely used combination is safe or not. In this study we investigated an interaction of routinely
prescribed metoprolol and paroxetine. We observed resting HR reduction, we avoided physical
exertion tests for it did not correspond to the clinical routine at this time period after AMI. The
changes were not observed in 17 patients who didn’t receive paroxetine, which let us assign them
to the interaction. In contrast to the findings form study II, where no adverse effects were
registered and the doses were successfully adjusted, initiation of the CYP2D6 inhibitor lead to
unpredicted increase of effects. This did not lead to any serious adverse effects. The only case of
poorly tolerated bradycardia was observed, which was not accompanied by PQ-interval
prolongation on ECG, and the dose reduction was based merely on the patient’s request. Another
case of postural hypotension was in a woman with type 2 diabetes mellitus, which could have been
the main predisposing factor for this reaction. We can see that an inhibited EM requires more
clinical attention than a genetic PM because changes in substrate metabolism occur on the dose
that has already been adjusted. The fact that was left beyond the observation is termination of an
antidepressant, which may lead to sudden lack of effects and even possible rebound syndrome.
Significant negative correlation of patients’ metoprolol concentrations and HR dynamics at the
baseline (r=-0.64, p<0.01), disappeared with larger metoprolol concentrations after a week of
paroxetine co-administration (r=0.14, ns; Fig.14). If not an accidental finding, this could reflect a
blockade of β1 -adrenergic receptors at metoprolol concentration AUCs up to 4000 nM*h/mg/kg
with concomitant decrease of HRs. The HRs increase at higher metoprolol concentration AUCs
could either be the plateau of concentration-effect curve or possible recovery of β -receptors
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sensitivity under significant β-blockade (Fig.12 right, patient with metoprolol AUC above 6 000).
These findings, that might be a link from metoprolol concentrations to its specific effects in AMI
patients, need further investigation on a larger cohort.
CYP2D6 activity in relation to complications in early period after AMI, namely VRDs
During the data analysis we found that AMI complications differed in patients with different
genotype-based CYP2D6 activity (See Figure 6 for patient group formation). Among 115 patients
with studied metoprolol pharmacokinetics 62 had complications in early AMI –VRD were seen in
10 patients, early postinfarction angina (EPA) in 47 patients. Mean CYP2D6 activity (calculated as
mean number of active genes in relation to the whole gene number, minimal number of active
genes (n=3) was considered in gene duplication) was higher in patients with VRD than in those
with EPA and patients with no complications. Metoprolol and α -hydroxy metoprolol
concentrations were not different in these groups (Table 8).
Table 8. CYP2D6 activity and metoprolol and α-hydroxy metoprolol concentrations in patients
with complications in early period after AMI (n=115)
ventricular rhythm
early postinfarction
parameter
disturbances (VRD)
angina
complication
present
Absent
present
absent
number of patients, n
10
105
47
68
mean±SD (median and range) CYP2D6
2,2±0,8**
1,7±0,5**
1,6±0,6
1,7±0,5
*
activity
([2] ;1-2)
([2]*;1.5-3)
([2];1-2)
([2];1-2)
[694]
[538]
[700]
[645]
metoprolol concentrations AUC nM*h
250-1271 342-734
231-1423
270-1110
α-hydroxy metoprolol concentrations AUC [448]
[924]
[818]
[901]
nM*h
293-1056 463-1315
444-1727
412-1275
[0.6]
[0.6]
[0.6]
[0.5]
MR
0.4-1.9
0.3-1.4
0.4-1.8
0.3-1.4

mean±SD, p – t-test; [median] 25%-75% percentile, Mann-Witney test; MR difference was calculated with parametric
comparison of log values
** p <0,01 * p <0,05

Thirty one patients with VRD after AMI were identified retrospectively. Eleven of them were
available and recruited for the study (see Fig.6). Another twelve patients were selected from the
whole group (187 patients), thus altogether 23 VRD patients were included.
Of these 23 patients five carried CYP2D6 gene duplication, two were genotyped as CYP2D6*1/*4
and another 18 did not have mutations in the studied gene. The time of VRD occurrence varied
from 2nd to 10th day of AMI. We observed that patients with VRD class II and higher had higher
CYP2D6 activity (2.1±0.5 vs 1.6±0.6, p 0.0002) due to higher prevalence of CYP2D6 duplication
genotype (5 out of 18 (22%) vs 4 out of 173 (2%), p 0.0002) (Fig. 16).
Figure 16. Frequency distribution of active CYP2D6 genes in AMI patients without VRDs
(n=177) and with VRDs (n=23)
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Observed in our study frequency of complications (ventricular rhythm disturbances (VRDs) and
early postinfarction angina (EPA)) was not different from the commonly known[62]. Patients were
comparable with regard to common parameters, but the total number of active CYP2D6 genes was
higher in patients with VRDs. This complication is different from EPA by its relation to adrenergic
activity while EPA is demonstrative for the insufficient coronary vessels diameter. Since the
relation between the number of active genes and the enzyme amount is proportional, the reason for
higher complications rate could be in the differences in metoprolol concentrations, which is a
known potent drug in suppression of ventricular premature complexes[201]. There was a trend
towards different concentrations of metoprolol, which is what one could expect, however, it did not
reach statistical significance. Another evidence against the relation of observed differences in AMI
complications to metoprolol concentrations is that metoprolol concentration shown experimentally
to be protective against ventricular premature complexes [72±34 ng/ml][202] was hardly reachable
at the very early time after AMI when most VRDs were registered. However, higher number of
CYP2D6 genes was still observed in a larger group of patients with VRDs complicating AMI. This
was mainly attributable to the higher (almost 6 times) prevalence of patients carrying additional
copies of the CYP2D6-encoding gene.
Together with the need to prove whether this was not a chance-finding, both, clinical importance
and reasons for this require further investigation. A trend to higher frequency of ST-elevation AMI
as a debut of the ischemic heart disease in these patients and their younger age lets assume a more
severe degree of initial myocardial damage in them, which may be due to increased adrenergic
activity. Another hypothesis may be related to higher platelet activation, which has been shown to
be an independent predictor of myocardial damage[203] and is directly related to serotonin
metabolism[204]. No specific endogenous substrates for CYP2D6 have been identified yet, though
it is expressed in different organs and tissues, like brain, intestines, right cardiac ventricle[131].
Some studies suggested its’ involvement in catecholamine formation[135].
4.2

STUDIES III AND IV

In 2003, the 25 different antibiotic agents (including combinations) made up 15.5 DDD/100 beddays and 12 of those constituted the DU90% segment (Figure 7). There was a wide expected
variation between different departments (from 2,7 DDD/100 bed-days in the 2nd neurological
department, to 567 DDD/100 bed-days in the 1st intensive care unit (ICU)). The most prevalent
antibiotics were “second-generation” aminoglycosides(J01GB03), penicillins (with and without
beta-lactamase inhibitors)(J01C), “first generation” fluoroquinolones (J01MA02-03) and
cephalosporins (J01DB).
The total number of antibiotics used increased from 25 in 2003 to 36 in 2005 mainly due to the
introduction of macrolides and third generation cephalosporins. The DU90% segment included
mostly the same antibiotics, though in a different range and amounts (Figure 17).
Figure 17. DU90% antibiotic use (J01) and resistance change in the years 2003, 2004, and 2005
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The total amount of DDDs increased from 33 080 in 2003 to 34 011 in 2005. However, with the
increasing bed occupancy rate, the number of DDD/100 bed-days decreased by 57% from 15.5 to
8.8 for the whole hospital in 2005. Antibiotic resistance data were still only available for 6 of 13
antibiotics in the DU90% segment (14 of the 36 overall). Resistant micro-organisms generally
changed according to the change of utilization of respective antibiotics. Total expenditures for
antibiotic drug purchases decreased by 64% from 2003 to 2005 (Table 9).
Table 9. Range of all antibacterial expenditures in rubles and percentage for the years 2003 and 2005*.
Range of antibacterial expenditures 2003
Antibacterial
Costs (rubles)
meropenem
cefepime
amoxicillin/clavulanate
imipenem/cilastatin
cefazolin
amikacin
vancomycin
cefoperazone/sulbactam
ciprofloxacin
pefloxacin
ceftriaxone
levofloxacin
metronidazole
cefuroxime
ampicillin+oxacillin
penicillin
gentamicin
ampicillin
moxifloxacin
pipemidic acid
ticarcillin/clavulanate
lincomycin
nitroxoline
ampicillin/suilbactam
ofloxacin

873,267
517,563
513,025
449,806
201,388
178,764
159,021
138,818
134,751
125,987
122,364
83,740
57,364
53,840
32,680
29,073
27,458
18,670
16,877
16,276.53
6,226
5,523
1,359
846
167

Costs
(percentage)
23
14
14
12
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
0,5
0,5
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

TOTAL

3,765,266

100

Range of antibacterial expenditures 2005
Antibacterial
Costs (rubles) Costs
(percentage)
ceftazidim
480,752
35
levofloxacin
153,998
11
cefazolin
134,606
10
cefepim
94,835
7
amoxicillin/clavulanate 84,538
6
meropenem
72,656
5
imipenem/cilastatin
65,031
5
metronidazole
49,705
4
moxifloxacin
48,965
4
vancomycin
29,660
2
pefloxacin
28,642
2
linezolid
21,441
2
claritromycin
17,892
1
ciprofloxacin
16,402
1
ampicillin
15,262
1
amikacin
12,599
1
amoxicillin
5,620
0.
erytromycin
5,489
0.
ceftriaxone
5,027
0.
ofloxacin
4,840
0.
azithromycin
3,960
0.
ampicillin+oxacillin
3,930
0.
pipemidic acid
3,536
0.
gentamicin
2,829
0.
oxacillin
1,079
0.
lincomycin
956
0.
norfloxacin
604
0.
canamycin
411
0.
doxycycline
272
0.
benzylpenicillin
338
0.
tetracycline
169
0.
TOTAL
1,366,044
100

* for the sake of space the 2004 data were omitted. (Ruble = 1/35 Euro and 1/30 USD in 2003, Ruble = 1/36 Euro and 1/28 USD in 2005)

A detailed analysis showed that total costs per DDD also decreased. This was partially explained
by the higher use of generics as we found out during the detailed analysis. These savings and the
decrease in use of the most widely utilized drugs (gentamicin, penicillin, first generation
cephalosporins and fluoroquinolones etc.) allowed increased purchase of more expensive newer
fluoroquinolones and cephalosporins with a wider spectrum.
This study was the first to test the methodology of combined presentation of antibiotic utilization
and cumulative microbial resistance. This attempt seems generally to be relevant for quite obvious
reasons. It is based on the scientifically proven background - mechanism of selection of resistant
strains under antibiotics’ pressure. The link between antibiotics use and microbial resistance was
demonstrated in numerous naturalistic studies[21,23,205,206] and also in some controlled studies
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[207]. At the same time it is clear that the relations are not always straight forward[25] because use
of some antibacterials may stimulate certain resistance mechanisms that will lead to resistance to a
class of antibiotics or even to several classes, which is called multidrug resistance [12,13,208]. The
link of antibacterial use and resistance may also be disturbed by the influence of another factor –
uncontrolled spread of resistant strains, which is especially relevant in hospitals and is dependent
on hospital infection control strategies[209]. All these factors lead to increases in overall resistance
of hospital pathogens (Figure 18).
Figure 18. Resistance iceberg (adapted from Weinstein et al[209])

Consequently monitoring of microbial resistance, antibacterial use and establishment of infection
control programs is emphasized in the WHO global strategy for containment of antimicrobial
resistance [210]. It is therefore clear that implementation of any isolated measure – either antibiotic
utilization surveillance, or microbial resistance surveillance, or infection control strategies
implementation would not have the same potency in resistance containment as possible
implementation of all strategies in combination. One should also pay attention to another factor
emphasized in the WHO global strategy – namely a factor of education of prescribers. It is
therefore essential not only to monitor antimicrobial use and microbial resistance, but also to bring
this information to prescribers. In many hospitals antibiotic utilization and microbial resistance are
monitored, but it may frequently be done by different services, and close relations of these factors
are therefore not stressed. Here we attempted to combine these two important issues in one. Study
III was mainly methodological and pilot. It was not designed to evaluate prescribers’ reactions, or
to intervene. In this study we only described routine data in a specific format of a diagram. The
message, however, seems quite obvious to us – prevalence of older antibiotics – aminoglycosides,
aminopenicillins, fluoroquinolones – and all cumulative resistance levels being very high (Figure
8). It gave a simplistic impression that most widely used antimicrobials are not able to be effective
against most widely detected pathogens. From this point of view the methodology may be used as
a quality of treatment metric being a development of another quality of use evaluation
methodology – namely adherence to guidelines within the 90% of utilization segment
(DU90%)[41,43]. In Sweden DU90% segment is evaluated for adherence to the expert summary
of recommended first-line medications – the “Wise list” [211]. The “Wise list” includes
recommendations on preferable antibiotics as well, which are also based on resistance. This is an
alternative way to improve quality of use and contain resistance, but it does not give understanding
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and responsibility from prescribers. Our method, keeping the idea of the 90% segment as the most
influential part of medicinal treatment, suggests another quality metrics, which is less easy to
control due to lack of any strict parameter to adhere, but which is more understandable for people
with different levels of responsibility – prescribers, and administrative workers.
We repeated observations during two consecutive years and observed significant changes among
which the most prominent was the decrease of aminoglycosides use. Expenditures for antibiotics
were also significantly decreased. Besides being naturalistic and not controlled by its design this
study had a particular limitation of changes in the hospital structure. This factor could much more
significantly influence the changes observed. In order to evaluate the methodology in a more
controlled manner we performed our Study IV, where we applied this methodology for a longer
period of time incorporating it into routine in a Russian hospital (SPH1), and comparing changes
with a control Russian hospital (SPH2) with similar characteristics, where the data were evaluated
retrospectively, and a Swedish hospital (SWH) that is different mainly with regard to infection
control strategies, there the calculations were also performed in a retrospective manner.
Antibiotic utilization profiles in the three study hospitals
Total antimicrobial use in the Russian hospital was 22.8; 31.2; 25.1; 24.5 and 28.7 DDD/100 beddays in 2007; 08; 09; 10 and 2011 respectively (Figures 19,20). The number of beds was not
changed during the study period. The number of antibiotics within the DU90% segment varied
from 11 to 14, and the total number of antibiotics used varied from 31 to 43 during the observation
period. Quinolone antibacterials (J01M), penicillins with extended spectrum (J01CA), and
extended-spectrum cephalosporins (J01DD) prevailed in the beginning of observation in 2007,
with only minor use of potent antibiotics active against multi-resistant microorganisms.
Prevalence of antimicrobials was comparable although slightly higher in the comparison Russian
hospital: 38; 43 and 43 DDDs/100 bed-days in 2009; 10 and 2011 respectively (Figure 20a). The
list of antibiotics used comprised 36; 32 and 33 different agents, while the DU90% segment
consisted of eight antibiotics: ciprofloxacin, ceftriaxone, cefazolin, metronidazole, ampicillin,
ampicillin with enzyme inhibitor, clarithromycin and an aminoglycoside (gentamicin/amikacin).
In the Swedish hospital (SWH) antimicrobial exposure was 58 DDD/100 bed-days in 2009; 57 in
2010 and 58 in 2011 (Figure 20a). The total number of antibiotics used was 49; 47 and 49 in 2009;
2010 and 2011 respectively with 19 antibiotics present in the DU90% segment each year. The
segment contained beta-lactamase sensitive penicillins (J01CE), beta-lactamase resistant
penicillins (J01CF), 2nd and 3rd generation cephalosporins (J01DC; J01DD), carbapenems (J01DH)
and vancomycin. We also compared distributions of major antibiotic classes for each hospital,
which is presented in Figures 21, 22.
After the general agreement summarized in the Copenhagen recommendations on “The microbial
threat” in 1998 [28] where the need for antibiotic utilization was stressed, numerous publications
were released describing patterns of antimicrobial consumption, and European program of
surveillance of antimicrobial consumption (ESAC-net) was launched. This gave a general
overview of significant differences in antimicrobial consumption in different geographic areas,
which was first clearly demonstrated for the year 1997 in the work by Cars et al[37]. These data
were reproduced in the following studies[212] and then publications from the ESAC group showed
similar differences for 1998-2005[213] and then up to 2009[214]. In the former ESAC study
Russian data for outpatient antibiotic consumption were presented and revealed the lowest
antibiotic use compared to other European countries. Since hospitals are reservoirs for specific
sometimes multiple resistant flora publications also appeared presenting hospital antibiotic
utilization patterns[46,47,215]. Also the ESAC group initiated surveillance of hospital antibiotic
consumption[216]. According to these data differences in the intensity of antibiotic use revealed in
outpatient setting remained in the hospital settings. This could probably let us suppose that Russian
hospital antibiotic consumption, which was not present in these publications, would also be low if
we extrapolated the outpatient data. According to the data from our observation antibiotic
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consumption was lower in both Russian hospitals compared to the Swedish hospital, though it was
higher than that reported for Lithuanian hospital in 1997[215]. We cannot compare the data with
those published by the ESAC group since population denominator (DDD/1000 inhabitants per day)
was used by them for the sake of international comparisons. The data published in the study by
Dumpis et al. [46] gives us a possible explanation for differences in terms of variable duration of
hospital stay, which is much shorter in Sweden than in Baltic countries and Russia, which would
increase overall density of use in the former hospital. Classes of antibiotics used differed too - in
Sweden fluoroquinolones and cephalosporins were used less often, but higher use of penicillins
and carbapenems was observed. Higher use of penicillins and carbapenems is characteristic for
Scandinavian countries in comparison to other European countries [216]. Our observation is the
first to our knowledge comparison of hospital consumption of antibiotics in Sweden and Russia.
Microbial resistance in the three study hospitals
High cumulative resistance levels were observed in both Russian hospitals during the whole
observation period (Figure 20, 20a), which was confirmed by the detailed resistance pattern (Table
11 a,b) comprising cumulative resistance. Presence of the mecA gene was not tested, nor was the
cefoxitin disc method used for MRSA detection in Russian hospitals. In the Swedish hospital
cumulative resistance levels were low (Table 11c). This finding is one of the most interesting in the
study, because in contrast to expected lower resistance in settings with lower antibiotic density use
we observed very high resistance levels in both Russian hospitals and low resistance in a Swedish
hospital. The hospitals were generally similar in structures, the only difference was the absence of
oncology and hematology departments in the Russian hospitals, but still these departments together
were responsible only for 5% of the consumption in the Swedish hospital in 2011 (oncology 3%
and hematology 2%). We found correlation of aminopenicillins use and corresponding E.coli
resistance (Spearman r 1, p=0.02), but no correlation of E.coli resistance and use of extendedspectrum cephalosporins, fluoroquinolones or aminoglycosides. There was also no correlation
between K. pneumoniae and P.aeruginosa resistance and use of any group of antibacterials. We
did not study correlations for the other two hospitals due to a shorter observation period.
Generally lack of correlation between antibacterial use and microbial resistance may indicate that
other factors than bare antimicrobial pressure are important in these settings. There have been good
studies demonstrating that infection control may decrease infections and microbial resistance in
health-care settings[217,218]. These strategies are not fully implemented in the study hospitals (no
infection control team or controlled strategy) which may explain high resistance and lack of its
direct association with utilization of antimicrobials. With regard to microbial data there are some
certain limitations that should be noted – namely low number of species analyzed in Russian
hospitals, which may have influenced interpretation of the results. There are certain limitations that
should be remembered that are common for all aggregate microbiology data. One refers to random
or selected sampling for analysis. It is mostly true that species form most severe cases are taken
more often and analyzed for different antibiotics susceptibility, while more predictable species in
uncomplicated patients especially with community-acquired infections would require just formal
screening for confirmation of the pathogen. This could explain slightly higher than reported
officially[219] resistance levels to some pathogens observed in the Swedish hospital (SWH). In the
nature review in 2004[220] another important aspect was emphasized regarding microbiology data
– it was stressed that hospital resistance data should not be interpreted as a measure of burden of
disease.
Cumulative utilization/resistance figure
The figure showing antibiotic use and cumulative resistance of the key microorganisms (Figure 19)
was presented to the study hospital prescribers and authorities in early 2008. It revealed a general
problem of high levels of resistance in the whole segment of agents used. Prospective annual
surveillance of antibiotic use and resistance in combination was established in the hospital after the
first intervention (Table 1). Next year figure showed that the use of ciprofloxacin decreased from
5.2 DDD/100 bed-days to 3.5 DDD/100 bed-days (p<0.0001); ampicillin use increased from 3.1 to
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6.3 DDD/100 bed-days (p<0.0001). There was also an increase in cephalosporins use:
ceftriaxone+cefotaxime use increased from 2.4 DDD/100 bed-days to 4.5 DDD/100 bed-days
(p<0.0001).
The next year, 2009 showed return of fluoroquinolones to the top position, and the whole segment
of DU90% was changing each year. General trends were in increase of beta-lactams with enzyme
inhibitors use (amoxicillin/clavulanate + amlicillin/sulbactam use was 0.4 DDD/100 bed-days
(1.6%) in 2007, 1.3 DDD/100 bed-days (4%) in 2008, 2.2 DDD/100 bed-days (8.6%) in 2009, 3.2
DDD/100 bed-days (13%) in 2010 and 4.8 DDD/100 bed-days (16.8%) in 2011). Despite
utilization changes we did not observe any significant changes in the susceptibility levels of
microorganisms (Table 11a).
In the comparator Russian hospital (SPH2) the DU90% segment was stable during all three years
of observation (Figure 20a). Cumulative resistance rates were also generally stable with slight
increase of resistance to fluoroquinolones (53-64%). Oxacillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus
rates were 48%-55%-44% in 2009, 2010 and 2011 respectively. Tendency to increased resistance
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa to imipenem was observed (46%, 54% and 66% in 2009, 2010 and
2011 respectively).
Antibiotics utilization profiles in the Swedish hospital was stable without significant changes in
2009-2011. The only tendency to gradually decreased cefuroxime use was not statistically
significant. Cumulative resistance rates were also generally unchanged.
We tested the methodology of combined presentation of utilization and resistance. In our previous
study [221] the figure was created and revealed clear problems in the rationality of antimicrobials
use – prevalence of a limited number of antibiotics, and high levels of microbial resistance. In the
current study we improved the methodology to make it more informative and setting-specific. We
defined the key-microorganisms for each setting, which would help to evaluate figures in terms of
practical use of antibiotics. There have been numerous attempts to combine antibiotic utilization
and resistance in one indicator[222,223], since these relationships are obviously important in longterm perspective[224–226]. A «drug resistance index», which is based on an advanced calculation
and composite evaluation of antibacterial use and a certain microbial resistance was recently
proposed [223]. This index shows trends of resistance related to use for each drug-bacteria
combination, which makes it unfeasible for prescribers to grasp general situation. Another
indicator used is correlation of percentage of patients receiving antibiotic and rate of infections
caused by resistant flora[23]. This approach requires specific selection of a pair antibiotic-resistant
microbe and does not allow seeing the whole picture of rational antimicrobials use. The figure
combining key microorganisms susceptibility data and prevalence of corresponding antibiotic
utilization has a benefit of highlighting the problem in a way easily interpreted by both prescribing
physicians and hospital management. We used a concept of DU90%, based on the fact that this
segment is the most influential and could be used for quality evaluation[41,211]. In these studies
we are developing the concept further using the assumption that resistance might be looked at as
inappropriate quality of antibiotic use. The differences observed between the figures from the
Russian hospitals and the Swedish hospital indicate differences in potential effectiveness of the
most widely prescribed antibiotics against microbes, i.e. differences in rationality of use.
In our Study I we observed changes following the presentation of the figure of combined
utilization-resistance profile to the hospital authorities. In the current study we could also observe
significant changes in the utilization profile – decrease of fluoroqhinolones consumption increase
of aminopenicillins, and general increase of the number of various antibiotics the next year after
the intervention. The changes, however, were unstable and resulted in return of fluoroquinolones
and extended-spectrum cephalosporins, and increase of aminopenicillins combined with enzyme
inhibitor use. The assumption that these changes could be mostly due to the figure presentation is
supported by the fact that there were no changes in our control hospital (SPH2) with a similar
structure of drug utilization and infection control despite similar problems in microbial resistance
observed. There were also no changes in the Swedish hospital. In local perspective it could be seen
from the figure that resistance is present for extended-spectrum cephalosporins and trimetoprimsulfamethoxazole, which is most obvious from separate microbial resistance data (Table 11a).
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An unexpected finding was that lower overall antibiotic use in Russian hospitals was accompanied
by much higher resistance levels. These high levels were not changed after the changes in
utilization profile. At the same time in the Swedish hospital resistance levels were generally low
despite high exposure. This may indicate that infection control strategies besides antimicrobial use
are important to combat microbial resistance. Since many years Sweden has had an aggressive
strategy of combating spread of antimicrobial resistance in health care institutions. Active
screening, high focus on hand hygiene and contact precautions, as well as using cohort care or
patient isolation, have all been part of the strategy to limit nosocomial spread[227].
Limitations.
Our study was based on a natural observation with some elements of intervention. Since the
periods of time for the data collection was different during 2007-2008 the study cannot be
considered as controlled. The DDD concept has certain methodological limitations that have been
widely discussed and that can also be referred to the current study. These are the problems of
differences in DDDs and PDD (Prescribed Daily Doses) that may vary in time and lead to certain
variability in the final data. Number of admitted patients may also vary and influence the results
which has been repeatedly addressed in the literature[228]. With regard to microbiology data one
limitation was the very low number of strains analyzed that were used to produce percentage of
resistance in the Russian hospitals. We relied upon internal quality control in the bacteriology
laboratory and did not perform external quality check of the results, There was also a possible bias
in the selection of species for susceptibility testing. Some of the resistance rates reported for
Sweden in this paper are significantly higher than those reported in the EARS-Net surveillance
system[219]. The main bias is that some bacteria are only tested against some compounds in
specific situation, e.g. when the isolate is derived from specific important departments or when the
isolate is resistant to a lot of first-line agents. This is a likely explanation for the high rates of
resistance to extended-spectrum cephalosporins in E. coli and methicillin-resistance in S. aureus.
One way to come around this problem is to focus the susceptibility data on blood culture isolates
only, as they are normally tested against all antimicrobial agents. However, trends of resistance
development within one institution will not be affected by this bias, so it will mainly be a problem
when trying to extract information on resistance levels of specific bacteria-antimicrobial
combinations. For better quality of cumulative resistance data a stable number of isolates and
definite sources are both important, and the data observed in the current naturalistic study should
not be interpreted in a more global perspective, but rather should be a screening tool for local or
regional use [220].
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Figure 19. Method of combined presentation of DU90% volume of antibiotic use and cumulative
resistance (intervention tool)
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Figure 20. Drug utilization 90% - cumulative resistance profiles in the Russian study hospital (SPH1) in 2007-2011
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Figure 20a. Drug utilization 90% - cumulative resistance profiles in the Russian control hospital (SPH2) – upper row, and the Swedish hospital (SWH)
– lower row in 2009-2011
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Figure 21. Antibiotic use and distribution of main classes in three study hospitals
during the observation years (2007-2011 or 2009-2011)
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Figure 22. Distribution of major classes of antibiotics in three hospitals (SPH1, S
SWH) during the observation period
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Table 10.
Key microorganisms in Russian and Swedish hospitals
Antibiotic
benzylpenicillin
amoxicillin
ampicillin
cloxacillin
flucloxacillin
fenoximethylpenicillin
oxacillin/ampicillin
amoxicillin/clavulanate
ampicillin/sulbactam
piperacillin/tazobactam
cefazolin
cefuroxime
ceftriaxone
cefotaxime
cefoperazone
ceftazidime
cefoperazone/sulbactam

meropenem
doripenem
imipenem/cilastatin
clindamycin
lincomycin
ciprofloxacin
norfloxacin/ofloxacin
/pefloxacin
levofloxacin
moxifloxacin
pipemidic acid
doxycycline
gentamycin
amikacin

Key microorganisms in Swedish
hospitals
S. pneumoniae, S.pyogenes

Key microorganisms in Russian hospitals Notes
Penicillins
S. pneumoniae, group A streptococcus

H.influenzae was rarely
detected in Russian study
hospitals
H.influenzae was rarely
H.influenzae
E.coli, Enterococcus faecalis, streptococci detected in Russian study
hospitals
S. aureus
No
Not in use in Russia
S. aureus
No
Not in use in Russia
S. pneumoniae, group A streptococcus No
Not in use in Russia
An outdated combination
No
Staphylococci
never used in Sweden
Enterobacteriaceae, streptococci
Enterobacteriaceae, streptococci
The drug was not in use
Enterobacteriaceae, P. Aeruginosa,
No
during the test period in
Acinetobacter, B. fragilis group
Russia
Cephalosporins
No
No
No testing is routinely
No
Staphylococci
performed in Sweden,
Enterobacteriaceae
Enterobacteriaceae
Enterobacteriaceae
Enterobacteriaceae
these agents are used in
Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa
Russia mostly where
pseudomonas is suspected
these agents are used in
Enterobacteriaceae
Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa
Russia only where
pseudomonas is suspected
these agents are used in
Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa
Russia mostly where
pseudomonas is suspected
Carbapenems
No anaerobe testing is
Enterobacteriaceae, P. Aeruginosa,
Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa,
routinely performed in
Acinetobacter, B. fragilis group
Acinetobacter
Russia
Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa,
Was not in use during the
Acinetobacter
study period in Sweden
No anaerobe testing is
Enterobacteriaceae, P. Aeruginosa,
Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa,
routinely performed in
Acinetobacter, B. fragilis group, E.
Acinetobacter, E. faecalis
Russia
Faecalis
Lincosamides
S. aureus, group A S.pyogenes
S. aureus, group A streptococcus
S. aureus, group A streptococcus
S. aureus, group A streptococcus
Fluoroquinolones
Enterbacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa,
Enterbacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa,
Acinetobacter
Acinetobacter
H.influenzae

E.coli, Enterococcus faecalis,

Similar to ciprofloxacin
Enterobacteriaceae, S.pneumoniae
Enterobacteriaceae, S.pneumoniae
Quinolones
No
Tetracyclines
H.influenzae, S. pneumoniae
H.influenzae, S. pneumonia
Aminoglycosides
E. coli, K. Pneumoniae, S. aureus
E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus
E. coli, K. Pneumoniae, S. aureus
E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus
Macrolides

clarithromycin

No

azythromycin

No
Various

metronidazole

B.fragilis group

No

trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole
vancomycin

Enterobacteriaceae, H. influenzae, S.
Pneumoniae
S. aureus, E. Faecium

S. aureus, E. faecium

Hospital use is mostly for
H.pylori in Russian hospitals
No anaerobes were cultured
in Russian hospitals
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Table 11a. Rates of resistance of selected bacteria to antimicrobial agents during 5
consecutive years SPH1l
Antibiotic

Ampicillin
Oxacillin
Ciprofloxac
in
Ceftriaxone
Gentamicin
Vancomyci
n
Ceftazidime
N of isolates

Resistant isolates, % (n of strains)
E.coli
K.pneumoniae
P.aeruginosa
S.aureus
Enterococcus spp.
200 200 201 201 200 200 200 201 201
200 200 200 201 201 200 200 200 201 201 200 200 200 201 201
2007
8 9 0 1 7 8 9 0 1
7 8 9 0 1 7 8 9 0 1 7 8 9 0 1
33
42
66
54 50 60
100 100 93 100 90
73 67 63 46
(255
(76)
(345
(46) (66) (5)
(48) (7) (15) (2) (95)
(96) (40) (90) (26)
)
)
32
40
36 30 17
(452
(158
(63) (76) (97)
)
)
48
61
43
30
62 27 45 46
77 71 73 59
58 60 57 42 62
42 38 20
(352
(113
(160
(356
(97) (15) (87) (93)
(48) (7) (15) (17)
(48) (10) (14) (19) (55)
(36) (86) (97)
)
)
)
)
45
71
55 41 42 45
72 83 78 58
(497
(138
(95) (17) (86) (49)
(47) (6) (14) (12)
)
)
27
46
50
58 36 34 24
77 71 60 63
61 50 33 No
(422
(117
(104
(96) (39) (90) (58)
(48) (7) (15) (8)
(49) (14) (15) data
)
)
)
7
0.3
9 3 0
(80)
(358
(46) (67) (26)
)
60.4 71 40 21 35
(48) (14) (15) (14) (84)
97 40 91 115 610 48 7 15 18 147 49 15 15 23 129 160 66 90 98 524 81 49 67 39 495

Table 11b. Rates of resistance of selected bacteria to antimicrobial agents during 3
consecutive years SPH2
Antibiotic
2009

E.coli

2010

2011

Ampicillin/amoxi 58 (426) 66 (341) 81 (304)
cillin
Oxacillin
Ciprofloxacin
36 (425) 44 (149) 17 (12)
Ceftriaxone
30 (431) 41 (420) 42 (595)
Amikacin
Gentamicin
22 (424) 31 (421) 35 (562)
Vancomycin
Imipenem
Ceftazidime

2009

Resistant isolates, % (n of strains)
K.pneumoniae
P.aeruginosa
2010

99 (195) 100
(182)

2011

99 (136)

2009

2010

2011

2009

S.aureus
2010

2011

Enterococcus spp.

2009

26
(288)

45 (282) 52 (272) 42 (234)
82 (195) 75 (88)
52 (98) 54 (67) 65 (99) 52 (273) 58 (256) 52 (229)
82 (197)
77 (290)
6 (48) 47 (61) 15 (101)
70 (191)
26 (60) 24 (42)
0 (231) 0 (272) 1 (227) 2.6
(267)
2 (427) 4 (422) 3 (562) 17 (196)
8 (269) 45 (97) 43 (82) 57 (114)
46 (54) 37 (60) 29 (100)

2010

38
(291)

2011

46 (197)

1 (347) 6 (387)

Table 11c. Rates of resistance of selected bacteria to antimicrobial agents during 3
consecutive years (SWH)
Antibiotic
2009

E.coli

2010

2011

2009

Resistant isolates, % (n of strains)
K.pneumoniae
P.aeruginosa
2010

2011

2009

2010

2011

2009

S.aureus
2010

2011

Ampicillin
Pivmecillinam

2
5
4
16
10
(14436) (244347 (29739) (1579) (1852)
)

9 (2514)

Cloxacillin
17
(16234)
17
Cefotaxime
(3581)
Trimethoprim/sul 24
famethoxazole (14675)
Ciprofloxacin

14
(27738)
17
(8559)
26
(27502)

12
(34166)
19.5
(11191)
26
(33819)

17
9.6
(2065) (2395)
6 (994) 9.5
(2389)
23 (992) 20
(3292)

7.5
(4044)
7.5
(2705)
18
(3919)

18
(1681)

19
(3059)

17
(3814)

Clindamycin
Vancomycin
Meropenem

58
58

0.01
0.09
0.08
(3504) (6264) (7960)

0.3
(961)

1.3
(1577)

1.3
(1715)

20
(1679)

19
(3058)

19
(3783)

Enterococcus spp.

2009

2010

2011

8.6
(938)

2.3
(1148)

0.3
0.2
0.1
(1541) (3739) (2282)

5.6
6.8
7.7
(12962) (21214) (26749)

7.7
6.6
5.5
(4623) (11237) (14576)
0 (262) 0 (54) no data 2.6
(660)

Piperacillin/tazob
actam

6 (989) 10
(2386)

Ceftazidime

4.3

12
(1684)
8 (2690) 13
(1683)

13
(3064)
14
(3059)

13.5
(3774)
13
(3777)

PRELIMINARY UNPUBLISHED DATA

4.3.1 Prospective evaluation of relation of CYP2D6 genotype and VRDs
in patients with AMI.
This study was a follow up from the previous study (paper II) where we found that the
prevalence of CYP2D6 gene duplication was higher than expected in patients with VRDs in
early period after AMI. The hypothesis was formulated about possible involvement of CYP2D6
in catecholamine metabolism leading to adrenergic overload in early AMI leading to VRDs. In
this study we were aiming to test this hypothesis in a prospective way.
Patients and procedures
We utilized all the similar procedures for the patients recruitment as in the previous one. All
patients admitted to the cardiology clinic with confirmed AMI were screened. Blood samples
were taken from the cubital vein for future genotyping. Patients with VRDs in early period (1-7
days) after AMI were treated as a separate group. Similar patients admitted to the clinics were
analyzed as a control group. Blood samples were used in these patients for DNA extraction and
genotyping. Real-time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) was used for genotyping.
CYP2D6 alleles *4 and gene duplication were analyzed.
Total number of the patients screened was 93. 34 (36%) were women. Mean age of the patients
was 62±11 (min 32 max 79). CYP2D6 *4 allele frequency was 13%. VRDs in early period after
AMI were observed in 18 patients. We observed higher frequency of mutant heterozygotes in
the group of patients with VRDs (23% allele frequency vs 11% allele frequency in the control
group). CYP2D6 gene duplication was detected in 9% of cases. All mutations were present in
the patients without VRDs and not in the VRD group. Patient details in both groups are
presented in Table 12.
Table 12 Patient characteristics in groups with and without VRDs
Parameters
Patients without
Patients with VRDs
VRDs

Χ2 test

n of patients
women, n (%)
mean age

18
5 (28%)
61±12

76
29 (38%)
61±11

Ns
Ns

ST-elevation AMI, n
(%)

18 (100%)

69 (91%)

Ns

0.8±0.3
23%

0.9±0.3
18%

Ns
Ns

0%

10%

Ns

mean enzyme activity
*4 allele frequency
CYP2D6 gene
duplication frequency
concomitant
antiarrhythmics

no

beta blockers use, n
(%)

17 (94%)

no
74 (97%)

ns

59
59

Similarly to the previous study we created figures summarizing CYP2D6 gene activity in both
groups – with and without VRDs (Figure 23). It seems that in both groups the allele distribution
corresponds to the expected in the general population and was not different.
Figure 23. CYP2D6 activity in patients with and without VRDs after AMI
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In this study we were unable to confirm the hypothesis of higher representation of CYP2D6
gene duplication in patients with VRDs in early period after AMI. This study however had
limitations and differed from the previous one with regard to the way the patients were treated
and the way VRDs were diagnosed. Major difference in this patient cohort was principal
change in treatment strategies. In our first study the patients were recruited during 2006-2008,
when no vascular interventions were routinely available, while current cohort consisted of
patients all of whom had undergone percutaneous vascular intervention and blood flow
restoration by angioplasty or stenting, and some – coronary artery bypass grafting. This led to
significant decrease of VRDs registered generally, and most probably led to the change of their
origin. Most probably observed VRDs were due to structural changes of myocardial tissue, and
not due to catecholamine overload. Decreased frequency of VRDs led also to smaller than
initially expected number of patients recruited, which could not provide statistical power for the
negative finding observed.

4.3.2 Prescribers’ attitudes to antimicrobial use and infection control in
their hospital
After the findings from the study IV that demonstrated lack of association between
antibiotics use and microbial resistance, which led to assumption of both irrational
medications use and lack of infection control. Therefore we decided to perform a small
pilot study evaluating prescribers attitude to their view on antibiotics efficacy and need
to improve infection control.
The questionnaire consisted of 19 questions related to physicians’ habits in prescribing,
their attitude to hospital resistance (Figure 24). The questionnaire was distributed via
the service of clinical pharmacology in the departments of surgery and general
therapeutic departments. Senior nurses were instructed to provide the questionnaire to
physicians and collect their response. The questionnaire was anonymous in the end,
only the responsible nurse could identify physicians.
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60

Figure 24. Questionnaire for prescribers on their attitude to antibiotics use and hospital
resistance.
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25 physicians completed the questionnaire from therapeutic departments, surgery,
urology and intensive care units.
Question number

Common answers

1 How often do you prescribe antibiotics in your

In high risk patients and in patients with signs of

practice

infection - 25 (100 %)

2 What antibiotics do prescribe more often

Extended spectrum cephalosporins – 25 (100%),
fluoroquinolones – 20 (80%), metronidazole – 10
(40%)

3 How many different antibiotics do you use in

3-4 antibiotics – 10 (40%); 5-7 antibiotics – 15

practice?

(60%)

4 How long do you continue antibiotics in case of

1-3 days – 10 (40%); 5-7 days – 10 (40%); no

surgery with no infection (for surgeons)

answer (not surgeons) – 5 (20%)

5 How long do you continue antibiotics in case of

5-7 days – 10 (40%); 7-10 days – 5 (20%); up to

bacterial infection

recovery – 10 (40%)

6 How often do you meet resistant bacterial

Rarely – 10 (40%); every month – 10 (40%); do

infection resistant to antibiotics?

not know – 5 (20%)

7 Did you treat bacterial infections, for which

No – 20 (80%); yes – 5 (20%)

available antibacterial treatment was inadequate
or incompletely adequate, and which resulted in
patient’s death?
8 What was the most possible causative agent in

Do not know – 10 (40%), various pathogens were

the latest of these cases?

listed

9 What antibiotic was not effective?

Various antibiotics were listed

10 What do you predominantly base your

Antibiotic availability in the hospital pharmacy –

decision when you prescribe antibiotics?

13 (52%); start with one agent and change when
needed – 7 (28%); most possible causative agent
– 5 (20%)

11 What is the main reason for emergence of

Spontaneous mutations of microbes – 23 (92%);

resistant flora in the department?

excessive antibiotic use – 2 (8%)

12 What in your opinion is the main reason for

Lack of necessary antibiotics in the hospital – 10

ineffective treatment with antibiotics

(40%); microbial resistance – 15 (60%)

13 Do you think that the less often antibiotics are

yes – 18 (70%); no – 7 (30%)

prescribed the lower the risk of resistant flora
development in the department?
14 Do you think that it is possible to cure patients

yes – 13 (52%); no – 12 (48%)

with “traditional” antibiotics (penicillins)?
15 How often do you choose antibiotics based on

only in severe cases – 18 (72%); always – 3

the bacteriology results?

(12%); sometimes – 4 (16%)

16 Do you know resistance profile in your

yes – 10 (40%); no – 15 (60%)

department?
17 Would you like to know resistance profile at

yes – 25 (100%)

your department?
18 Will knowledge of local resistance profile

yes – 25 (100%)

influence your choice of antibiotic?
19 Will you replace a potent antibiotic with a

yes – 25 (100%)

traditional one if you find out that the bacteria
are sensitive to it?
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Almost half of respondents answered that they meet resistant infection every month,
and another half – rarely. Most respondents consider resistant infection as the main
reason of ineffective treatment. None of them think that insufficient hygiene stimulates
emergence of resistance, 90% find that resistance is a cause of natural mutation of
microorganisms independent of physicians actions or hospital conditions, at the same
time 70% of respondents told that the risk of resistant flora emergence is less if
antibiotic use is less. Half of respondents considered that penicillins can not be ever
curative in our days. Most were not aware of local resistance profile and showed to be
in need of timely getting bacteriology results. Our preliminary results indicate that
changes in the antibiotic utilization profile should be supported by a complex of
measures, among which constant surveillance, active work of specialists in
microbiology and drug utilization and most of all educative work are crucial.
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5 CONCLUSIONS, PRACTICAL
AND PERSPECTIVES

INTERPRETATION

The conclusions of the relevant findings from these studies may be formulated in the
following way:
1. CYP2D6 genotype is a factor that influences major pharmacodynamic
parameters and quality of use of metoprolol when it is used according to routine
clinical standards; especially gene duplication is important since it is a
prerequisite of increased heart rate in post AMI patients, which is a known
negative prognostic factor;
2. Paroxetine, prescribed concomitantly with metoprolol due to clinical reasons,
may be a more important factor than genetically defined phenotype of poor
metabolism, because increased effects are observed on the already adjusted
dose, which may lead to unexpected adverse effects of metoprolol, and lack of
its effects after paroxetine withdrawal;
3. Quality of antimicrobial use in hospitals is dependent on a number of factors
including antimicrobial use patterns, infection control and physicians
awareness, these factors need to be screened and controlled concomitantly;
4. A graphic tool of presentation of antimicrobial use and resistance in
combination is a promising instrument to change prescribing pattern, but is not
capable of changing resistance patterns in settings with high overall resistance
and poor infection control;
5. As an additional finding our data showed that CYP2D6 genotype may be
involved in factors predisposing to ventricular rhythm disorders in patients after
AMI, but not in patients in whom percutaneous coronary interventions were
performed.
All of the studies in this thesis were placed in the real clinical settings and were directed
towards studying factors that may not be covered by any universal guidelines but are
important for the qualified hospital care. Studies I and II identified presence and
clinical importance of two major factors of individual susceptibility to cardiovascular
medications – drug-drug interactions and polymorphic activity of drug metabolizing
enzymes; while studies III and IV investigated known factors of rational hospital use of
antibiotics and a novel methodology for its surveillance and improvement. The two
different parts of the studies are combined in this dissertation under the overall idea of
quality of care in the two clinically relevant areas – treatment of AMI and general
infections; it shows applicability and importance of two different methodological
approaches – one based on aggregate hospital data and another based on individual
patient data. Probably the major limitation of both parts is also lack of longer-term
observation and evaluation of clinical outcomes for the AMI studies and lack of
detailed patient-wise evaluation of the aggregate data in the antibiotics part. The
binding of these approaches is for sure an important aspect and corresponds to the
strategies of translational research.
These studies may have clear further developments. Studies in AMI patients emphasize
the potential importance of CYP2D6 gene duplication in contrast to most previous
studies addressing non-functional alleles. It is a matter of further outcome studies to
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show if genotyping may help to improve quality of beta-blockers use. Clinical
importance of drug-drug interactions have been demonstrated in studies
repeatedly[188] and it is probably a reason of failure to develop pharmacogenetics
based dosing guidelines. Our study confirmed clinical importance of another interaction
of agents very naturally prescribed together. A further question to answer is again in
longer term consequencies, especially whether metoprolol effects get significantly
lower after withdrawal of an interacting agent, since in contrast to hospital setting
where patients are supposed to be under constant control, further events will take place
in out-patient care. It is very straight forward to suggest inclusion of drug-drug
interaction check into clinical routine of physicians in hospitals and out-patient care
centers, which will help to provide treatment of better quality.
Antibiotic studies have direct practical implication. Our method of combined
presentation of antibiotic use and resistance is a good screening tool for practice. The
information provided by the figure is not a replacement for a detailed scrutiny of
microbial resistance, but it has a benefit of giving a clear message that can be
understood by both – prescribers and authorities, which may help to increase personal
awareness. This methodology does not seem to be suitable for direct international
comparisons, but it is useful as a component of hospital quality assurance. Further
development would be in incorporating clinical outcomes - usually the best appreciated
quality of infections care metrics.
Quality of hospital care is a complex issue, but translation of experimental research into
this process is highly relevant. We think that our studies could be regarded as another
step towards this process.
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Abstract
Objective To investigate the influence of paroxetine on
metoprolol concentrations and its effect in patients treated
for acute myocardial infarction (AMI) who are routinely
given paroxetine as a co-treatment of depression.
Methods We recruited 17 depressed AMI patients who
received metoprolol as a routine part of their therapy (mean
dose 75±39 mg/day). Patients were genotyped for CYP2D6
*3, *4 and gene duplication. Metoprolol and α-hydroxymetoprolol were analyzed in plasma 0, 2, 6 and 12 h postdose. Heart rates (HR) at rest were registered after each
sampling. Paroxetine 20 mg daily was then administered,
and all measurements were repeated on day 8.
Results All patients were genotypically extensive metabolizers (EMs) (nine with *1/*1 and eight with *1/*3 or *4).
Following the administration of paroxetine, mean metoprolol areas under the concentration–time curve (AUC)
increased (1064±1213 to 4476±2821 nM × h/mg per kg,
P=0.0001), while metabolite AUCs decreased (1492±872
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to 348±279 n M × h/mg per kg, P<0.0001), with an
increase of metabolic ratios (MR) (0.9±1.3 to 26±29; P<
0.0001). Mean HRs were significantly lower after the study
week at each time point. Mean area under the HR versus time
curve (AUEC) decreased (835±88 to 728±84 beats × h/min;
P=0.0007). Metoprolol AUCs correlated with patients’
AUECs at the baseline (Spearman r =−0.64, P<0.01), but
not on the eighth day of the study. A reduction of metoprolol
dose was required in two patients due to excessive
bradycardia and severe orthostatic hypotension. No other
adverse effects of the drugs were identified.
Conclusion A pronounced inhibition of metoprolol metabolism by paroxetine was observed in AMI patients, but
without serious adverse effects. We suggest, however, that
the metoprolol dose is controlled upon initiation and
withdrawal of paroxetine.
Keywords CYP2D6 . Drug interaction . Metoprolol .
Myocardial infarction . Paroxetine

Introduction
The estimated frequency of depression in patients after
acute myocardial infarction (AMI) varies from 1.5 to 50%
[1–3], and it is a known risk factor for worsened prognosis,
often being associated with increased mortality [1]. Among
the antidepressants currently available, SSRIs (selective
serotonin re-uptake inhibitors) are considered to be safer
than others for patients with ischemic heart disease (IHD)
[4]. The SSRIs, however, represent a group of drugs with
variable characteristics. As such, existing evidence should
be carefully evaluated when choosing a member of this
group for the safe and effective treatment of depression in
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patients after AMI. Paroxetine is the most potent inhibitor
of serotonin reuptake, with sertraline and fluoxetine being
slightly less active [5]. This difference has been shown to
have impact on the degree of protective effects of SSRIs on
AMI occurrence, presumably due to a varying degree of
platelet inactivation [6]. Paroxetine and sertraline have been
best studied in IHD patients [4]. Paroxetine has shown to be
absent of any cardiac adverse effects in comparison with a
tricyclic antidepressant [7]; it has also been shown to have
decreased platelet activity [8] and increased heart rate
variability [9]. Both effects are highly beneficial for AMI
patients. Sertraline has been the only SSRI studied directly
in patients with depression co-morbid with AMI in a
randomized placebo-controlled manner [10]. Paroxetine
currently remains among the most widely prescribed drugs
in patient populations [11]. The only negative feature that
might lead to the need of precautions in its use in IHD
patients is the ability of paroxetine to inhibit the metabolism of some essential cardiovascular drugs. Both paroxetine and sertraline are known as inhibitors of the
cytochrome P450 2D6 (CYP2D6) enzyme, with paroxetine
being the strongest of the two [12].
Metoprolol is a selective β1-adrenergic blocker without
internal sympathomimetic activity. Randomized controlled
trials have revealed that it has benefits in terms of postmyocardial infarction (MI) death prevention in a long-term
follow-up and also in the reperfusion era [13–17]. The
clinical effects of metoprolol have been shown to be related
to the highly polymorphic CYP2D6 activity [18–22]. The
clinical consequences of CYP2D6 activity with regard to
metoprolol treatment have been addressed in several studies
with no clear evidence of adverse effects in patients lacking
CYP2D6 function [23–25]. A study performed in healthy
volunteers showed that paroxetine was able to inhibit the
metabolism and action of metoprolol given as a single dose
[26]. Maintenance doses could add to the effects of the
interaction due to active enantiomer accumulation [27].
The study reported here was performed in patients with
AMI receiving both metoprolol in routinely adjusted stable
doses and paroxetine routinely prescribed for depressed
patients to assess the interaction between these two drugs in
an actual clinical situation.

disorders on the seventh day of hospitalization. Of these, 26
(23%) patients presented with symptoms of mild to
moderate depression, 17 of whom received paroxetine as
routine antidepressant treatment. These 17 patients were
naturally recruited for our study. During the study period,
these patients received the following drugs without any
change in dosage: aspirin (13 patients), enalapril (five), spironolactone (one), perindopril (eight), quinapril (one),
mononitrate (five), trimetazidine (one), simvastatin (one),
indapamide (one), clopidogrel (five), iron preparations
(two), omeprazole (two), nifedipine (slow release) (three),
warfarin (one), amlodipine (one), hydrochlorothiazide
(one), ketorolac (one), molsidomine (one) and rosuvastatin
(one). A group of non-depressed patients (n=17) served as
the controls; these patients received a stable dose of
metoprolol during a 1-week period to assess possible
changes in heart rates in a natural course of the disease.
All participants gave informed consent. Patients not
receiving metoprolol or receiving other drugs with antiarrhythmic activity concomitantly with metoprolol were
excluded from the study. Other exclusion criteria were
severe thyroid dysfunction, severe diabetes mellitus, liver
or kidney insufficiency and intake of other CYP2D6
substrates.

Materials and methods

Study design

Subjects

After initial clinical adjustment of the metoprolol dose,
patients received exactly the same dose during the whole
study period. Blood samples for genotyping and for
metoprolol plasma concentration analysis covering one
dosage interval (0, 2, 6 and 12 h post-dose) were taken on
days 7–10. Blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) were
measured by the same person (KG) in a standardized way –

A total of 115 patients with confirmed AMI admitted
during the study period to the clinics of cardiology in
teaching hospitals of the St. Petersburg I.I. Mechnikov State
Medical Academy (Russia) in whom metoprolol treatment
was initiated for clinical reasons were screened for mood

Diagnostic criteria
The patients were considered to have AMI if at least two of
the three following criteria were present: clinical symptoms,
such as chest (or atypical equivalent localization) pain or an
episode of severe dyspnea persistent for an extended period
of longer than 30 min, specific electrocardiogram (ECG)
changes in three or more neighboring leads and diagnostic
elevation in myocardial damage markers (creatine-phosphokinase MB-fraction, troponine-T).
The patient was diagnosed with depression when, based
on a self-test scored using the HADS (Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale) [28], the score for depression scale
exceeded 10. These results were subsequently confirmed
using the HamDRS (Hamilton Depression Rating Scale)
[29], which was completed by an investigator during a
personal interview.
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with the patient in lying position 15 min after each blood
sampling.
The initial treatment consisted of administering the
patients paroxetine 20 mg once in the morning the day
after the initial sampling had taken place. At the end of this
observational period, repeated samplings for metoprolol
concentrations with an additional 5-ml sample taken for
determining the paroxetine concentrations were performed.
The HR and BP were registered as described above.
We did not perform any genetic or kinetic analysis in the
control patients.
General clinical data for all patients were retrieved from
the case histories and included all laboratory testing (blood
counts and chemistry, urinalysis), concomitant diseases,
echocardiography, ECG and ECG-Holter monitoring. Adverse effects of metoprolol therapy (intolerable bradycardia,
heart block, signs of loss of selectivity) were registered
based on the reports from patients and treating physicians.
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acetonitrile:tetrahydrofurane [85:13:2 (vol:vol:vol)]. The
fluorescent detector was set at an excitation of 216 nm
and emission of 312 nm. Retention times were 2.7, 8.4 and
10.1 min for α-hydroxy-metoprolol, metoprolol and dextrorphan (internal standard), respectively, at a flow rate of
1 ml/min. Briefly, the extraction procedure was as follows:
500 μl of plasma with 20 μl of internal standard (5 μM
dextrorphan water–methanol solution) was alkalinized with
200 μl of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide. Substances were further
extracted with 3 ml dichloromethane:1-butanol [85:15 (vol:
vol)]. After the extraction and subsequent evaporation of
the organic phase under nitrogen flow, the samples were
reconstituted in 50 μl of mobile phase. A 20-μl aliquot was
injected into the chromatographic system. Calibration
curves were constructed over the range from 12.5 to
400 nM and were linear in that range. Lower quantification
limits were 6 nM for metoprolol and 3 nM for α-hydroxy
metoprolol. Intra-day and inter-day variations were less
than 10 and 15%, respectively.

Drugs
Paroxetine plasma analysis
Patients received metoprolol tartrate or succinate (Egilok,
Egilok-retard “Egis”, Hungary, betaloc-zok, “AstraZeneca”,
Sweden). The dosage and brand of metoprolol was the
same within patients during the study. Paroxetine (Rexetin)
was donated to the hospital by Gedeon Richter, Hungary.
Genotyping
A 3-ml aliquot of whole blood was collected into EDTA
tubes and kept at −20°C until genotyping. DNA was
isolated from the thawed whole blood using the QIAamp
DNA mini kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA) according to the
procedure described by the manufacturer. The patients were
genotyped for CYP2D6 *3, *4 and gene duplication. *3
and *4 genotyping was performed with the allele-specific 5
nuclease assay using pre-developed reagents of TaqMan
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,) on an ABI PRISM
7700 Sequence Detection System (PE Applied Biosystems,
UK) [30]. Gene duplication was detected by means of a
long PCR analysis, as described by Lundqvist et al. [31].
Metoprolol and α-hydroxy-metoprolol plasma analysis
A 5-ml aliquot of blood was collected in heparinized tubes.
Samples were centrifuged and the plasma was separated
and stored at −20 until analysis. Metoprolol and its
metabolite were separated by isocratic reverse phase highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC). An analytic
column eclipse XDB-phenyl system (column 15×4 mm ;
particle diameter 5 μm; with guard column; Zorbax,
Agilent technologies, USA) was used. The mobile phase
consisted of 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 3.0):

A 0.5 mL aliquot of plasma together with 50 μl of internal
standard (doxepin 200 μg/mL) were alkalinized with 0.5 ml
0.5 M sodium hydroxide and extracted into 1.5 ml 3%
isoamyl alcohol-heptane. After centrifugation and freezing
the organic phase was separated and substances back
extracted into 75 μl of 25 mM acetic acid. Following
centrifugation, the organic phase was discarded, and 30 μl
of the solution was injected into the chromatographic
system. A Waters XTerra RP 18 3.3 μm (100×3 mm)
column was used. Paroxetine was detected at 293 nm using
a UV detector, with gradient elution in 20–80% acetonitrile,
with the addition of 20 mM ammonia and 6 mM acetic acid.
Time of analysis was 18 min with a flow rate 0.6 ml/min.
The range of quantification was 20–200 nM.
Data analysis
Individual concentrations versus time area curves were
calculated. Metabolic ratio [MR = metoprolol area under
the curve (AUC)/α-hydroxy metoprolol AUC] was calculated and used for analysis.
In cases where metabolite values were below the limit of
quantification, the minimal detectable value was put into
the equation and the MR calculated as being above a certain
value.
Pharmacodynamics
Metoprolol effects were assessed in all of the recruited
patients, including the controls. Resting HR was used as a
measure of metoprolol effect. The blood pressures were
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also registered, but these served only as a measure of
adverse effects (excessive hypotension). Data were handled
as means and areas under the effect curve (AUEC), where
individual HRs were plotted against time.
Statistical analyses were performed using GRAPHPAD PRISM
software. Descriptive statistics were carried out to present data
as means ± SD. Areas under the curves were calculated
according to the standard trapezoidal rule. The paired t test for
log-values was used to compare the means, where a P value
below 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Ethical issues
The study was approved by the local ethics committees of
St. Petersburg I.I.Mechnikov State Medical Academy
(protocol No.10; 23 September, 2004) and the Karolinska
Institutet, Sweden (No. 2004-580/3).
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to 150 mg/day (0.5–2 mg/kg), with a mean dose of 90±
35 mg/day (1.2±0.5 mg/kg).
Pharmacokinetics
Baseline metoprolol trough concentrations ranged from
below the limit of quantification (6 nM) to 130 nM
(163 nM/mg per kilogram). The highest detected concentration during the study was 600 nM (545 nM/mg per
kilogram). Baseline metoprolol/α-hydroxy metoprolol ratios (MR) ranged between 0.05 and 4.6.
Paroxetine trough plasma concentrations on day 8 ranged
from 20 to 82 nM (80–287 nM/mg per kilogram).
During paroxetine co-treatment, metoprolol concentration AUC increased significantly (P<0,0001) and the
metabolite levels decreased (Fig. 1; Table 1). Mean MRs
increased from 0.92±1.3 to 25.9±28.5 (P<0,0001) as a
reflection of CYP2D6 inhibition.

Results

Pharmacodynamics

The patient cohort consisted of 17 patients with a mean age
of 66±10 years (range 47–80 years).Seven of the patients
were males, eight had anterior myocardial damage and
seven had a history of IHD. The left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF) of these patients ranged from 40 to 68%
(mean 55.6±8%). All patients were compliant and completed the observation study. Metoprolol doses ranged from
25 to 125 mg/day (0.3–1.8 mg/kg), with a mean dose of 75±
39 mg/day (0.8±0.4 mg/kg). Nine patients were identified as
carriers of CYP2D6*1/*1, three patients as carriers of
CYP2D6*1/*3 and five patients as carriers of CYP2D6*1/*4.
No gene duplication was found. Metoprolol doses tended to be
slightly lower in carriers of a mutated allele, but the difference
was not statistically significant.
The age of the 17 control subjects ranged from 44 to
73 years (mean 58±8; years); 12 were males, eight had
anterior myocardial damage and four had a previous history
of IHD. The LVEF of the control subjects ranged from 47
to 71% (mean 59.9±2%). Metoprolol doses ranged from 50

Plasma metoprolol concentration AUCs significantly correlated with patients’ HRs (AUEC) at baseline with a
Spearman r=−0.64, P<0.01, whereas no significant correlation was observed on day 8 of the study (Fig. 2). Prior to
the paroxetine treatment, the nine patients with the
CYP2D6 *1/*1 genotype had a higher metoprolol AUC
than the eight heterozygote patients (Fig. 2, left; P=0.06),
but there was only a tendency for a difference during
paroxetine treatment (Fig. 2, right). A significant decrease
in HRs was observed when paroxetine was added to the
unchanged dose of metoprolol in the study patients, but not
in the controls (Fig. 3). Areas under the metoprolol effect
curves decreased in the majority of study patients (P=
0,0007) (Table 1).

Fig. 1 Mean ± SD plasma
metoprolol (left) and
α-hydroxymetoprolol (right)
concentrations (nM/mg per kilogram) in patients before and on
the eighth day of paroxetine
administration in 17 patients.
**P<0.01; ***P<0.001

Treatment tolerance
Mean systolic blood pressure was 125 (range 98–147) mm
Hg at the baseline and 118 (range 105–135) mm Hg after
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Table 1 Metoprolol and metabolite pharmacokinetics (nM × h/mg per
kilogram) and pharmacodynamics (area under heart rate versus time
curve – AUEC beats × h per minute) before and after 7 days of
paroxetine co-administration
Parameter

AUC0–12
metoprolola
AUC0-12
α-hydroxy
metoprolola
AUC ratio
AUECb

Paroxetine treatment

P value

No

yes

1064±1213

4476±2821

< 0.0001

1492±872

348±272

< 0.0001

0.9±1.3
835±88

26±29
728±84

< 0.0001
0.0007

Values are given as means ± SD; paired t test of log values
a
AUC from 0 to 12 h post-dose; area under the curve
b
AUEC, Area under the effect curve

1 week of paroxetine treatment (P=0.2). Two patients
required the initial metoprolol dose to be reduced at the end
of the study period (1 week) with paroxetine, one due to
severe postural hypotension and another due to bad
tolerance of bradycardia (<45 beats per min). Both patients
were carriers of one non-functional CYP2D6 allele.
Excessive hypotension (<100 mm Hg) was observed in
four patients with initially low systolic blood pressure; this
could not be exclusively assigned to metoprolol action, but
rather to combined medication (β-blockers, mononitrates,
ACE-inhibitors). Since this condition was well tolerated, a
reduction of medication dosages was not required. No other
adverse effects of either of the two drugs could be clearly
distinguished.

Discussion
A study from Norway reported that the CYP2D6 substrates
codeine and metoprolol together with a CYP2D6 inhibitor
paroxetine was one of the most frequently prescribed
combinations according to data from a nation-wide pharmacy database [11]. The authors did not report any clinical
consequences of these combination prescriptions. The
Fig. 2 Correlation of metoprolol AUC (nM × h/mg per
kilogram) and AUEC
(beats × h/min) before (left) and
on the eighth day of paroxetine
administration (right). Numbers
designate individual patients,
open circles CYP2D6 *1/*3(*4)
genotype, closed circles
CYP2D6 *1/*1 genotype

magnitude at which metoprolol metabolism is inhibited by
paroxetine co-administration needs to be assessed with
clinically used metoprolol doses to establish whether the
currently widely used combination is safe or not. In this
study we investigated an interaction of routinely prescribed
metoprolol and paroxetine.
We observed resting HR reduction which, together with
exertion HR, is a direct clinical reflection of beta1
adrenergic receptor blockade by metoprolol [32, 33]. We
avoided physical exertion tests for such tests are not part of
the normal clinical routine for patients at this stage after
AMI. The changes were not observed in 17 subjects who
did not receive paroxetine, which therefore enabled us to
consider the changes a result of the interaction.
Metoprolol has a dose-dependent effect [32], and dose
adjustment is commonly performed to the highest dose
tolerated in order to achieve minimal HRs in the absence of
adverse effects. β-blockade reduces mortality after AMI by
23%, and the more pronounced the blockade, the more
beneficial is the drug in terms of patients’ survival [34]. A
retrospective study found a decreased rate of metabolism to
be associated with more adverse effects of metoprolol [23].
This led to the question of whether CYP2D6 inhibition
would lead to adverse effects when metoprolol is given in
an adjusted dose. In our study, a fourfold increase in mean
metoprolol concentration AUC and a fourfold decrease in
mean α-hydroxy metoprolol concentration AUC were
observed, which was comparable with that shown by
healthy volunteers [26]. This did not lead to any serious
adverse effects. The only truly adverse effect was that of
poorly tolerated bradycardia, which was not accompanied
by PQ-interval prolongation on ECG, and the dose
reduction was based solely on the patient’s request. Another
case of postural hypotension occurred in a woman with
type 2 diabetes mellitus, which may well have been the
main predisposing factor for this reaction.
Several interaction studies with metoprolol revealed moderately pronounced changes in metoprolol effects although
a decrease in its metabolism was significant. This is explained by the preferential inhibition of the metabolism of
the non-active R-enantiomer. The Cmax of S-enantiomer

Fig. 3 Mean heart rates (±SD)
before and on the eight day of
paroxetine administration in
study group (left) and control
group receiving no paroxetine
(right). **P<0.01; *P <0.05
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increased by only twofold compared to a threefold increase
in that of R-enantiomer in healthy volunteers [26, 35].
Based on these results, one could speculate that adverse
effects are more likely to occur when too high doses are
prescribed, rather than in cases of decreased CYP2D6
activity. This could explain why prospective studies did not
reveal any association between poor metoprolol metabolism
and adverse effects [24, 25]. Much clearer was the increased
duration of metoprolol action [26], which was evident in
our study as well and which would be beneficial in patients
taking immediate release formulation of metoprolol.
Adverse effects described in large clinical trials where
AMI patients received 200 mg of metoprolol daily were
hypotension (18.4 vs. 9.8% in placebo group) and fatigue
(20 vs. 11% in placebo group). Atrioventricular (AV)-block
I was not much more prevalent (3.3%) in the metoprolol
group than in the placebo groups (2.5%), and other cardiac
and non-cardiac adverse effects were even less prevalent
[36]. Hypotension was present in our study patients;
however, its change after paroxetine administration was not
significant, and we would rather assign it to concomitant
medications (nitrates).
Doses of metoprolol on days 7–10 were all below
150 mg/day in our study. This corresponds to general
tendencies in AMI patients [37]. No specific change in
metoprolol clearance is expected in the AMI situation that
would explain the lower doses unless the drug is introduced
in the acute phase of AMI when the hemodynamics is
unstable and can change the rate of the drug’s hepatic
extraction [17]. Only two patients in our study had reduced
LVEF (<50%), which could theoretically predispose to
lower metoprolol clearance. Lower clearance and varying
effects are more definitely associated with CYP2D6 activity
in patients chronically taking metoprolol [38]. One-half of
the patients in our study were carriers of one deficient
CYP2D6 allele, and the other half carried two wild-type
alleles. Metoprolol does not inhibit CYP2D6 in clinical
doses [39]; consequently, the 100-fold variation in metoprolol concentrations observed by us might partly be
assigned to the differences in CYP2D6 activity [33]. The
differences in the doses prescribed in the two genotype

groups were, however, insignificant. The dependence of the
studied inhibition degree on initial enzyme activity has
been discussed in the literature [40], and it was observed in
our study as a slight tendency (not shown). Further studies
with a longer observation period would be useful in
determining whether the long-term co-administration of
paroxetine with metoprolol has more pronounced effects.
The significant negative correlation of our patients’
metoprolol concentrations and HR dynamics at the baseline
(r=−0.64, P<0.01) disappeared with larger metoprolol
concentrations after 1 week of paroxetine co-administration
(r=0.14, ns; Fig. 2). If not an accidental finding, this could
reflect a blockade of β1-adrenergic receptors at metoprolol
concentration AUCs up to 4000 nM × h/mg per kilogram
with concomitant decrease of HRs. The increase in HRs at
higher metoprolol concentration AUCs could either be the
plateau of the concentration–effect curve or the possible
recovery of the sensitivity of β-receptors under a significant
β-blockade (Fig. 2 right, patient with metoprolol AUC
above 6000). These findings, which may be a link between
metoprolol concentrations and its specific effects in AMI
patients, need further investigation on a larger cohort.
Conclusion
We observed an inhibition of metoprolol metabolism by
paroxetine co-administration in AMI patients of a similar
degree compared to healthy volunteers. The assumed
primary increase of inactive R-enantiomer and lower doses
prescribed to most AMI patients ensured the relative safety
of this inhibition. This may not be true, however, when
paroxetine is initiated in ambulatory care in a patient with
metoprolol dose, up-titrated to a higher degree. Hypotension could be primarily expected in the case of metabolism
inhibition, although an AV-block is also possible in a
susceptible population, such as older patients who commonly have more heart troubles, and women, in whom
adverse effects develop more readily according to the most
recent data [41]. Safety issues should be studied on a larger
patient cohort receiving metoprolol and paroxetine as a
routine combination.
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Abstract
Purpose To investigate individual metabolism-related determinants of metoprolol disposition and effects in patients
receiving the drug as standard treatment for acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods We recruited 187 AMI patients receiving metoprolol on clinical grounds and genotyped them for CYP2D6
*3, *4, *10, and gene duplication. Heart rates (HR) at admission and discharge were registered. Clinical details were
derived from the case histories. Metoprolol and α-hydroxymetoprolol were analyzed by HPLC in plasma before and
after 2, 6 and 12 h post dose in the first 115 patients. HR at rest
was registered after each sampling. Ventricular rhythm
disturbance (VRD) association with CYP2D6 activity, found
accidentally, was studied in a newly formed subgroup (n=23).
Results Metoprolol represented 85% of all beta-blocker
prescriptions. CYP2D6 genotype distribution was comparable with other Caucasian populations. Genotypically poor
metabolizers (PM, n=2) exhibited the most pronounced
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bradycardia at discharge, while in the ultrarapid metabolizers (UM, n=7) therapeutic effect was not achieved.
Metoprolol and α-hydroxy-metoprolol plasma concentration AUCs differed significantly between the genotypes
corresponding to predicted metabolic activity (P<0.005).
Correspondingly, the mean HRs were lower in PMs and
increased with increasing number of active CYP2D6 genes
(P<0.05). Trough metoprolol concentrations were only quantifiable in patients with at least one mutated allele. Neither
decreased cardiac ejection fraction nor age and gender
influenced metoprolol disposition. Higher mean number of
active CYP2D6 genes was found in patients with VRDs (2.2
vs. 1.7), which could not be clearly explained by metoprolol
concentrations. CYP2D6 gene duplication was overrepresented in this group (22 vs. 2%, P=0.0002).
Conclusion Metoprolol disposition and effects are mainly
controlled by CYP2D6 genotype. Patients with gene duplication are at high risk of not benefiting from treatment due
to lower metoprolol concentrations. Higher CYP2D6 activity seems to be associated with VRDs complicating AMI,
being a negative prognostic factor for patients’ survival.
Keywords CYP2D6 . Acute myocardial infarction .
Metoprolol . In-hospital treatment . Drug disposition .
Therapeutic response

Introduction
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is currently the leading
cause of death in the world [1]. New treatment strategies
emerge continuously to improve patient survival. This laborious process requires time and great expense to introduce
new treatments into practice, while older treatments with
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proven efficacy and benefits that have been demonstrated in
long-term patient follow-up exist that can be further
improved. Beta-blockers are recommended with the highest
priority by the current guidelines (class IA) at different stages
of treatment for AMI patients [2]. The most evidence and
long-term follow-up has been obtained with metoprolol.
Current knowledge suggests, however, that individual
responses to certain medicines vary widely. With drugs like
metoprolol, with definite concentration-effect relationships,
different doses may lead to variable individual outcomes as
was shown for metoprolol in a 10-year follow-up [3]. Also
a genetic relationship with interindividual variability in
metoprolol disposition has been well described experimentally [4]. It stems from individual expression of the gene
encoding CYP2D6—an enzyme responsible for metoprolol
metabolism. In Caucasians, 5–9% do not express the enzyme
due to mutated alleles (namely *3, *4, *5); these exhibit the
phenotype of poor metabolizers (PM). Up to 5% express
the enzyme in high quantities due to the fully active gene
multiplication; these are referred to as ultrarapid metabolizers (UM). People with one or two active CYP2D6 alleles
are called extensive metabolizers (EM) [5].
Considering these rather high frequencies and that betablockers are consumed chronically, sometimes for life, this
variability may be a rather prominent source for variable
response to treatment. This assumption has not been tested
in clinical practice, therefore there are no suggestions for
physicians of how to make use of this knowledge, provide
maximum treatment efficacy for each individual, and improve patient survival without employing high-cost technologies. In this study, we evaluate the impact of individual
CYP2D6 genotypes on metoprolol disposition and response
to treatment in a noninterventional manner in patients
routinely treated early after AMI in cardiology clinics of
two university hospitals in St. Petersburg, Russia.

Materials and methods
Setting The study was performed in cardiology clinics of
two university hospitals of St. Petersburg State Medical
Academy named after I.I. Mechnikov (the Peter the Great
hospital and the second city hospital).
General study design
Epidemiology of beta-blocker prescription Retrospective
analysis of summaries of patient case histories from the
computer database of the cardiology clinic of the Peter the
Great hospital was performed for the period of September
2004–July 2005. A total of 167 patients were diagnosed
with AMI during this period of time. Beta-blocker
prescriptions were evaluated.

Consecutive patient recruitment for genotyping All the
patients with confirmed AMI for whom metoprolol was
prescribed for clinical indications were considered eligible
for the study. Patients were not included if they had noncompensated diabetes mellitus, thyroid dysfunction, or
severe liver or kidney disease. Patients were also not included if they were taking other drugs capable of changing
cardiac rhythm (cardiac glycosides or antiarrhythmics other
than metoprolol) or that were substrates or inhibitors of
CYP2D6. A total of 187 patients gave informed consent
and were recruited for the study. All were genotyped for
CYP2D6 alleles (*3, *4, *10, and gene duplication). In all
187 patients, heart rates (HR) were registered according to
the data from the first and the last routine ECG record.
Adverse effects of metoprolol treatment were registered
from patient complaints, routine examination results, and
ECG records.
Selection of a subgroup for metoprolol pharmacokinetics
evaluation The first 115 patients in order of recruitment
comprised a subgroup for analysis of metoprolol pharmacokinetics. Metoprolol concentrations were measured in plasma between the 7th and 10th days of treatment, when
individual metoprolol dose had been adjusted by the treating
physician and was stable for at least 3 days to assure steadystate concentrations. Blood samples (5 ml) were taken before,
and 2, 6 and 12 h after metoprolol intake. At the time of
sampling, HRs and blood pressure were measured in patients
after at least 15 min of rest in supine position by the same
person (KG) and in the same place (in the ward).
Further selection of patients for a drug interaction
substudy The 115 patients that comprised the subgroup
for metoprolol pharmacokinetics analysis were also screened
for mood disorders, and 17 of those who were depressed
were prescribed an antidepressant (paroxetine) and included
in the previously published study of a paroxetine-metoprolol
interaction [6]. These 17 patients are included here before
they were treated with paroxetine.
Substudy of association of CYP2D6 activity with ventricular
rhythm disturbances (VRD) This substudy was designed
after the major data were analyzed. From all the patients
recruited for this study, patients with VRDs complicating
AMI were identified (12 in total). Additionally we identified patients with VRDs in the diagnosis from retrospectively analyzed case histories (September 2004–July 2005).
Out of 167 retrospective case histories, we identified 31
patients in whom VRD was stated in the diagnosis as a
complication of AMI and attempted to approach them.
Twenty patients of these 31 were unavailable at the phone
numbers we had. Eleven patients responded and agreed to
participate in the study. The patients were invited to the
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Fig. 1 Scheme of patient
selection

retrospective patients recruitment
(n=167)

prospective patients recruitment
(n=187) genotyped for CYP2D6

subgroup with
metoprolol
pharmacokinetics
studied (n=115)

subgroup with no
metoprolol
pharmacokinetics
studied (n=72)
(n=105)

patients with AMI
complicated by VRDs
(n=10)

case histories of the patients with
AMI complicated by VRDs
(n=31)

(n=70)

patients with studied
CYP2D6 genotype without
AMI complications
(n=175)

(n=2)

(n=11)

patients with AMI complicated by
VRD and known CYP2D6
genotype
(n=23)

(n=10)

clinic and genotyped for CYP2D6 mutations *3, *4, and gene
duplication. These data were merged with the data from
another 12 patients with VRDs, who were selected from the
initial prospective study. The final subgroup consisted of 23
patients with VRDs (Fig. 1, Table 1, Table 2).
Diagnostic criteria
Acute myocardial infarction was diagnosed if two of the
following three criteria were present: specific pain syndrome, specific ECG changes in two or more neighboring
leads, or diagnostic elevation of creatine phosphokinaseMB or troponine T.
The study was not designed to register VRDs. Therefore
we only used the information available from the patients’
documentation. All the registered VRDs were present either
on ECG records or 24-h ECG monitors. They were classified according to Lown classification, utilized in the hospital as class I: rare monomorphic premature ventricular
complexes (<30/h), class II: frequent monomorphic premature ventricular complexes (>30/h), class III: polymorphic
premature ventricular complexes, class IVa: coupled premature ventricular complexes, class IVb: short-term ventricular

tachycardia (3 complexes or more together), and class V:
early premature ventricular complexes R/T.
Genotyping
DNA was isolated from thawed whole blood using the
QIAamp DNA mini kit (QIAGEN, USA) according to the
procedure described by the manufacturer. The patients were
genotyped for CYP2D6 *3, *4, *10 and gene duplication.
Genotyping of *3 and *4 was performed with allelespecific 5′ nuclease assay using pre-developed reagents of
TaqMan (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) on
ABI PRISM 7700 Sequence Detection System (PE Applied
Biosystems, UK) [7]. *10 was analyzed with allele-specific
nested polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [8]. Gene duplication was detected by long PCR as described by Lundqvist
et al. [9].
Metoprolol and α-hydroxy metoprolol plasma analysis
Separation procedure is described in the previously published paper [6]. Calibration curves were constructed over
the range from 12.5 to 400 nM and were linear in that

Table 1 Characteristics of the general study group (n=187), subgroup of metoprolol pharmacokinetics analysis (n=115), and subgroup of
patients with ventricular rhythm disturbances (VRDs) (n=23)
Patient group

All patients

Metoprolol pharmacokinetics
study subgroup

Patients with VRDs

Number (n)
Men/women (n)
Age, years (mean±SD and range)
Weight, kg (mean±SD and range)
Anterior AMI (%)
Repeated AMI (%)
STEMI (%)

187
114/73
60±11 (36–80)
78±13 (48–130)
46
28
56

115
99/16
60±11 (39–80)
79±14 (50–130)
47
27
71

23
18/5
58±10 (42–78)
79±16 (50–120)
52
30
83

AMI Acute myocardial infarction, STEMI ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction
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Table 2 Drugs other than β-blockers taken by patients with acute myocardial infarction (n=187)
Drug group

Number of patients

Percentage

Antiaggregants (aspirin/clopidogrel)
ACE inhibitors (perindopril, enalapril, fosinopril, lisinopril, quinapril)
Statins (simvastatin, atorvastatin, rozuvastatin)
Diuretics (indapamide, hydrochlorothiazide, furosemide, spironolactone)
Mononitrates
Dihydropiridine calcium-channel blockers (nifedipine, amlodipine, felodipine, nimodipine)
Anticoagulants (warfarin)
Metabolic drugs (trimetazidine)
Iron preparations
Hypoglycemic drugs (glibenclamide, metformin, repaglinide, gliclazide)
Proton pump inhibitors (omeprazole)
Angiotensin receptor antagonists (losartan)
Molsidomine
Bronchodilators, mucolytics

173 (139/44)
162 (78/64/2/8/10)
78 (62/11/5)
62 (33/26/3/12)
55
31 (16/12/2/1)
14
11
5
6 (4/2/1/1)
6
3
2
2

93
87
42
34
29
17
8
6
3
3
3
2
1
1

range. Lower quantification limits were 6 nM for metoprolol and 3 nM for α-hydroxy metoprolol. Intraday and
interday variations were less than 10 and 15%, respectively.
Data analysis
Individual areas under the concentration versus time curves
(AUC) were calculated. Metabolic ratio (MR = metoprolol
AUC/α-hydroxy metoprolol AUC) was calculated and used
for analysis.
In cases where metoprolol or metabolite concentration
values were below the limit of quantification, the minimum
quantifiable value minus 1 nM was used for calculation and
the MR calculated subsequently as above a certain value.
Pharmacodynamics
Metoprolol effects were assessed in all the recruited patients.
Resting HR was used as a measure. Blood pressures were
also registered, but served only as a measure of adverse
effects (excessive hypotension). Data were handled as means
and areas under the effect curve (AUEC), where individual
HRs were plotted against time.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism
software. Descriptive statistics were performed to present
data as means ± SD. AUCs were calculated according to the
standard trapezoidal rule. Paired t-test for log-values was
used for comparisons of the means. Non-parametric methods were utilized when necessary. P value below 0.05 was
considered to be statistically significant. The 95% confidence intervals were calculated (CI).

Ethical issues
The study was approved by the local ethics committee of
St. Petersburg State Medical Academy named after I.I.
Mechnikov, Russia (protocol no. 10; 23 September 2004)
and Karolinska Institutet, Sweden (no. 2004–580/3).

Results
Epidemiology of beta-blocker prescriptions
Retrospective analysis of beta-blocker use in 167 patients
treated for AMI in the cardiology clinics from September
2004 through July 2005 showed that beta-blockers were
prescribed to 97% of patients (n=162). Of those, 127
received metoprolol tartrate immediate release, 14 received
metoprolol tartrate or succinate extended release, 9 received
carvedilol, 7 bisoprolol, 3 atenolol, and 2 nebivolol. If no
beta-blocker was prescribed, patients received other drugs
with indirect antianginal properties, amiodarone (n=3) or
dilthiazem (n=2).
CYP2D6 genotype and its impact on metoprolol effects
in 187 consecutive patients
In six patients no DNA could be obtained due to technical
problems; in the remaining 181 prospective patients,
genotypes were concordant with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Table 3).
The frequency of CYP2D6 alleles was similar to other
Caucasian populations [10] and another Russian population
[11] (Table 4).
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Table 3 Observed frequency of CYP2D6 genotypes in patients with acute myocardial infarction (n=181)
CYP2D6 genotype

*4/*4

*10/*10

*3/*10

*4/*10

*1/*1

*1/*3

*1/*4

*1/*10

*1/*4 × n

*1/*1 × n

Expected phenotype
Number
Observed (%)

PM
3
1.7

IM
1
0.6

IM
1
0.6

IM
4
2

EM
110
61

EM
2
1

EM
49
27

EM
3
1.7

EM/UM
1
0.6

UM
7
4

PM Poor metabolizer, IM intermediate metabolizer, EM extensive metabolizer, UM ultrarapid metabolizer

Metoprolol pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics
in relation to CYP2D6 genotype
The first 115 of all prospectively recruited patients made up
a subgroup for metoprolol disposition analysis. Mean daily
metoprolol dose was 75±38 (range 25–150) mg; 1.0±0.5
(range 0.3–2.3) mg/kg.
The patients were divided into groups corresponding to
the assumed phenotype based on their genotype: PM, EM
(one or two functional alleles), and UM. The patients were
comparable across the groups with regard to major demographic and clinical variables, as well as the metoprolol
dose and formulation prescribed (Table 5).
Plasma concentrations of metoprolol and α-hydroxy
metoprolol varied widely among groups with different
CYP2D6 genotypes (Table 6). Metabolic ratio (MR) distribution was as expected from the genotypes in all patients but
one, who followed the group of PM. This patient was

Table 4 CYP2D6 allele distribution in 181 acute myocardial
infarction patients (n of alleles=362) compared to a Russian Voronez
population [11]. Only the alleles measured in our study are given
CYP2D6 allele

*1

*3

*4

*10

genotyped as CYP2D6*1*4, but exhibited all the features of
the PM phenotype; he had very high metoprolol concentration AUC and did not show any metabolite formation
(Table 6). We designated him separately in the tables and
figures as PM*1*4.
Since early morning hours are considered the most dangerous with regard to the risk of the occurrence of coronary
events, metoprolol concentrations before the dose intake in
the morning were assessed separately. Metoprolol could be
detected only in plasma of patients carrying one or two
mutations in CYP2D6-encoding gene (Table 6, Fig. 3 a,b).
Correspondingly, lower HRs during the day were observed in patients with lower CYP2D6 genetically predefined activity, although the differences were not statistically
significant (Table 7, Fig. 3c).
Significant, although rather moderate, correlation was
observed between metoprolol concentrations (not doseadjusted) and HRs measured simultaneously (Fig. 4).
Metoprolol pharmacokinetics in relation to nongenetic
individual variables
The experimental background allows for assumption that
some nongenetic factors, namely hepatic blood flow,
gender and age, may influence metoprolol disposition. We
evaluated these differences in the studied group of patients.

ns

80

Kruskal-Wallis

HR, beats/minute

The patients with different genotypes were comparable
with regard to major demographic and clinical parameters,
and also mean resting HRs were not different at admission
with a general mean of 78±14 beats/min. We observed,
however, that HRs at discharge (15–20 days after admission) differed in patients with different CYP2D6 genotypes
(Kruskal-Wallis P<0.05, with Dunn’s multiple comparisons
test). The lowest HRs were achieved by metoprolol PMs
(50 and 55 beats/min), while the HR was higher in metoprolol UMs (69±8 beats/min, 95% CI: 61–78). HRs at
discharge were 61±8 (95% CI: 59–64) and 62±8 (95% CI:
60–64) beats/min in carriers of one and two functional
CYP2D6 genes, respectively (Fig. 2).
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65
60

p<0.05
*1 *4
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PM

1
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2

UM

2

m

ea

n

1

EM

55
0

50
admission

Number
289 3
60
10
Observed frequency
0.80 0.008 0.17 0.03
Frequency in Voronez Russian population 0.71 0.01 0.18 0.04

3

PM

discharge

Fig. 2 Heart rate (HR) changes at admission to the general ward
(approximately 2–3 days after admission to the hospital) and after
final metoprolol dose adjustment in different genotypes
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Table 5 Patient characteristics in CYP2D6 genotype-based phenotype groups (n=115)
CYP2D6 phenotype

PM

EM

CYP2D6 genotype

0 functional genes 1 functional gene
2 functional genes
(*4/*4)
(*1/*3, *1/*4, *1/*4 × n, *10/*4) (*1/*1, *1/*10)
Number
2
34
74
Men/women (n)
1/1
20/14
46/28
Age, years (mean±SD and range)
54, 80
60±10 (39–78)
62±12 (43–80)
Anterior AMI
0
18
35
Repeated AMI
0
7
24
Postinfarction angina (n)
2
23
36
51 (1)
58±7 (6)
56±9 (13)
LVEF, % (mean±SD and na)
Metoprolol dose, mg/kg (mean±SD) 0.5, 0.7
0.9±0.5
0.9±0.4
a

UM

p

>2 functional genes
(*1/*1 × n)
5
3/2
53±11 (43–70)
3
0
3
53±15 (1)
0.9±0.4

–
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

Number of patients in whom no left ventricular ejection fractions (LVEF) were determined

First, patients were divided into two groups with different left ventricular ejection fractions (LVEF): a group
with unchanged LVEF (>50%) (n=73) and a group with
impaired LVEF (≤50%) (n=20) (we did not have LVEF
measured in the remaining 22 patients of the group).
Metoprolol concentration AUCs were not different in
analysis of all the patients; a trend was observed toward
higher metoprolol and α-hydroxy metoprolol concentrations in patients with lower LVEF, when only patients with
both functional CYP2D6 alleles were analyzed. Metoprolol
concentration AUCs did not correlate with age in the group
with no mutations in the CYP2D6-encoding gene despite a
slight trend towards higher metoprolol plasma concentrations in older patients (Spearman R = 0.23; P= 0.06).
Similarly, gender did not explain any differences in either
metoprolol and α-hydroxy metoprolol concentrations or
effects, although slightly higher concentrations were observed in women (data not shown).

CYP2D6 activity in relation to complications, namely
VRDs, in early period after AMI
During the data analysis we found that AMI complications
differed in patients with different genotype-based CYP2D6
activity (consult Fig. 1 for the details of the patient-group
formation). Among 115 patients with studied metoprolol
pharmacokinetics, 62 had complications in early AMI: VRD
was seen in 10 patients and postinfarction angina (PA) in 47
patients (Table 7). Mean CYP2D6 activity [calculated as
mean number of active genes in relation to the whole gene
number, minimum number of active genes (n=3) was given
in a patient with a gene duplication] was higher in patients
with VRD than in those with PA and patients with no
complications. Metoprolol and α-hydroxy metoprolol concentrations were not different in these groups (Table 7).
Thirty-one patients with VRD after AMI were identified
retrospectively. Eleven of them were available and recruited

Table 6 Parameters of metoprolol pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in patients with different CYP2D6 genotypes
CYP2D6 *4/*4 CYP2D6*1/*3 (*4),
(n=2)
(n=32)

Metoprolol concentrations AUC, nM·h
(normalized for dose in mg/kg)
α-Hydroxy metoprolol concentrations
AUC, nM·h (normalized for dose in mg/kg)
MR
Metoprolol steady-state (before dose)
concentrations, nM mg−1 kg−1
[median (range)]
AUEC, beats·h/min
HR (beats/min)

5,167, 5,202

905 (705–1,809) (PM*1/*4: 2814) 559 (285–1063)

4, 6

811 (359–1,413) (PM*1/*4: 5)

1,215 (814–1,836) 762

0.003b

1,196, 867
169, 276

1.3 (0.6–3.5) (PM *1/*4: 531)
33 (1–277) (PM*1/*4: 123)

0.5 (0.3–0.7)
11 (2–295)

0.4
18 (3–46)

<0.0001a
0.002b

344, 342
54, 61

394 (372–438) (PM*1/*4: 360)
68 (65–70) (PM *1/*4: 61)

403 (367–432)
70 (66–71)

439
73 (68–75)

0.1b
0.01b

Unless otherwise stated, values are median (25th-75th percentile)
a
P: ANOVA of log10 values
b
P: Kruskal-Wallis

CYP2D6*1/*1
(n=71)

CYP2D6 dupl pa
(n=5)

Parameter

336

0.0002b
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Fig. 3 Variable median values of metoprolol (a) and α-hydroxy
metoprolol (b) concentration AUCs, and mean resting heart rates (c) in
acute myocardial infarction patients (n=115) with zero, one, two and

more (designated as a minimum number of three) functional CYP2D6encoding genes on the 7th to 10th day of treatment

for the study (see Fig. 1). Another twelve patients were
selected from the whole group (187 patients), thus altogether 23 VRD patients were included.
Of these 23 patients, 5 carried CYP2D6 gene duplication, 2 were genotyped as CYP2D6*1/*4 and another 18
did not have mutations in the studied gene. The time of first
VRD description in the case history varied from 2nd to 10th
day of AMI. We observed that patients with VRD class II
and higher had higher CYP2D6 activity (2.1±0.5 vs. 1.6±
0.6, P=0.0002) due to higher prevalence of CYP2D6
duplication genotype [5 out of 18 (22%) vs. 4 out of 173

(2%), P=0.0002]. The only difference observed between
the groups was higher proportion of ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction (STEMI) in the patients with VRD
class II and higher (83 vs. 56%, P=0.01).

Discussion
In this study, we evaluated the impact of CYP2D6 genotype
on disposition and effects of metoprolol in routine treatment
of hospitalized patients after AMI. Metoprolol is the drug

Table 7 CYP2D6 activity and metoprolol and α-hydroxy metoprolol concentrations in patients with complications in early period after AMI
(n=115)
Parameter

Ventricular rhythm disturbances (VRD)

Early postinfarction angina

Complication

Present

Absent

Present

Absent

Number of patients
CYP2D6 activity, mean±SD (median and range)
Metoprolol concentration AUC, nM·h
(median and 25th–75th percentile)a
α-Hydroxy metoprolol concentration AUC, nM·h
(median and 25th–75th percentile)a
MR (median and 25th–75th percentile)ab

10
2.2±0.8** (2*; 1–2)
(694) 250–1,271

105
1.7±0.5** (2*; 1.5–3)
(538) 342–734

47
1.6±0.6 (2; 1–2)
(700) 231–1,423

68
1.7±0.5 (2; 1–2)
(645) 270–1,110

(448) 293–1,056

(924) 463–1,315

(818) 444–1,727

(901) 412–1,275

(0.6) 0.4–1.9

(0.6) 0.3–1.4

(0.6) 0.4–1.8

(0.5) 0.3–1.4

* P<0.05, **P<0.01
Mann-Whitney test
MR difference was calculated with parametric comparison of log values

a

b
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a

no VRDs

patients

80

3

2

1

0

30

active CYP2D6 genes

b

VRD

patients

20

10

3

2

1

0

0
active CYP2D6 genes

Fig. 4 Frequency distribution of active CYP2D6 genes in acute
myocardial infarction patients without ventricular rhythm disturbances
(VRDs) (n=177) and with VRDs (n=23) (for statistics, see table 7)

that is most likely to be prescribed in patients after AMI
because it has been well studied in most clinical trials that
demonstrated the safety and benefits of beta-blockades in
AMI [2, 12]. The predominance of metoprolol prescriptions
among all beta-blockers was confirmed in the studied
clinic.
Metoprolol effects are predicted by experimental studies
to take place in the approximate concentration range of 30–
500 nM [14]. This range was not achieved on the 7th-10th
day of treatment in a significant number of patients,
especially at the trough levels, although it is known that
cardiac events are more frequent in early morning hours
[15], hence antianginal effect would be most required at this
time of the day. This could be a specific problem for the
hospital, where immediate-release metoprolol formulation
prevailed, while extended-release formulations help maintain therapeutic concentrations without significant peaks
during the whole dosing interval. However, the metoprolol
plasma concentrations were low even at the time around the
assumed peak concentration, indicating overall metoprolol
under-dosing on the 7th–10th day of treatment. Lower

doses of metoprolol than those tested in clinical trials are
often prescribed in Sweden as well; this might also be
relevant for other European countries and is considered to
affect patient prognosis [3].
CYP2D6 influence on metoprolol distribution at a single
point after long-term intake for any reason has been shown
previously [16, 17]. The CYP2D6 allele distribution is
different in Asians and Caucasians [5]. The Russian
population is on the borderline as Russia has experienced
a long history of Asian invasion in the past; St. Petersburg
and Moscow are the cities with the most population mixture
due to the highest degree of internal migration. Observed
genotype distribution, however, was not clearly distinct
from that in Caucasians and was within Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium, although we did note more gene duplications
and fewer homozygote carriers of deficient allele *4 than
was reported for the investigated Swedish populations,
although the geographic location is similar for Sweden and
Russia [5]. We also observed a higher frequency of the
Asian *10. Generally, the allele frequencies were comparable with those reported in a more southern Russian population of Voronez [11].
One patient was identified as exhibiting the PM phenotype with the CYP2D6*1*4 genotype. Most probably he
was carrying an unidentified nonfunctional allele other than
*4 or *3. In this patient, no α-hydroxy metoprolol could be
measured, while the metoprolol concentration AUC was the
highest among all non-PM subjects. Similarly to the two
PM patients, he had very low HRs on the 7th day of
metoprolol treatment and also at discharge (Figs. 2, 3). This
shows that awareness should not be restricted to the most
frequent alleles, but one should bear in mind that there are
over 17 nonfunctional alleles that may come into play
(http://www.cypalleles.ki.se/cyp2d6.htm) [5, 18].
We aimed to see the metoprolol concentrations during
the whole dosing interval to speculate on patients’ overall
benefit in terms of sufficiently sustained beta-blockade.
Total areas under the concentration-time curves, covering
one dosing interval, were significantly different in patients
with different CYP2D6 genotypes. Trough concentrations,
which we considered important as a protection against
cardiovascular events in early morning hours, were also
significantly controlled by CYP2D6 enzyme activity. They
were sufficient enough to provide beta-blockade only in
those patients who were carriers of at least one nonfunctional CYP2D6 allele. This difference was not significantly
reflected in intraday HR changes, but the higher mean HRs
corresponded to the lower metoprolol concentrations (P<
0.05). Mean HRs were around 70 beats/min in most patient
groups, which confirmed insufficient overall dose-adjustment
at about 7 days after AMI.
Resting HR efficiently reflected metoprolol concentrations in some previous studies [19], and therefore may be
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used for this purpose. We tested this correspondence and
observed weak correlation of HRs and metoprolol concentrations (Spearman R=-0.31, P=0.002). From the practice
of the studied hospital, we know that exercise treadmill
tests do not correspond to the routine at this time after AMI.
None of the patients underwent early percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).
The HR decrease from the time of admission to the general ward to the time of discharge differed significantly.
Most pronounced therapeutic effect was achieved by
genotypic metoprolol PMs, and almost no effect was observed in UMs. HRs at admission, however, were also
lower in PMs than in the others. These data were obtained
from the first routine (after permanent monitoring) ECG in
the general ward, usually recorded when the metoprolol
treatment is initiated in very small starting doses. It is very
possible that the PMs respond more readily even to this
starting dose of the drug. The strength of the evidence may
be skewed by the very small size of the PM group, although
the differences observed were quite prominent and corresponded to what was expected. Also more pronounced
effects could be seen at a later stage after discharge, when
patients commonly receive higher metoprolol doses.
We tried to also evaluate whether some nongenetic individual variables are to be considered in patients when
predicting effective metoprolol dose. Metoprolol is a drug
with high hepatic extraction [20]. It is possible then to
assume that the changes in hepatic blood flow, e.g., in
decreased cardiac pump function, would have an impact on
metoprolol clearance. Increased concentrations in plasma
were shown for carvedilol in patients with advanced heart
failure [21], but no such data for metoprolol are available.
Our data could not demonstrate more than a trend towards
higher metoprolol concentrations within a group of patients
with no mutations in the CYP2D6 genes. This may be
because the number of patients with significantly decreased
left ventricular ejection fraction was not that high, and also
because the doses prescribed were rather low.
Recent studies have discussed higher frequencies of
metoprolol adverse drug reactions (ADR) in women [22].
Higher maximum metoprolol concentrations, AUCs and
lower clearance were observed in a group of healthy women
taking metoprolol compared to men by Luzier et al. [23].
However, clinical trials do not report gender differences in
metoprolol tolerance and effects [24, 25]. Similarly our data
could not demonstrate any difference but just a trend
towards slightly higher metoprolol concentrations in women; it is noteworthy, however, that we had only 16 women
in our pharmacokinetic group.
Good tolerance of metoprolol treatment is generally
reported in older patients treated with this drug [3, 26].
Pharmacokinetic data are inconsistent, showing either no
change in metoprolol disposition with age [27], or slightly

decreased clearance [28]. Our study doesn’t add anything
but speculation, as in hospitalized patients up to 80 years,
early after AMI, at doses of 75–150 mg/day, metoprolol
disposition is not different in young and older patients.
An interesting finding we observed followed evaluation
of the common complications in AMI. Observed frequency
of complications (VRDs and PA) was not different from
what is commonly known [2]. Patients were comparable
with regard to common parameters, but the total number of
active CYP2D6 genes was higher in patients with VRDs.
This complication is different from PA because of the relation of VRDs to adrenergic activity, while PA is demonstrative of insufficient coronary vessel diameter. Since the
relation between the number of active genes and the
enzyme amount is proportional, the reason for the higher
complication rate could be in the differences in metoprolol
concentrations, which is a known potent drug in suppression of ventricular premature complexes [29]. There was a
trend towards different concentrations of metoprolol, which
is what one could expect; however, it did not reach statistical significance.
Another piece of evidence against a relation between
observed differences in AMI complications and metoprolol
concentrations is that metoprolol concentrations that have
been shown experimentally to be protective against ventricular premature complexes (72±34 ng/ml [30]) were hardly achievable at the very early time after AMI when most
VRDs were reported. However, a higher number of CYP2D6
genes was still observed in a larger group of patients with
VRDs complicating AMI. This was mainly attributable to
the higher (almost sixfold) prevalence of patients carrying
additional copies of the CYP2D6-encoding gene. Although
the observed frequencies and sample sizes ensured high
statistical power to detect the difference observed, there are
still many sources for bias. We could not rely on the diagnosis of VRD—the time of its registration was not specified,
therefore there was a mixture of different times and types of
VRD with some recorded by chance on routine ECG, and
some on Holter monitor, and the chance is high that some
VRDs could have been missed. Also the reason and
prognostic value of VRDs at different times after AMI may
have been different [31].
Together with the need to prove whether this was a
chance finding, both clinical relevance and the need for
explanation necessitate further investigation. There was no
trend toward association of CYP2D6 gene duplication with
conventional risk factors for sudden cardiac arrhythmic
death (SCD) [31]. A trend toward higher frequency of STelevation AMI as a debut of ischemic heart disease in these
patients allows us to assume a more severe degree of initial
myocardial damage in them, which may be due to increased
adrenergic activity. Another hypothesis may be related to
higher platelet activation, which has been shown to be an
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independent predictor of myocardial damage [32] and is
directly related to serotonin metabolism [33]. No specific
endogenous substrates for CYP2D6 have been identified
yet, although CYP2D6 is expressed in different organs and
tissues, including the brain, intestines, and right cardiac ventricle [34]. Some studies suggested its involvement in catecholamine formation and have related it to different types
of personality [35–37]. SCD due to arrhythmias has been
repeatedly related to polymorphisms in ion channels [31].
Considering the possibility for CYP2D6 involvement in catecholamine metabolism, there could be the possibility that
CYP2D6 multiplication leading to more catecholamine
production may also be related to patient survival.

Conclusion
Metoprolol disposition was shown to be controlled by the
CYP2D6 genotype, where increased activity was associated
with low trough concentrations. Mean HRs were also
higher in patients with the more active CYP2D6 enzyme,
as carriers of the corresponding gene duplications could not
achieve sufficient beta-blockade during the in-hospital
metoprolol dose adjustment. This indicates that CYP2D6
genotype plays an important role in differential response to
metoprolol treatment in patients after AMI and subsequently for differential outcomes. Higher frequency of CYP2D6
gene duplication observed in patients with VRDs after AMI
may suggest another unfavorable mechanism with respect to
the CYP2D6 genotype. This is, however, just a hypothesisgenerating finding requiring further evaluation.
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SUMMARY
Purpose Antibiotic use and resistance is subject of great concern. There is a need for internationally comparable and
locally useful data collection and reporting. We developed a new method to combine and present data on antibiotic use and
resistance in a figure in a Russian 1300 bed-hospital.
Methods We applied World Health Organization (WHO) Anatomic Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification/defined
daily doses (DDD) analysis on antibacterials for systemic use (ATC: J01) delivered by the pharmacy for the years
2003–2005. Microbial resistance data were presented within the range of drugs accounting for 90% of the volume in DDD,
i.e. drug utilisation 90% (DU90%).
Results From the DU90% profile the following was seen: in 2003, 12 of 25 drugs accounted for 90% of the volume. For six
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strains tested were resistant. For the remaining antibiotics no resistance data were available. These data were discussed in
early 2004. A general decrease of antibiotic use and resistance was seen in 2005 (by 57% from 15.5 to 8.8 DDD/100 bed
days) with a concomitant decrease in expenditures (by 64%) and a shift to more potent antibiotics.
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INTRODUCTION
The 1998 European Conference ‘the Microbial
Threat’ emphasised the importance of collecting
and comparing data on antibiotic use and bacterial
resistance from different countries.1 Microorganisms

antibiotic consumption and sensitivity data in a hospital
know no national boundaries, so no single country can
solve the problem alone.2 Since the conference, many
cross-national studies on antibiotic use and resistance
have revealed large differences in antibiotic prescribing in general practice and in hospitals.3–10
The European Surveillance of Antibiotic Consumption (ESAC) found a three times higher antibiotic use
in France compared to the Netherlands (32.2 vs. 10.0
defined daily doses (DDD)/1000 inhabitants per day).
A strong positive correlation was later found between
the extent of antibiotic use in ambulatory and hospital
care.7,9 These cross-national studies have generally
used the WHO classification system ATC and the
volume unit DDD (see below).1,11,12 WHO has also
recognised the need for regular local and international
collection and reporting of data on antibiotic use and
resistance.13 In Russia, a federally supported Centre
on Monitoring of Antimicrobial Resistance (CMAR)
performs surveys and regularly provides data on
antibiotic use in ATC/DDD format and microbial
resistance in written publications and on the web.14–17
Still internationally comparable data are scarce, one of
the reasons for that could be the absence of routine data collection in an internationally comparable
format. The objective was therefore to introduce the
ATC/DDD methodology in a large Russian hospital
for antibiotic utilisation assessment, and based on the
phrase a picture is worth a thousand words, we also
tested the idea of visualizing the resistance burden
within a profile of antibiotic use to provide an
immediate alert. Routinely available data on antibiotic
use and resistance were followed for three consecutive
years using the new method.

METHODS
Setting
The method was tested in a 1300-bed university
hospital in St Petersburg, Russia, 2nd City Hospital with all major specialities except infectious
diseases, bone marrow transplantation, haematology
and tuberculosis.
The hospital has one clinical pharmacologist (SB),
surveying and analysing drug utilisation (therapeutic
and economical aspects) and antibiotic resistance. She
routinely performs point-prevalence studies in various
pharmacotherapeutic areas (antibiotics, narcotics,
etc.) and provides individual consultations at the
ward level. At the beginning of each year, she presents
a drug utilisation report to the hospital authorities. She
Copyright # 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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is also one of the members of hospital’s Drug and
Therapeutics Committee (DTC).
In Russia, local DTCs in hospitals are called
formulary committees and usually consist of all major
specialists, representative of authorities and a pharmacist, and they develop local formularies based on
federal recommendations and requirements of that
particular hospital.
Data on drug utilisation for inpatient care are provided by the hospital pharmacy while bacteriological
laboratory provides data on microbial strains and
sensitivity to antibiotics.
Data on drug use are usually analysed in terms of
expenditures and divided by vital, essential and nonessential groups defined by the DTC. Microbiological
data—all individual cultures from different kinds of
patients’ samples (blood, sputum, pus, urine, etc.)
separately from patients’ clinical data or antibiotic
prescriptions—are presented and analysed by the
hospital specialist in infectious diseases together with
the clinical pharmacologist.

Antibiotic use data
ATC/DDD. Data on consumption of antibiotics were
obtained from the hospital pharmacy in numbers of
packages of all antibiotics delivered to every department for the years 2003, 2004 and 2005. Drugs were
classified according to the ATC classification system12;
section J01—‘antibacterials for systemic use’.x The
amount of antibiotics in gram was transferred into the
technical unit DDD, recommended by WHO as a
common language for describing the use of drugs—
the therapeutic intensity—in a population or in a
hospital, and expressed as numbers of DDDs/100 bed
days—as suggested by WHO for in-hospital use.12
The numbers of bed days were: 212 961, 407 916,
385 911 for the years 2003, 2004 and 2005, respectively (the difference for 2003 and 2004–2005 is
explained by changing treatment practices with a
varying bed occupancy rate).!

x

We will apply the term antibiotic in this paper as it is closest to
many European and Russian commonly used definitions and the one,
which is being synonymous to ‘antibacterials’ and ‘antimicrobials’,
implies mainly the drugs acting against bacteria.
!
Old recommendations were in use with long in-hospital treatment
for many diseases (mostly cardiovascular), it was now administratively changed for shorter in-hospital stay with increased emphasis
on ambulatory care.
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DDDs for each substance are listed in the Results
section.k ATC/DDD versions for the respective years
were used as recommended by WHO.12 No differences were found for any of the drugs of interest
between the versions of the ATC/DDD# index 2003,
2004 and 2005 except amoxicillin/enzyme inhibitor
(clavulanic acid) with the DDD increased from 1 to 3 g
in 2005. Since this new DDD was not yet implemented
1 g was used in the analysis.11
Drug utilisation 90%—DU90%. The antibiotics
were ranged in order of utilisation volume in DDDs.
We focused on the drugs accounting for 90% of the
volume by DDD: the drug utilisation 90% (DU90%)
segment.18–21 These DU90% profiles are commonly
used to assess adherence to guidelines within a
therapeutic area. We included and assessed data on the
proportion of resistant strains for the various
antibiotics instead.

Microbial resistance data
The hospital bacteriological laboratory routinely
screens microbial resistance/sensitivity for all cases
requiring antibiotic therapy except for prophylactic
use. Standard disc diffusion method is utilised with
consequent detection of Resistant, Intermediate and
Sensitive strains; resistance is defined according to the
National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards (NCCLS, now Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute, CLSI).22 Strains isolated are tested for
sensitivity to antibiotics; no diagnostic testing with
primary resistance cases is routinely performed. The
WHONET software developed by WHO is utilised for
the data management.23,24 The hospital specialist in
infectious diseases and the clinical pharmacologist
analyse the data provided by the microbiology unit
and based on that create the hospital resistance profile.
Duplicate samples from patients are not included in
the analyses.
k
Ciprofloxacin had different doses for oral and parenteral use (1 and
0.5 g). Oral formulations significantly dominated in the study hospital in all 3 years, thus we included only the oral dose for the
analysis.
#
Two of the antibacterials used in the hospital were not listed in the
ATC index 2003. Request concerning suggested DDDs was sent to
the WHO Collaborating Centre for Drug Statistics Methodology.
Suggested DDDs were 4 g for sulperazon (combination of cefoperazon and sulbactam) and 2 g for ampioxum (combination of ampicillin and oxacillin). During the study period the request was
approved at the meeting of the WHO International Working Group
for Drug Statistics Methodology.
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The number of the assays performed by the bacteriological laboratory was comparable for the years
2003 (4281), 2004 (4200) and 2005 (4150). The
burden of resistance for each antibiotic was calculated
as percentage of all Resistant þ Intermediate among
all tested isolates from all patients’ samples (blood,
pus, urine, sputum, etc.). For instance, for gentamicin
being the mostly used sensitivity was defined for Gþ
(Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis,
Enterococcus avium, Enterococcus faecalis) and G(Acinetobacter, Citrobacter, Enterobacter, Escherichia coli, Haemophilus influencae, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Proteus mirabilis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Serratia).

Data management
The antibiotic resistance data were obtained and
presented within the DU90% segment in one figure.
The data were visualised as a diagram combining drug
utilisation in DDDs and resistance—red in each bar
corresponds to the percentage of microorganisms that
were resistant or intermediate to each antibiotic agent,
respectively. The diagrams were created using simple
excel based software, for the whole hospital and for
the separate departments. The data were obtained at
the beginning of the new calendar year (2004). All
heads of the departments were given the figures both
for the whole hospital and for the departments. During
the year, the clinical pharmacologist held discussions
with physicians on the findings while doing her routine
work: screening selective case histories and performing routine consultations. The 2003 figures were also
presented to the hospital authorities at the annual
meeting in January 2004. The data were discussed at
the meeting of the DTC in February 2004 where
epidemiologists in the field of infectious diseases were
present among other specialists. The changes in the
formulary list of the first choice antibiotics were
included in the new edition of the formulary. It was
recommended that gentamicin and penicillins as well
as ciprofloxacin should not be prescribed empirically,
more powerful newer fluoroquinolones, and aminoglycosides, inhibitor protected penicillins were
recommended instead as well as increased alertness
regarding the decision to start antibiotic therapy. The
data for the year 2004 and 2005 were collected and
handled in the same manner.
Statistical analysis: Chi-square (x2) test was used to
compare antibiotic use in different time periods.
Ethical considerations: as this study did not collect
any data on individual patients and the surveillance
Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety, 2008; 17: 636–644
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was part of a quality assurance, approval by ethics
committee was not considered necessary.

RESULTS
The atibiotic dug utilisation 90% and
resistance profile
From the antibiotic DU90% profile for 2003 the following information is highlighted at a glance Figure 1:
" Resistance rate varied from 80% (gentamicin) to
23% (cefazolin).

639

" No data on resistance were available for 6 of the 12
most commonly used antibiotics.
" Two of the cheapest drugs (cost/DDD) had the
highest resistance rates (gentamicin, ampicillin).
" A significant amount (#40%) of the antibiotics
were given by injections (gentamicin, cefazoline,
benzylpenicillin and amikacin were only available
as injections).
Antibiotic use
In 2003, the 25 different antibiotic agents (including
combinations) made up 15.5 DDD/100 bed-days and 12
of those constituted the DU90% segment (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Drug Utilization 90% profile for ‘‘antibacterials for systemic use’’ (J01, ATC)/DDD classification) in University hospital N2 of St
Petersburg, Russia in 2003. The 12 antibiotics are ranked in order of number of DDDs corresponding to 90% of the use (data from the hospital
pharmacy). Red parts correspond to percentage of resistance (resistance þ intermediate) for the antibiotics, and green – percentage of
sensitivity. Antibiotics not tested for bacterial sensitivity are grey (nd ¼ not determined).
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There was a wide expected variation between different
departments (from 3 DDD/100 bed-days in the 2nd
neurological department, to 567 DDD/100 bed days in
the 1st intensive care unit (ICU)). The most prevalent
antibiotics were ‘second-generation’ aminoglycosides
(J01GB03), penicillins (with and without betalactamase inhibitors) (J01C), ‘first generation’ fluoroquinolones (J01MA02-03) and cephalosporins
(J01DB).

decrease from 80 to 40% of resistant strains among all
tested. Total expenditures for antibiotic drug purchases decreased by 64% from 2003 to 2005 (Table 1).
These savings and the decrease in use of the most
widely used drugs (gentamicin, penicillin, first
generation cephalosporins, fluoroquinolones, etc.)
allowed increased purchase of more expensive newer
fluoroquinolones and cephalosporins with a wider
spectrum (Table 1).

Follow up in 2004 and 2005

DISCUSSION

The total number of antibiotics used increased from 25
in 2003 to 36 in 2005 mainly due to the introduction of
macrolides and third generation cephalosporins. The
DU90% segment included mostly the same antibiotics, though in a different range and amounts
(Figure 2).
The total amount of DDDs increased from 33 080 in
2003 (Figure 1) to 34 011 in 2005. However, with the
increasing bed occupancy rate, the number of DDD/
100 bed-days decreased by 57% from 15.5 to 8.8 for
the whole hospital in 2005. Antibiotic resistance data
were still only available for 6 of 13 antibiotics in the
DU90% segment (14 of the 36 overall). Resistant
microorganisms generally changed according to the
change of utilisation of respective antibiotics
(Figure 2). The decrease in gentamicin use from 3.1
DDD/100 bed days (20%) to 1.4 DDD/100 bed days
(16%) was accompanied by the aggregated resistance

The importance of antibiotic use for the development
of antibiotic resistance has been known since many
years. Many attempts have also been done to monitor
and present antibiotic use and resistance data in
various tables and figures.25–29 The global aims are to
provide antibiotic use surveillance internationally to
timely and effectively constrain resistance.8,9,13 We
used the well-established WHO ATC/DDD methodology for drug utilisation statistics9,12 and focused on
the antibiotics accounting for 90% of the use20 with
the new dimension of adding data on microbial
sensitivity (Figure 1). These data, both based on
routinely available aggregate data, should be interpreted with caution and mainly serve as alerts.
However, some of the points alerted may be quite
obvious (no sensitivity data were available for 6 of 12
antibiotics, see also below), others may require
specific surveys (to what extent are antibiotics

Figure 2. Antibiotics appearing in the DU90% segment in either of the years 2003, 2004 or 2005 and with resistance changes. Each
antibiotic is presented in 3 bars corresponding to 3 consecutive years 2003, 2004 or 2005 in DDDs/100 bed-days. Empty spaces represent no
use of the antibiotic in the respective year. Antibiotics, which were used but were not in the DU90% segment are marked with %and
corresponding year. Red parts of each bar correspond to percentage of resistance for the antibiotic, yellow – percentage of intermediate
sensitivity, and green – percentage of sensitivity. Antibiotics not tested for bacterial sensitivity are grey.
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Table 1. Range of all antibiotic expenditures in rubles and percentage for the years 2003 and 2005%
Antibiotic

Costs (rubles)

Costs (percentage)

Range of antibiotic expenditures 2003
1. Meropenem
873 267
2. Cefepime
517 563
3. Amoxiclav
513 025
4. Imipenem þ cilastatin
449 806
5. Cefazolin
201 388
6. Amikacin
178 764
7. Vancomycin
159 021
8. Sulperazon
138 818
9. Ciprofloxacin
134 751
10. Pefloxacin
125 987
11. Ceftriaxone
122 364
12. Levofloxacin
83 740
13. Metronidazole
57 364
14. Cefuroxime
53 840
15. Ampioxum
32 680
16. Penicillin
29 073
17. Gentamicin
27 458
18. Ampicillin
18 670
19. Moxifloxacin
16 877
20. Pipemidic acid
16277
21. Timentin
6226
22. Lincomycin
5523
23. Nitroxoline
1359
24. Unasyn
846
25. Ofloxacin
167
TOTAL
3 765 266

23
14
14
12
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
100

Range of antibiotic expenditures 2005
1. Ceftazidim
480 752
2. Levofloxacin
153 998
3. Cefazolin
134 606
4. Cefepim
94 835
5. Amoxiclav
84 538
6. Meropenem
72 656
7. Imipenem þ cilastatin
65 031
8. Metronidazole
49 705
9. Moxifloxacin
48 965
10. Vancomycin
29 660
11. Pefloxacin
28 642
12. Linezolid
21 441
13. Claritromycin
17 892
14. Ciprofloxacin
16 402
15. Ampicillin
15 262
16. Amikacin
12 599
17. Amoxicillin
5620
18. Erhytromycin
5489
19. Ceftriaxone
5027
20. Ofloxacin
4840
21. Azitromycin
3960
22. Ampioxum
3930
23. Pipemidic acid
3536
24. Gentamicin
2829
25. Oxacillin
1079
26. Lincomycin
956
27. Norfloxacin
604
28. Canamycin
411
29. Doxycycline
272
30. Benzylpenicillin
338
31. Tetracycline
169
TOTAL
1 366 044

35
11
10
7
6
5
5
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
100

%
For the sake of space the 2004 data were omitted. (Ruble ¼ 35 Euro
and 30 USD in 2003, Ruble ¼ 36 Euro and 28 USD in 2005.)
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appropriately given by injections, what specific
resistance patterns are involved in the overall growth
of resistance to an excessively used antibiotic). There
are simple protocols available for point-prevalence
studies that may illustrate the clinical significance of
these problems.8,10
Although the DU90% profile may have some
limitations with regard to the relevance of the DDDs in
the hospital setting (DDD is defined for the major
indication in adults) the DDDs used were given in the
profile (Figure 1) and the relevance can thus easily be
assessed. General limitations of DDDs are described
elsewhere and are common for all aggregate
data.11,12,18,30,31
Also the aggregate microbiology data is subject to
limitations (no spectrum of strains analysed considered, selection of analysis with increasing bed-days
occupancy could have taken place). With all the
limitations the figures should not be taken literarily but
rather as an illustration of the principle when applying
this methodology.
Here is an example of the data interpretation from
the studied setting.
We showed a high rate of resistance among the most
commonly used antibiotics (gentamicin was the most
commonly used antibiotic with the highest rate of
resistance (80%)). This suggests that its use was not
based on empirical data and was therefore probably
not very effective. The pressure of selected ineffective
antibiotics decreased in 2005 (gentamicin constituted
20% of all antibiotics use in 2003 and 16% in
2005; difference significant with p < 0, 0001 x2 test).
Concomitantly we showed the decreased resistance
level for gentamicin (80 to 40%—same strains were
tested). This provides an overall impression of
coincidence of resistance and antibiotic overuse.
The initial finding serves as a quick alert, leading to
the decrease of gentamicin use, and also it stimulates
further investigations to identify the details of the
problem. Here it was found, for instance, that
resistance of P. aeruginosa to gentamicin, was
changed from 64% of resistant strains in 2003, to
69% in 2004 and 41% in 2005; whereas E. coli
remained moderately resistant. This means that for
P. aeruginosa infections the change led to improved
sensitivity, though it’s clear that gentamicin still
cannot be used for this kind of infection; for E. coli
infection the benefit was the decrease of the use of this
poorly effective antibiotic.
From the DU90% profile it is also obvious that sensitivity test was only available for 6 of the 12 antibiotics.
According to the routine protocols, a sensitivity test is
normally taken in all patients receiving antibiotics
Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety, 2008; 17: 636–644
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except for cases of prophylactic use. However, it is
also obvious that there was an ‘empirical’ prescribing
that was not based on empirical data for several of the
most commonly used antibiotics. This lack of integration between microbiology and clinical routine was
earlier discussed in Russia.16 Now it was brought to
the attention of the hospital authorities and the
practicing physicians.
Drug cost analyses, routinely performed in Russian
(as well as in most) hospitals, cannot identify the
actual problem with antibiotic use.32 We found that
two of the cheapest drugs (cost/DDD) had the highest
resistance rates (gentamicin, ampicillin) reflecting a
cost-ineffective use.
A high use of antibiotics given by injections was
revealed with 4 out of 12 antibiotics in the DU90%
segment being available for parenteral use only
(gentamicin, cefazolin, benzylpenicillin and amikacin). It has been shown that rather than being due to
severity of disease this may often reflect a psychological assumption that intravenous antibiotics are
more effective, despite the lack of evidence for this
general approach.5,8
Here we showed in a real clinical setting some
possibilities of a new method for antibiotic utilisation
studies. Firstly, it demonstrated the usefulness of the
DU90% method in focusing on the bulk of antibiotic
utilisation, and secondly, the possibility to include
resistance in this general assessment. The main goal is
to make powerful improvement areas obvious for
responsible people. Although this clinical setting data
were just to exemplify the new methodology, and this
was not an experimental study with a control group,
the hospital administration has reacted to these data
with the recommendations to reduce gentamicin and
unprotected penicillins empirical prescribing and the
available 2003 profile seems to have had a marked
impact on the antibiotic use in the following 2 years.
There were major organisational changes with regard
to bed-occupancy in this hospital, which could have
influenced the patterns of drug use. However, although
the total number of DDDs of antibiotics used in the
hospital increased slightly from 2003 to 2005 (3%) the
relative use (per 100 bed-days) decreased considerably (57%). The number of beds was unchanged so
was the composition of diseases treated. With the
pattern of antibiotics used, the resistance pattern was
reduced as well as the costs (64%) suggesting that
there might have been a more effective antibiotic use
in 2005.
We believe that our method includes various forms
of potentially effective intervention strategies: educational (data distribution and discussion), restrictive
Copyright # 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(formulary changes) and structural (establishment of a
new quality monitoring mechanism) as stated in a
recent Cochrane review.33 Many of them has in other
studies shown to be effective in the decrease of
unnecessary antibiotic use. Restrictive methods are
most widely spread and they are easier to perform.
Guidelines changes are based on local utilisation and
microbial patterns. Certain restrictions are usually
considered to have the greatest immediate impact on
prescribing pattern. The persuasive studies are more
difficult to evaluate, but they are considered important
and sometimes more cost-effective. Our method has
the strength of influencing both—recommendations
for the new guidelines and persuasion. It is important
to evaluate this methodology’s interventional power in
a well-designed randomised controlled study. However, even in this early attempt it was capable of
identifying obvious and severe problems in antibiotic
utilisation in the hospital and changes in the
prescribing.
Similarly, our simple methodology has identified
factors for a cost effective use of antibiotics in a hospital, the clinical relevance of which might be further
elucidated by use of a simple protocol for point prevalence quality of care studies.8,10
CONCLUSION
The method of an integrated graphic presentation of
antibiotic use and resistance (expressed in DDD/100
bed-days and with focus on the volume of use) in a
Russian hospital proved to be easy to do. It provided a
clear message concerning inappropriate antibiotic use
both for practicing physicians and hospital authorities
that probably resulted in rather quick changes. The
method serves just as a general alert. A detailed
investigation based on the signals revealed may be
needed. The simplicity of the methodology seems to
KEY POINTS
" Combined presentation of antibiotic utilisation
and resistance provides clear information on
both problems in relation to each other.
" Use of combined aggregate data on antibiotic
utilisation and resistance may be useful to
identify general trends and stimulate deeper
investigations.
" Enrichment of DU90% profile of antibiotics
with resistance is easily understood by health
professionals and may be a tool in changing
prescribing patterns.
Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety, 2008; 17: 636–644
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antibiotic consumption and sensitivity data in a hospital
be beneficial for local regulation of antibiotic use and
resistance and can in principle be applied in any
hospital where consumption and resistance data exists.
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Abstract
We evaluated the methodology of combined presentation of the
90% segment of antimicrobial Drug Utilization (DU90%) and
cumulative microbial resistance in hospital settings. Drug utilization
data were obtained from pharmacies in two hospitals in Russia and
one in Sweden. The WHO ATC classification/ Defined Daily Dose
(DDD) methodology was used to identify antimicrobials for systemic
use and calculate utilization per year. Key microorganisms were
identified according to the indications for which the antimicrobials
were used in each setting and used to calculate cumulative resistance
for each antibiotic within the DU90% segment based on routine
microbiology data. In one of the Russian hospitals the figures were
presented to the prescribers during 2007-2011, while they were
created retrospectively for 2009-2011 for another Russian and a
Swedish hospital. The DU90% segment comprised a lower number
of antimicrobials in the Russian hospitals (n=8-14) with prevalence
of

fluoroquinolones,

extended-spectrum

cephalosporins

and

aminopenicillins. In the Swedish hospital a broader range was used
(n=19) including penicillins, fluroquinolones, cephalosporins and
carbapenems. The DU90% segment- resistance figure showed that
resistance rates were higher in the two Russian hospitals. Significant
changes in antimicrobial use, but not resistance were observed in the
hospital where the figure was presented to prescribers in contrast to
2

the other two hospitals. We conclude that the DU90%-cumulative
resistance figure gives information of the rationality of antimicrobial
use

in

terms

of

its potential effectiveness against

key

microorganisms. It showed to be a promising tool to change
utilization profile, though susceptibility restoration could not be
achieved.

Introduction
During the 60 years with antibiotics resistance of microbes has
increased dramatically. The society now has to face a threat of
decreased potency of existing antibiotics and lack of new ones [1].
This problem was formulated in the World Health Organization
global strategy 2001 for containment of antimicrobial resistance [2].
A number of factors promoting microbial resistance were identified,
with two of them being the most important - poor infection control
and extensive antibiotic exposure [3]. It is generally recognized that
in order to improve quality of antibiotic use it is important to be able
to measure it properly [4,5]. Clear relation of antibiotic use and
resistance became obvious after the introduction of methods to
measure antimicrobial use and relate it to the microbial resistance
rates[6]. The World Health Organization (WHO) Anatomical
Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification/Defined Daily Dose
(DDD)[7,8] methodology was developed to make drug utilization
3

data comparable on different health care levels and is therefore
extensively used for antibiotic consumption surveillance[9]. In order
to make utilization data a possible instrument for changes in local
prescribing patterns and make resistance an indicator of quality of
antibiotic use it is important to perform combined surveillance of
antibiotic use and resistance and find a way of comprehensive and
feasible presentation of these data in combination. We have
previously proposed such a method of graphic presentation of
antibiotic utilization profile and cumulative resistance and tested it in
a Russian hospital[10]. The graph helped to easily visualize existing
problems of inexpensive antibiotic prevalence and high resistance of
microbes to the most utilized agents. We could also observe
decrease of overall antibiotic utilization and change in utilization
profile after presenting these data.
In this study we were aiming to apply this method prospectively and
test its interventional power in a more controlled manner in a
Russian hospital similar to the one described in the previous paper.
We were also aiming to describe patterns of antibiotic utilization and
resistance in another hospital in Russia and in Sweden.
Methods
Study hospitals
The study university hospital (SPH1) in St Petersburg, Russia is a
1,300 bed tertiary care hospital with all the general departments
4

excluding pediatrics, neurosurgery, transplantation, haematology,
infectious
diseases1 and psychiatry. Antibiotics are purchased based on the
departments’ needs and are regulated by the restrictive list –
hospital formulary – which, however, contains most antibiotic
groups present on the international market and does not restrict
prescriber’s choice within this class of medications. The hospital has
a system of partly restricted antibiotic distribution, according to
which carbapenems, monobactams, glycopeptides, linezolid,
levofloxacin, moxifloxacin and antipseudomonal penicillins and
cephalosporins (ceftazidime, cefoperazone, cefepime) can be given
via personal order from the department only after approval of a
clinical pharmacologist.
A Russian comparison hospital (SPH2) was a tertiary care hospital
in St Petersburg, where we collected the microbiology data for the
period 2009 – 2011, which was the only period available to us from
the hospital administration. This hospital has 1,050 beds and the
same structure and patient categories as the study hospital. It has a
similar way of antimicrobial use control.
The procedure of drug purchase by the hospitals in Russia is similar.
The list of drugs for purchase is created when needed and is based
on the requirements from the departments and analyses of
1
In Russian hospitals infectious diseases are treated in different departments
without patients’ transfer to a specific infectious unit
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approximate rate of utilization and medications presence in the
hospital formulary list. The drugs are purchased according to this list
from distributing companies via the open governmentally controlled
procedure. In some cases original drugs may be replaced with
generics if no specific objections are stated by the ordering hospital.
Antibiotic utilization and resistance patterns in these Russian
hospitals were also compared to those in a Swedish hospital (SWH)
– Karolinska University Hospital, Solna for the period of 2009 –
2011. This hospital has 800 beds and is a referral hospital. Pediatric
departments were excluded from the analysis. Other departments
were the same with the exception of neurosurgery, infectious
disease1, hematology and transplantation that are absent in the study
hospital in Russia.
Antibiotic utilization data
Data on antibiotic use were obtained from the hospital pharmacies
and analyzed using the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC)
classification / Defined Daily Dose (DDD) methodology[8] for
corresponding years. Since our first publication[10] this type of
analysis was introduced in many hospitals in St Petersburg and is
currently a hospital routine incorporated in a hospital internal analytic
network and analyzed by clinical pharmacologists. Antibiotics in the
hospital are not purchased by patients themselves, but are generally
provided by the hospital. All agents within the ATC code J01
6

(antimicrobials for systemic use) were included in the analysis.
Drug Utilization measurements
The antibiotics were ranged in order of utilization volume in Defined
Daily Doses (DDDs). DDD is the average maintenance dose of the
drug when used on its major indication in adults [11]. It is the WHO
recommended methodology for drug utilization studies. We focused
on the drugs accounting for 90% of the volume by DDD: the Drug
Utilization 90% (DU90%) segment[12][13]. These DU90% profiles
are commonly used to assess adherence to guidelines[14][15], also
within a therapeutic area[16]. Instead we assessed data on the
proportion of resistant strains for the various antibiotics.
Microbiology data
Data on microbial susceptibility test results were obtained from the
hospital bacteriological laboratories. The disk diffusion method on
the Mueller-Hinton agar is used for susceptibility testing in all of the
laboratories. The breakpoints were used in accordance with the
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) standards[17]
and national guidelines[18] in Russia; the European Committee on
Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST) standards[19,20]
after 2011 and standards developed by the Swedish Reference
Group for antibiotics[21] before 2009 in Sweden (using also
another

agar

type,

Iso-Sensitest

Agar).

The WHONET

software[22] was used for the microbiology data management in
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Russia. All sources of isolates were analyzed together. Percentage
of resistance was calculated as a number of resistant + intermediate
isolates/total number of isolates tested. Only the first isolate from a
single patient was considered in the analysis. A list of “key”
microorganisms was created for the analysis. We took into account
the most relevant species for the particular indication each
antimicrobial is used for in the respective countries (Table 1). Only
susceptibility of naturally susceptible key microbes was analyzed for
each antimicrobial agent. Staphylococcus aureus susceptibility to
oxacillin was tested as the only way of MRSA detection in Russian
hospitals while cefoxitin was used and meticillin resistance was
confirmed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in the respective
Swedish laboratory. For cumulative resistance only the key
microorganisms with natural susceptibility were included.
Instrument of combined presentation of the utilization and
resistance data.
The method first presented in our paper in 2008[10] was tested as a
way of alerting prescribers against excessive use of antimicrobials.
Antibiotics utilization data were structured in descending order and
presented in a diagram, the focus was put on the antibiotics within
the DU90% segment as the segment that is most influential[12].
Each bar in the diagram was then divided into two differently
colored segments. The whole bar represents 100% of microbial
8

susceptibility to this particular antimicrobial agent. The part of the
bar corresponding to the percentage of strains of the key microbes
naturally susceptible to this agent that were found to be resistant
during the observation year was colored red, while the rest part
corresponding to the percentage of sensitive strains was colored
green (Figure 1).
The figure was presented to the heads of the departments in the
hospital and to the hospital authorities on an annual conference,
where people responsible for treatment policies are present. Similar
data were collected each year and discussed on the annual meetings
with the hospital authorities since early 2008. Similarly utilization and
resistance data were presented each year for the administration. The
observation period was five years (2007-2011). For comparison
we used another Russian hospital (SPH2), but these data were not
shown to the hospital authorities. We also created similar figures for
a Swedish hospital (SWH) to test the method in different
circumstances and compare patterns of antibiotic use and resistance
internationally. In these two hospitals the observation period was
2009-2011.
Statistical analysis
Chi-square (χ2) test was used to compare antibiotic use in different
time periods, Spearman rank correlation test was used for defining
relations of antibiotics use and microbial resistance. Results from
9

long-term observations were presented as the median [min, max].
Ethical considerations
No data on individual patients were collected in this study and the
surveillance was part of a quality assurance. Ethics committees were
approached, and ethical approval was not considered necessary.
Results
Antibiotic utilization profiles in the three study hospitals
Total antimicrobial use in the Russian hospital was 22.8; 31.2; 25.1;
24.5 and 28.7 DDD/100 bed-days in 2007; 08; 09; 10 and 2011
respectively (Figure 2). The number of beds was not changed during
the study period. The number of antibiotics within the DU90%
segment varied from 11 to 14, and the total number of antibiotics
used varied from 31 to 43 during the observation period. Quinolone
antibacterials (J01M), penicillins with extended spectrum (J01CA),
and extended-spectrum cephalosporins (J01DD) prevailed in the
beginning of observation in 2007, with only minor use of potent
antibiotics active against multi-resistant microorganisms.
Prevalence of antimicrobials was comparable although slightly higher
in the comparison Russian hospital: 38; 43 and 43 DDDs/100
bed-days in 2009; 10 and 2011 respectively (Figure 2a). The list of
antibiotics used comprised 36; 32 and 33 different agents, while the
DU90% segment consisted of eight antibiotics: ciprofloxacin,
ceftriaxone, cefazolin, metronidazole, ampicillin, ampicillin with
10

enzyme

inhibitor,

clarithromycin

and

an

aminoglycoside

(gentamicin/amikacin).
In the Swedish hospital (SWH) antimicrobial exposure was 58
DDD/100 bed-days in 2009; 57 in 2010 and 58 in 2011 (Figure
2a). The total number of antibiotics used was 49; 47 and 49 in
2009; 2010 and 2011 respectively with 19 antibiotics present in the
DU90% segment each year. The segment contained beta-lactamase
sensitive penicillins (J01CE) beta-lactamase resistant penicillins
(J01CF), 2nd and 3rd generation cephalosporins (J01DC; J01DD),
carbapenems (J01DH) and vancomycin.
Distribution of major antibiotic classes for each hospital is presented
in Figure 3.
Microbial resistance in the three study hospitals
High cumulative resistance levels were observed in both Russian
hospitals during the whole observation period (Figure 2), which was
confirmed by the detailed resistance pattern (Table 2 a,b)
comprising cumulative resistance. Presence of the mecA gene was
not tested, nor was the cefoxitin disc method used for MRSA
detection,as recommended in the EUCAST methodology..
In the Swedish hospital cumulative resistance levels were low (Table
2c).
Cumulative utilization/resistance figure
The figure showing antibiotic use and cumulative resistance of the
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key microorganisms (Figure 1) was presented to the study hospital
prescribers and authorities in early 2008. It revealed a general
problem of high levels of resistance in the whole segment of agents
used. Prospective annual surveillance of antibiotic use and resistance
in combination was established in the hospital after the first
intervention (Table 1). Next year figure showed that the use of
ciprofloxacin decreased from 5.2 DDD/100 bed-days to 3.5
DDD/100 bed-days (p<0.0001); ampicillin use increased from 3.1
to 6.3 DDD/100 bed-days (p<0.0001). There was also an increase
in cephalosporins use: ceftriaxone+cefotaxime use increased from
2.4 DDD/100 bed-days to 4.5 DDD/100 bed-days (p<0.0001).
The next year, 2009 showed return of fluoroquinolones to the top
position, and the whole segment of DU90% was changing each
year. General trends were in increase of beta-lactams with enzyme
inhibitors use (amoxicillin/clavulanate + amlicillin/sulbactam use was
0.4 DDD/100 bed-days (1.6%) in 2007, 1.3 DDD/100 bed-days
(4%) in 2008, 2.2 DDD/100 bed-days (8.6%) in 2009, 3.2
DDD/100 bed-days (13%) in 2010 and 4.8 DDD/100 bed-days
(16.8%) in 2011). Despite utilization changes we did not observe
any significant changes in the susceptibility levels of microorganisms
(Table 2a).
In the comparator Russian hospital (SPH2) the DU90% segment
was stable during all three years of observation (Figure 2).
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Cumulative resistance rates were also generally stable with slight
increase of resistance to fluoroquinolones (53-64%). Oxacillin
resistant Staphylococcus aureus rates were 48%-55%-44% in
2009, 2010 and 2011 respectively. Tendency to increased
resistance of Pseudomonas aeruginosa to imipenem was observed
(46%, 54% and 66% in 2009, 2010 and 2011 respectively).
Antibiotics utilization profiles in the Swedish hospital was stable
without significant changes in 2009-2011. The only tendency to
gradually decreased cefuroxime use was not statistically significant.
Cumulative resistance rates were also generally unchanged.
Statistical relations of utilization and resistance
We found correlation of aminopenicillins use and corresponding
E.coli resistance (Spearman r 1, p=0.02), but no correlation of
E.coli resistance and use of extended-spectrum cephalosporins,
fluoroquinolones or aminoglycosides. There was also no correlation
between K. pneumoniae and P.aeruginosa resistance and use of
any group of antibacterials. We did not study correlations for the
other two hospitals due to a shorter observation period.
Discussion.
Antimicrobial utilization patterns
Antimicrobial use have been related to bacterial resistance in many
studies[23], therefore its surveillance is considered essential. Large
international programs have been established in order to monitor
13

and compare antibiotic utilization internationally[5]. The first
international comparison of antibiotic consumption in hospital setting
performed by the European network for Surveillance of
Antimicrobial

Consumption

(ESAC-net)

group

was

retrospective[24]. There are also a number of point-prevalence
studies directly comparing antibiotic use in different hospitals
[13,25,26]. In this study we were testing the methodology that
would help to evaluate data on antibiotic consumption and
resistance in hospital settings at a glance. Total number of antibiotics
used in a Russian study hospital (SPH1) varied during the
observation period between 23 and 31 DDDs/100 bed-days with
general slight tendency to increase. In the Swedish university
hospital this number was almost twice higher. This corresponds to
previous comparisons of antibiotic utilization in a Baltic region
hospital in Vilnius and Huddinge, where antibiotic utilization was
three times higher in the Swedish University hospital, than in Vilnius
(43 vs 15 DDD/100 bed-days)[25]. This difference could only be
partly explained by differences in the hospital structures. One
difference was the absence of oncology and hematology
departments in the Russian hospitals, but still these departments
together were responsible only for 5% of the consumption in the
Swedish hospital in 2011 (oncology 3% and hematology 2%). Slight
differences could be brought by variation in prescribed doses that
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may not equal the assigned DDDs, though the differences observed
are too high to be explained by this fact only. It was shown in the
literature that antibiotic utilization is lower in Scandinavian countries
both in the outpatient [6,27] and in the hospital setting[24], and
lower rates of resistance were attributed to this. However, Russian
data were not published in the international context, and our data
cannot be related to other publications. The spectra were also
different.

Prevalence

of aminopenicillins, extended-spectrum

cephalosporins and fluoroquinolones in the Russian hospitals
correspond to the structure of antibiotic use in Europe according to
the ESAC-Net data [24]. These spectra were different from the one
described in our previous study from another similar hospital [10],
where aminoglycosides (gentamicin) represented 20% of the whole
antimicrobial utilization pattern. A similar picture could be seen in the
mentioned above Lithuanian study [25]. The Swedish hospital was
different in that higher prevalence of the most potent antibiotics –
carbapenems and vancomycin – together with beta-lactamase
resistant penicillins was observed (Figure 3), which may be
explained by different patient characteristics, but also by different
strategies of antibiotic use, because prevalence of consumption of
beta-lactamase

resistant

penicillins

and

carbapenems

was

characteristic for Sweden in the above mentioned ESAC-Net
study[24]. As we mentioned in the methods section all classes of
15

antibiotics are generally available on both the Russian and the
Swedish market. The amount of purchase, however, is confined by
hospital budgets. According to the world health statistics data total
expenditures on health as a percentage of gross domestic product
are almost twice higher in Sweden than in Russia[28] which may
lead to higher prevalence of cheaper drugs and generics. Also lower
prevalence of carbapenems may be explained by restrictive
pre-authorized approach to prescription of this group in Russian
hospitals.
Microbial resistance
Despite lower antibiotic use we observed considerably higher levels
of microbial resistance in both Russian hospitals. We did not
differentiate between the origins of the species tested following the
idea that overall antibiotic pressure would guide overall resistance of
primarily hospital microbes. In many cases resistance levels
exceeded 50%. In the study hospital the data could be uncertain
due to low number of species tested, but we observed similarly high
resistance levels in the second Russian hospital (SPH2), where the
number of species was in most cases sufficient for such calculations
(Table 2b). In contrast to recent European studies[29] we did not
observe correlation of fluoroquinolones use and resistance of
Enterobacteriaceae. A possible explanation could be circulation or
resistant strains without sufficient control of this transfer. There have
16

been good studies demonstrating that infection control may decrease
infections and microbial resistance in health-care settings[30,31].
These strategies are not fully implemented in the study hospitals (no
infection control team or controlled strategy) which may explain high
resistance and lack of its direct association with utilization of
antimicrobials.
Methodology of combined presentation of utilization and
resistance
We tested the methodology of combined presentation of utilization
and resistance. In our previous study [10] the figure was created
and revealed clear problems in the rationality of antimicrobials use –
prevalence of a limited number of antibiotics, and high levels of
microbial resistance. In the current study we improved the
methodology to make it more informative and setting-specific. We
defined the key-microorganisms for each setting, which would help
to evaluate figures in terms of practical use of antibiotics. There have
been numerous attempts to combine antibiotic utilization and
resistance in one indicator[32,33], since these relationships are
obviously important in long-term perspective[6,34,35]. A «drug
resistance index», which is based on an advanced calculation and
composite evaluation of antibacterial use and a certain microbial
resistance was recently proposed [33]. This index shows trends of
resistance related to use for each drug-bacteria combination, which
17

makes it unfeasible for prescribers to grasp general situation.
Another indicator used is correlation of percentage of patients
receiving antibiotic and rate of infections caused by resistant
flora[29]. This approach requires specific selection of a pair
antibiotic-resistant microbe and does not allow seeing the whole
picture of rational antimicrobials use. The figure combining key
microorganisms susceptibility data and prevalence of corresponding
antibiotic utilization has a benefit of highlighting the problem in a way
easily interpreted by both prescribing physicians and hospital
management. We used a concept of DU90%, based on the fact that
this segment is the most influential and could be used for quality
evaluation[12,14]. In these studies we are developing the concept
further using the assumption that resistance might be looked at as
inappropriate quality of antibiotic use. The differences observed
between the figures from the Russian hospitals and the Swedish
hospital indicate differences in potential effectiveness of the most
widely prescribed antibiotics against microbes, i.e. differences in
rationality of use.
In our previous paper [10] we observed changes following the
presentation of the figure of combined utilization-resistance profile to
the hospital authorities. In the current study we could also observe
significant changes in the utilization profile – decrease of
fluoroqhinolones consumption increase of aminopenicillins, and
18

general increase of the number of various antibiotics the next year
after the intervention. The changes, however, were unstable and
resulted in return of fluoroquinolones and extended-spectrum
cephalosporins, and increase of aminopenicillins combined with
enzyme inhibitor use. The assumption that these changes could be
mostly due to the figure presentation is supported by the fact that
there were no changes in our control hospital (SPH2) with a similar
structure of drug utilization and infection control despite similar
problems in microbial resistance observed. There were also no
changes in the Swedish hospital. In local perspective it could be
seen from the figure that resistance is present for extended-spectrum
cephalosporins and trimetoprim-sulfamethoxazole, which is most
obvious from separate microbial resistance data (Table 2a).
An unexpected finding was that lower overall antibiotic use in
Russian hospitals was accompanied by much higher resistance
levels. These high levels were not changed after the changes in
utilization profile. At the same time in the Swedish hospital resistance
levels were generally low despite high exposure. This may indicate
that infection control strategies besides antimicrobial use are
important to combat microbial resistance. Since many years Sweden
has had an aggressive strategy of combating spread of antimicrobial
resistance in health care institutions. Active screening, high focus on
hand hygiene and contact precautions, as well as using cohort care
19

or patient isolation, have all been part of the strategy to limit
nosocomial spread[36].
Limitations.
Our study was based on a natural observation with some elements
of intervention. Since the periods of time for the data collection was
different during 2007-2008 the study cannot be considered as
controlled. The DDD concept has certain methodological limitations
that have been widely discussed and that can also be referred to the
current study. These are the problems of differences in DDDs and
PDD (Prescribed Daily Doses) that may vary in time and lead to
certain variability in the final data. Number of admitted patients may
also vary and influence the results which has been repeatedly
addressed in the literature[37]. With regard to microbiology data
one limitation was the very low number of strains analyzed that were
used to produce percentage of resistance in the Russian hospitals.
We relied upon internal quality control in the bacteriology laboratory
and did not perform external quality check of the results, There was
also a possible bias in the selection of species for susceptibility
testing. Some of the resistance rates reported for Sweden in this
paper are significantly higher than those reported in the EARS-Net
surveillance system[38]. The main bias is that some bacteria are only
tested against some compounds in specific situation, e.g. when the
isolate is derived from specific important departments or when the
20

isolate is resistant to a lot of first-line agents. This is a likely
explanation for the high rates of resistance to extended-spectrum
cephalosporins in E. coli and methicillin-resistance in S. aureus.
One way to come around this problem is to focus the susceptibility
data on blood culture isolates only, as they are normally tested
against all antimicrobial agents. However, trends of resistance
development within one institution will not be affected by this bias,
so it will mainly be a problem when trying to extract information on
resistance levels of specific bacteria-antimicrobial combinations. For
better quality of cumulative resistance data a stable number of
isolates and definite sources are both important, and the data
observed in the current naturalistic study should not be interpreted in
a more global perspective, but rather should be a screening tool for
local or regional use [39].
Conclusion
The figure of combined presentation of antimicrobial utilization 90%
profile and key microbes resistance is a useful tool to reveal
irrational antimicrobial use. It might be of value in international
comparisons where different key microbes could be identified
making the figure more setting specific and therefore valuable, but
should not be overestimated due to biases related to all cumulative
data. It may be successfully used as a component of local quality
control and demonstration of such data may influence prescribers’
21

behavior. Further development of this method as a quality metrics
could be inclusion of patient outcome data – expressed in numbers
of treatment failure. The approach to local infection control should
be multifaceted and include thorough microbiology and drug
utilization screening together with measures to improve local
hygiene, and the methodology presented could be a part of
antibiotic stewardship programs but is not powerful enough to
improve quality of treatment if used alone.
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Figure 2. Drug utilization 90% - cumulative resistance profiles in the Russian study hospital
(SPH1) in 2007-2011
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Key microorganisms in Russian and Swedish hospitals
Antibiotic
benzylpenicillin

Key microorganisms in Swedish
Key microorganisms in Russian
hospitals
hospitals
Penicillins
S. pneumoniae, group A
S. pneumoniae, S.pyogenes
streptococcus

Notes

H.influenzae was rarely
detected in Russian
study hospitals
H.influenzae was rarely
detected in Russian
study hospitals
Not in use in Russia
Not in use in Russia

amoxicillin

H.influenzae

E.coli, Enterococcus faecalis,

ampicillin

H.influenzae

E.coli, Enterococcus faecalis,
streptococci

cloxacillin
flucloxacillin

S. aureus
S. aureus
S. pneumoniae, group A
streptococcus

No
No
No

Not in use in Russia

No

staphylococci

An outdated
combination never used
in Sweden

fenoximethylpenicillin
oxacillin/ampicillin
amoxicillin/clavulanate
ampicillin/sulbactam

Enterobacteriaceae, streptococci
Enterobacteriaceae, streptococci

piperacillin/tazobactam

Enterobacteriaceae, P. Aeruginosa,
Acinetobacter, B. fragilis group

cefazolin

No

cefuroxime

No

staphylococci

ceftriaxone
cefotaxime

Enterobacteriaceae
Enterobacteriaceae

Enterobacteriaceae
Enterobacteriaceae

Cephalosporins
No

cefoperazone

ceftazidime

No

Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa

Enterobacteriaceae

Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa

cefoperazone/sulbactam

Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa
Carbapenems

meropenem
doripenem
imipenem/cilastatin
clindamycin
lincomycin
ciprofloxacin
norfloxacin/ofloxacin
/pefloxacin
levofloxacin
moxifloxacin

Enterobacteriaceae, P. Aeruginosa,
Acinetobacter, B. fragilis group

Enterobacteriaceae, P.
aeruginosa, Acinetobacter
Enterobacteriaceae, P.
aeruginosa, Acinetobacter

Enterobacteriaceae, P. Aeruginosa,
Enterobacteriaceae, P.
Acinetobacter, B. fragilis group, E.
aeruginosa, Acinetobacter, E.
Faecalis
faecalis
Lincosamides
S. aureus, group A S.pyogenes
S. aureus, group A streptococcus
S. aureus, group A streptococcus
S. aureus, group A streptococcus
Fluoroquinolones
Enterbacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa,
Enterbacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa,
Acinetobacter
Acinetobacter
Similar to ciprofloxacin
Enterobacteriaceae,
S.pneumoniae
Enterobacteriaceae,
S.pneumoniae

The drug was not in use
during the test period in
Russia
No testing is routinely
performed in Sweden,
these agents are used in
Russia mostly where
pseudomonas is
suspected
these agents are used in
Russia only where
pseudomonas is
suspected
these agents are used in
Russia mostly where
pseudomonas is
suspected
No anaerobe testing is
routinely performed in
Russia
Was not in use during
the study period in
Sweden
No anaerobe testing is
routinely performed in
Russia

pipemidic acid
doxycycline
gentamycin
amikacin

Quinolones
no
Tetracyclines
H.influenzae, S. pneumoniae
H.influenzae, S. pneumoniae
Aminoglycosides
E. coli, K. Pneumoniae, S. aureus
E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus
E. coli, K. Pneumoniae, S. aureus
E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus
Macrolides

clarithromycin

no

azythromycin

no
Various

metronidazole

B.fragilis group

no

trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole
vancomycin

Enterobacteriaceae, H. influenzae,
S. Pneumoniae
S. aureus, E. Faecium

S. aureus, E. faecium

)

Hospital use is mostly
for H.pylori in Russian
hospitals
No anaerobes were
cultured in Russian
hospitals
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Table 2b. Rates of resistance of selected bacteria to
antimicrobial agents during 3 consecutive years SPH2
Antibiotic
2009

E.coli

2010

2011

2009

Resistant isolates, % (n of strains)
K.pneumoniae
P.aeruginosa
2010

2011

2009

2010

2011

2009

S.aureus
2010

2011

Enterococcus spp.

2009

Ampicillin/amox 58 (426) 66 (341) 81 (304) 99 (195) 100
99 (136)
26
icillin
(182)
(288)
Oxacillin
45 (282) 52 (272) 42 (234)
Ciprofloxacin 36 (425) 44 (149) 17 (12) 82 (195) 75 (88)
52 (98) 54 (67) 65 (99) 52 (273) 58 (256) 52 (229)
Ceftriaxone
30 (431) 41 (420) 42 (595) 82 (197)
77 (290)
Amikacin
6 (48) 47 (61) 15 (101)
Gentamicin
22 (424) 31 (421) 35 (562) 70 (191)
26 (60) 24 (42)

2010

2011

38
46
(291) (197)

Vancomycin
Imipenem
Ceftazidime

2 (427) 4 (422) 3 (562) 17 (196)

8 (269) 45 (97) 43 (82) 57 (114)
46 (54) 37 (60) 29 (100)

0 (231) 0 (272) 1 (227) 2.6
(267)

1 (347) 6 (387)
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Antibiotic
2009

E.coli

2010

2011

2009

Resistant isolates, % (n of strains)
K.pneumoniae
P.aeruginosa
2010

2011

2009

2010

2011

2009

S.aureus
2010

2011

Ampicillin
Pivmecillinam

2
5
4
16
10
9 (2514)
(14436) (244347 (29739) (1579) (1852)
)

Cloxacillin
17
(16234)
17
Cefotaxime
(3581)
Trimethoprim/su 24
lfamethoxazole (14675)
Ciprofloxacin

14
(27738)
17
(8559)
26
(27502)

12
(34166)
19.5
(11191)
26
(33819)

17
9.6
(2065) (2395)
6 (994) 9.5
(2389)
23 (992) 20
(3292)

7.5
18
19
17
(4044) (1681) (3059) (3814)
7.5
(2705)
18
(3919)

Clindamycin
Vancomycin
Meropenem
Piperacillin/tazo
bactam
Ceftazidime

)
)

0.08
0.01
0.09
(3504) (6264) (7960)

0.3
(961)

1.3
1.3
20
(1577) (1715) (1679)
12
(1684)
6 (989) 10
8 (2690) 13
(2386)
(1683)

19
(3058)
13
(3064)
14
(3059)

19
(3783)
13.5
(3774)
13
(3777)

Enterococcus spp.

2009

2010

2011

8.6
(938)

2.3
(1148)

0.3
0.2
0.1
(1541) (3739) (2282)

5.6
6.8
7.7
(12962) (21214) (26749)

7.7
6.6
5.5
(4623) (11237) (14576)
0 (262) 0 (54) no data 2.6
(660)
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DDD/100 bed-days

)

8

)

SUBSTANCE (DDD)

1

ciprofloxacin (0.5 g P*; 1 g
O *)

TOTAL DDD

15827

DDD/100
BED-DAYS

%

22,91

5,22

% RESISTANCE

61

2

oxacillin/ampicillin (2 g)

9980

14,45

3,29

35

3

ampicillin (2 g)

9399

13,61

3,10

72

4

metronidazole (1.5 g P)

6610

9,57

2,18

no data

5

amoxicillin (1g)

6132

8,88

2,02

72

6

ceftriaxone (2g)

5335

7,72

1,76

54

7

norfloxacin (0.8g)

2371

3,43

0,78

61

8

cefotaxime (4g)

2038

2,95

0,67

54

9

doxycycline (0.1g)
clarythromycin (1g P; 0.5g
O)

1871

2,71

0,62

no data

1460

2,11

0,48

gentamicin (0.24g)

1454

2,10

0,48

62476

91

20.6

12

1-11
amoxicillin/clavulanate (3g
P; 1g O)

1120

1,62

0,37

13

pipemidic acid (0.8g)

820

1,19

0,27

14

cefuroxime (3g P; 0.5g O)

788

1,14

0,26

10
11
DU90%

15

lincomycin (1.8g)

665

0,96

0,22

16

cefoperazone (4g)

649

0,94

0,21

17

benzylpenicillin (3.6g)

635

0,92

0,21

18

amikacin (1g)

426

0,62

0,14

19

vancomycin (2g)

282

0,41

0,09

20

pefloxacin (0.8g)

220

0,32

0,07

21

ceftazidime (4g)
azithromycin (0.5g P; 0.3g
O)

208

0,30

0,07

198

22

0,29

0,07

125

0,18

0,04

24

nitroxoline (1g)
trimethoprim/sulfamethoxaz
ole (2g**)

116

0,17

0,04

25

cefazolin (3g)

108

0,16

0,04

26

levofloxacin (0.5g)

85

0,12

0,03

27

fosfomycin (8g P; 3g O)

53

0,08

0,02

28

meropenem (2g)

40

0,06

0,01

29

cefoperazone/sulbactam (4g)

30

0,04

0,01

23

no data
45

30

cefepime (2g)

25

0,04

0,01

31

imipenem/cilastatin (2g)

13

0,02

0,00

6606

9

2.2

100

22.8

12-31

TOTAL 1-31
69082
* P- DDD for parenteral use, O – DDD for oral use
* for sulfamethoxazole)

ABSTRACT

Treatment of hospitalised patients is generally governed by the pre-developed algorithms and common
guidelines. These approaches are helpful in most, but not all cases. Treatment of hospitalised patients is
limited to the time of hospital stay and is therefore directed to immediate help. There are diseases for
which immediate help is as important as its long-term consequences. General infections and ischemic
heart disease are among the most prominent examples. Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) remain the leading
cause of death in developed countries. While immediate treatment of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is
currently dependent on rapid surgery and management of thrombosis, adequate long-term treatment with
other agents including beta-blockers may prolong time to further cardiovascular events and therefore
prolong patients’ life. It is important to achieve adequate effects as early as possible and avoid adverse
drug reactions (ADR) to fulfill primary goals of the treatment. Factors that affect individual treatment
response may be inherited (genetic polymorphisms) or exogenous (drug interactions). General infectious
diseases represent another problem where hospital lethality is traditionally high and is dependent on a
number of factors, mainly timeliness of diagnosing and susceptibility of pathogenic microorganisms to
available antibiotics. This susceptibility is a changing parameter and may be dependent on the pattern of
traditional antibiotic use in a given hospital, which is related to selection of resistant pathogens potentially
worsening patients’ survival. This also has a more global consequence of cultivation of multiple resistant
pathogens, which may then be spread over the hospital, region and even country borders.
General aim of the current thesis was to increase knowledge of specific factors that may affect quality of
hospital care in the treatment of general infections and acute myocardial infarction and suggest methods to
minimize their negative influence in hospitalised patients.
We found that CYP2D6 is a major factor of metoprolol disposition and effects in AMI patients and also a
major determinant of individual variability of response to the treatment. Common exogenous medications
prescribed for treatment of depression complicating AMI namely selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI) paroxetin significantly increase metoprolol concentrations in patients and put them at risk of
excessive bradycardia. Based on our findings we suggested that CYP2D6 genetically defined activity may
be related to ventricular rhythm disorders (VRD) complicating early period after acute myocardial
infarction, though not in patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention.
In our studies on surveillance of antibiotic use and resistance we applied a method of Drug Utilization
90% (DU90%), and modified it with cumulative microbial resistance data. From this combination it was
clear that most widely utilized antibiotics are not suitable for treatment of registered infections due to high
resistance of the microbes. We showed that this method of combined presentation of antibiotic 90% use
and microbial resistance reflects existing situation in a comprehensive and easy way both – for prescribers
and authorities. When this method was tested in a Russian hospital we observed antibiotic use and
resistance during five consecutive years, we could not see any change in resistance despite obvious
changes in utilization profile. We considered these changes attributable to our intervention because they
were not observed in a control Russian hospital. We also observed antibiotic utilization and key
microorganisms resistance in a Swedish hospital. Overall antibiotic use was much higher in that hospital,
antibiotics active against multiple resistant microorganisms were present within DU90% segment, despite
that resistance of key microorganisms in this segment was low during the whole observation period. We
concluded that the instrument of combined presentation of antibiotic use and cumulative resistance is an
effective tool to show in an easy and comprehensive way rationality of antibiotic use and change
utilization profile. It was also clear that in hospitals with high resistance of microorganisms to the most
agents used other methods of infection control are required.
Our studies demonstrate two principally different approaches to improvement of drug treatment of
hospitalised patients. In cardiovascular diseases we showed clinical importance of pharmacogenetics and
drug interactions, which may further be continued by studies defining place for pharmacogenetic tests in
clinics. For patients suffering from general infections we proposed a more general approach of antibiotic
use and resistance surveillance that will help to define existing problems. It is a crucial step to improved
treatment of patients in a particular hospital but also may have global contribution to containment of world
dissemination of resistant microbes.

